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PREFACE ti

Many secondary schools are providing students an excellent
education today. Much purposeful learning and effective teaching ar4,
occurring in our middle and senior high schools.' Even so, very few
schools have developed their own capa ility for systemat.cally

itImproving their educatiye processes f om year Sto year: milarly,
they have not devised their own cont uing staff developm nt programs
that enable them to mprdVe the eduOtion of their students and in the
process-to become self-renewing social systems.

I

Many factors that contribuC e to a local school not developing and
Implementing a schoolwiile

Ho ever, most school staffs have the
and

event ..plan annually are external to .

the particular school
intellectual resources nd they can find the time dUring the school
day and at other tiles to start a clearly identified improveMent
program. Of course, district cooperation and support are necessary at
the outset.

This design for the renewal and improvement of secondary
education was formulated for the purpose of aidipg middle, junior,. and
senior high schools to utilize their existing resources in developing
an improvement capability. Many practitioners as well as scholars in
secondary education participated in the formulation and refinement of
the design. Inasmuch as the design was formulated at the Wisconsin
Center for Education Research, it has come to be known as the
Wisconsin Program for the Renewal and Improvement of Secondary-
Education, orWRISE. Howevef, its focus 1,s on the renewal and
improvelent of education at the local secondary school level, not at
the state level. *-1 explanation of he design and suggestions for
implementing it are provided in a correlated set of material that
includes a book, 10 filmstrips, nine school experiences
audiocassettes, and this manual. A list of these materials follows
immediately after the Table of Contents.

The WRISE design is very comprehensive. It is broad enough to
include all possible areas of improvement. It includes three
improvement strategies and various organizational structures that
facilitate the implementation of the strategies. The strategies and
structures are tied directly to 10 components of a functioning
secondary school. The design was fully validated as usable and
effective through cooperative research conducted with secondary
schools.

404'

A school that does not already have-a systematic improvement'-
program in operation should not expect to be able to start more than
one of the strategies or more than one of the enabling organizational
structures per year. Thus, the adaptation of this design to a
particular school setting and its.subsequent implementation is.
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properly regarded as a continuing process. Research shows that this
is how the improvement of schooling proceeds. A school does not

.

suddenly become effective in one large leap. Instead, it proceeds 'in

lilift

in: orderly, step -by -step fcshion, making significant gains one yea;,
er another. In this regard, several schools that were already

mplementing elements of the design in 1972 are still refining them
and Initiating others.

/,----,-

.

As the staff f a school implements theMesign and concurrently
creates its o ap roaches to bettering'the education of its students.
it experiences renewal. The school builds its own continuing
improvement cap ility and achieves its improvement goals. In schools
In which thiM otc ra, the majority of the staff members make a
personal commitment to impr9ving education; they work'together on
improveMent activities; they replace day-by-day maiVenanck activities
with improvement activities; and they find new and titer ways to
solve the problems of learning, teaching, advising, and administration
that continuously arise. Our cooperative'emearch conducted with
middle, junior, and senior high,schbols shoded how they developed this
kind of an impyvement capability. The research indicated that they
needed little consultation and asaistance.from external sources.

\s. \

This manual was written for UseIir se persons who Oaks the

initiative for planning, monitoring;-4n valuating the school's
improvement activities each year. --In- ist tchools thiS Includes
members of the administrative team and representative teachers and
counselors. District and state education ageney personnel and
university professors who aid secondary schools in starting or
refining their improvement programs also use the manual*, Finally,
students, parents, School board members, and other citizens who,serve
on school and schoqF district improvement 4ommittees should also study
it

47

The first edition of thig manual and the correlated materials
were tried out in a field test conducted in universities and local
schools. The middle, junior, and senior high schools that
participated in the field test used the manual and the correlated
materials in a number oP-different .43143 in their inservice and staff
development programs toogain information and use it in their
improvement activities. The materials were found to be usable and
effective in aiding the schools to achieve their inservice goa

The filmstrips capture' exemplary practices in middle, juniOr,rand
senior high schoolsacrogsrthe. Country. Although the filmstrips show
exemplary individual and small group activities, there are fewer
instances of whole class instruction than Is desired. Our limited .

bud et did not permit the film maker to secure the parental permission
tha is required for each stu t or to spend the large amount of time
that is needed for getting on a few Ictures of different classroom-
groups.

A teacher and another person from 'schools shown in the filmstrip
.claify. their school's practices in the school experiences
audioca$settes:' The practitic(nerS focus oh what they are doing, how
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they got, Sart d, and 46 of "their current successes and concerrii.
. Most of t4u.' ink iocasmet tem describe t he prac t Ices of A two middle '

schools and two, 'nigh mchoo IS in, segment soot 10

pilot

I? m 1 nutien each.

Any segment ca4 ht: 1 1st toned to-and di fiC118800 pilot i tab ly wffhout.

1114klistening tAtee other segmenta. lAch school is identitiA.i %
i NeAaudiocassettes, as well as In the filmwrips and hook. The HA'n 1414

-..

continuo-to welcome visits and calls.
4,.

f A
,

IIR('lie films!rips and the school periet audiocassettes were not
lbrevi:17,4 at ter the, tieid tes . Thltitlimplem .';tion4manual and the bock

, A

were. Resides updating the ook, we re-wrote this manual no thtika
school that is ehWtO eon ct its own inservLIkprogrlim cqn also tuie
the manual and the other cc related materials to an and carry out
its improvement activities withoutiprocuring ext flint assistance, h
using he terial indepe9dently,,the school print pal and a distric t.
officfal firs ain a olv4rvAw of thicottiprehensi e Oro ram of

42
renewal ari impr vem t. +Next, other key staff members (' the school

Again the same ov .rviiew. After the principal and key stafh,,with input
from the facu ,.4eclde on an area of improvem5pt, suclvas a
curricular a a, instruction, advi ng, or school organization, the
faculty members te-be i olved I tanning and implementing-t6
Improvement aciivitie's s dy tryte set of correlated materials related
to the.particulat. area' of, Upfovement., They do not have to
qfamiliarize themselves with; the complete, comprehensive program b fore
starting

'A.

tarting an improvement activity. Then usualusual procedure'is Por th e.:

inservice leader to use the relevant filmstrip first and then the
relevant segments of the school experiences audiocassette. The
inservice leader summaries. and excerpts information from the
appropriate hook chapter, rather than having all the teachers read it.
However, a-few copies of:ebe'book as well as a copy of each filmstrip

- ,
and audiocassette are put in the In/ stractfonal Materials Center or the
school's professional library where teachers can access them. )

Although some schools are able to proceed, independently in using the
materials, assistance from an exPerienced practitioner or . ,

knowledgeable professor enables the school to progress more rapidly.

This manual is organized into 13 chapters. Chapter 1 introduces
both the design and the use of this manual. Chapter 1 explains the
five-phase improvement process, a planning procedure, different ways
hf g tting started, and alternative uses of the WRISE materials.
Accordingly, Chapter 1 should be studied before any other chapter.
eitapters 2-12 present suggestions regarding the implemwtation of the
separate components. Each chapter provictes a brief rationale,
indicates preplanning activities, presents a completed prototypic
plan, and gives a synopsis of the relevant WRISE material. The
prototypic plan contains a coherent set of ideas; however, the-ideas
must be adapted to each7partictilar school's characteristics and
culture. Extensive workshop experiencetpas shown the plan to be of
great value to persons when preparing a plan for their own school. To

facilitate use of the _manual, the textbookart&the manual chapters
have identical numbers titles.

I -

Chapter 13 focus n methods of r0earch and development. It

describes an evaluati improvement-ori,Anted educational research
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methodology in eome'detail-and briefly Indicates other main types of
research. Chapter li does not provide euggeetIona for coAducting
theme different types ofresearch nor does it contain a prothtyptc

.4
IFlan.

(A
Thie manual' is deis1 Igned ior,uee by the school principal and key

taculty members, not by the entire teaching stati.,,SImilarly, It Is

not need by the profeamot or studente except when the university r
course Includes piac'ticum activitiee. In addition to regular claHHeH,

1

late afternoon and'eArly evening courees and kluaimer seSeion.courees
and workshops( are al Trofitable eettings ier use of the materials.

1

The development and validation of Ole design and'the preparation
of this manualsand>the correlated mate 1 required cooperation of
many people,dcroes the country. Atwog i n'of the many individuals
cannot be given by name, only according- t following groups:, the

:the book; the stufients,the schools whose prarticeit are.described i
people who revtetued this revised implementa !dhnual; the staff of

i
teachers, counselors, principals, parentand ethers portray,id in the

,filmstripe; the t achers, counselors,, andprinapala who deseribed
their pract4ces 11

)

theschoOl. experten4s.audieressettes; th'e
.

university proles ors and school facilities whe,participatekip the
-
tteld test; the sct ols that participated: n the cooperative research

-
1. that validated the signrand the graduigi students atnferhools that

participated wi Profits rs Lipham and i*esp in theip research on
planned change, adm nis raiive leadership,' and sharedderision making.

. , ,

W .

1

Support trom the Faye McBeath Foundation for,theTreParation of
the mahuscript for this manual is deeply appreciatd..4 t

t

Persons who aided in the production ol thti Kanual and the
earlier edition merit many thanks: Julia MrGiNern and Gall Thlerbach
who prepared part of tile first edition; Teri,4i:atley4and Arlene
Knudsen who did word processing andtyping;''the+lieTArt staff of the
Wisconsin Center for Fducation research wpb proVideea variety of
services; and Dan Woolpet,ofitheWisdorrAih'center who coordinated the
final production. 1

O''
We hope that loc&I school groups and'others.who seek the

improvement of secondfrication,will find thiAnanual and the other
correltited materials *elpful bOth' immediately and in the years ahea,f.)
Developing an improvement capahflity in the slOodl and simultaneously
finding the means for elf- 'newel is not easy. H ever, it is a'mqst
practical means crf adva e cause of good sec dry schools for
all American youth: .

,.

Aierlirrt J. Klausmeier
John C. Daresh

Septemblir, 1983
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
Herbert J. Klausmeier

This manual is part of a set of correlated instructional
materials that includes a text, ten filmstrips, and nine school
experiences audiocassettes. These materials were found to be readily
usable and effective by staff members of middle schools, junior high
schools, and senior high schools who participated in an evaluation of
the materials (Klausmeier, 1982).

This manual is written for the group of persons who take
initiative for planning, monitoring, and evaluating the school's
improvement activities each year. Typically, this group includes the
school principal and other members of the administrative team,
representative teachers, and counselors. The manual is also for
district officials, state education agency personnel, and university
professors who aid secondary schools in starting or refining their
improvement programs. Students, parents, school board members, and
other citizens who serve on improvement committees of the school or
the district may also profit from study of the manual.

This first chapter provides essential information for using the
later chapters. First, it gives an overview of the substance of the
WRISE design, improvement process, and planning procedures. Preparing
to start an improvement program and using the WRISE materials in the
inservice program are explained later, in the chapter. Each later
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chapter of the manual indicates how to start one vi the &twee
improvement strategies or one of the facilitative'struc6res that is
incorporated in the design.

The manual is written so that a local school improvement group
can gain the information that it needs to organize and carry out its
own improvement program. However, prior experiencin conducting its
own inservice program is very helpful as is expert consultant
assistance.

Overview of the Design, Improvement Processes,
and Planning Prpcedures

WRISE includes a design, or blueprint, for the improvement of
secondary education. The design has been validated as useful and
effective for guiding a school's improvement activities, thereby
enabling the school to attain desired educational goals, including

<p, high student achievement (Klausmeier, Serlin, 80Zindler, 1983).

The design includes improvement strategies and facilitative
organizational arrangements. They are explained in the textbook and
are depicted in the filmstrips. An improvement process and planning
procedures are necessary for implementing the design. They are
clarified in this manual and in the school experiences audiocassettes.

IMPROVEMENT STRATEGIES AND FACILITATIVE
ORGANIZATIONAL ARRANGEMENTS -T

The design incorporates three improvement strategies for
achieving desired educational outcomes, such as higher student
achievement, more favorable attitudes, fewer discipline probems, etc.
The strategies re called individual instructional programming,
individual edu ational programming, and goal setting. The design also
incorporates school organizational arrangements that facilitate the
implementation of the strategies. A school that is able to adapt and
implement the strategies ,and thereby attain the outcomes that it
desires has in fact developed its own capability for continually
improving its educative processes.

The three strategies an'ic he facilitative organizational
arrangements of the design are stated as 10 comprehensive objectives
and related sets of enabling objectives. The complete set of design
objectives dre listed in Appendix A and are explained in the text.
Figure 1.1 shows the close relationship among the three improvement
strategies and between the atrategies and the facilitative, school
arrangements. It also indicates the chapter of the textbook that
explains each strategy and each organizational arrangement. Use of

this manual presumes that the manual user either has already studied

15



re 1.1 Improvement Strategies and Facilitative School Structures and Processes

Individual Educational
Programming Strategy
(Ch. 2)

An educational program of
course work and other edu-

/' cational activities is
arranged for each student
each semester that satis-
fies the student's develop-
mental characteristics and
that also meets district
and state requirements.
The advisor involves the
student and the parents
in planning, monitoring,
and evaluating the student's
program.

ACTIVITIES to implement
strategy:

1. Advisors assure that
each student enrolls
in appropriate
courses in terms of
the student's educa-
tional. needs.

2. Advisors monitor
their advisees'
progress.

. Etc.

Individual Instructional
Programming Strategy
(Ch. 3) .

The teacher in each of his
or her classes arranges an
instructional program '

suited to each student's
eudcational needs. The
amount of student-initiated
and teacher-directed indi-
vidual, pair, small-group,
and large-group activity,
as well as other teaching
methods and use of mater-
ials, are varied to take
into account differences
among the students in en-
tering achievement level,
learning styles, motivation,
and other characteristics.

ACTIVITIES to implement
strategy:

1. Teachers assure that
students spend the
entire class period
in active learning
(on task).

2. Teachers are enthu-
siastic and provide
clear instruction.

3. Etc.

Goal Setting Strategy
(Ch. 7)

The school's improvement
committee, with input from
the relevant staff, ana-
lyzes test results, grades,
and other- evaluation infor-
mation and sets goals
`annually for improving out-
comes for a group of stu-
dents, e.g., Grade 7 atti-
tudes toward school, Grade
9 math achievement, Grade
12 attendance. The com-
mittee monitors and eval-
uates attainment of the
goals.

ACTIVITIES to implement
strategy:

1. The school increases
the amount of time
allocated 0 Grade 9
math in n.

2. Designat ff call
parents of absentees
at home and at work.

3. Etc.

School Arrangements that Facilitate Implementing the Strategies

A district curriculum that is structured but that can be adapted by the school and by individual teachers to
take into account the differing educational needs of students (Ch. 4).

A program of career education for all students and work experience for those who can profit from it (Ch. 5).

Student input regarding their educational and instructional programs (Ch. 6).

Evaluatioil directed toward educational improVement (Ch. 7).

Administrative arrangements that provide for cooperative planning, monitoring, and evaluation of the school's
improvement activities (Ch. 8).

The instructional staff and students organized into small groups to personalize instruction (Ch. 9).

Advisors and students organized into small groups to personalize advising (Ch. 10).

Parental and other citizen input regarding the curriculum, instruction, evaluation, and other matters (Ch. II).

Local school and district support of the improvement activities (Ch. 12):

Arranging time and class schrdules so that groups of teachers with mutual interests have a common planning
period during the school day.

Conducting staff development activities in a variety of ways, including during teachers' common planning
period,

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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the textbook or will study it to gain a thorough understanding of each
strategy and organizational arrangement.

Before proceeding further, consider a few key points regarding
the improvement strategies and the facilitative organizational
structures. 'Regarding the individual educational programming
strategy, the design indicates a general procedure for planninf,
monitoring, and evaluating each student's educational program; it does
not prescribe what a student's program should be. The focus is on
meeting the individual student's educational needs, not the needs of a
group of students, such as the college bound or those who seek
employment upon graduation.

With respect to the individual'instructional programming
strategy, the focus in on providing high quality instruction to each
individual student, rather`than identical instructlin to a classroom
group. This does not mean one-to-one Instruction, ather it implies
whole-class, small - group, or individual instruction, whatever is best
for each studerit enrolled in the particular course.

The design does not indicate any particular method of.i4struction
as being good for all students, all teachers, and allubject fields.

Rather, there are many effective ways of teaching; however,. no one
method is equally effective in all subject fields with all students.
Accordingly, each teacher is encouraged to provide instruction that
meets the needs of each student enrolled in his or her course. Rather

than attempting to specify what each teacher should do, the design
allocates this responsibility to the individual teacher, the local
school staff, and the school district.

In relation to the goal-setting strategy, the design indicates a
general procedure to follow; it does not indicate what the goals
should be. At the same time, our research shows this to be a very
powerful and effective improvement strategy. When the relevant group
of teachers cooperatively with the administration sets a goal to raise
student achievement, to improve student self-concepts, to decrease
discipline problems, or to increase student creativity, they usually

.k._) succeed. The teachers find new and better ways to carry out their
roles and the administration finds new and more effective meatis'of

supporting the teachers.

It should be clear that the improvement strategies cannot be
implemented effectively without support arrangements in the school.
With respect to the facilitative arrangements, the design provides ,

illustrative alternative arrangements. Since each school has its own
unique culture that is dependent upon its location, size, student
body, teaching staff, administration, etc., niosset of prescriptions is
offered. Instead, each school with support from the district office
is encouraged to devise its own arrangements that facilitate the
implementation of the strategies.

6

Notice that we have highlighted what WRISE indicates regarding
the strategies and the facilitative structures. The textbook, the
filmstrips, and the audiocassettes present the detailed information;

17



this manual provides aids for starting or refining the strategies and -P
structures. It does not provide the detailed explanations or
illustrations of them.

4,

The Improvement Process

Schools typically employ the following five -phase improvement
process from the time of starting to develop an improvement capability
through refining it:

Phase 1: Awareness-Assessment-Commitment. Becoming
familiar with the conceptual design and the materials and
identifying how to-use them in'the particular school setting
serves as the beginning point of the improvement process. At
about the same time, the school assesses its present capability
and readiness for improvempnt and identifies possible areas of
improvement., Commitment by the school and by district officials
to begin planning an improvement program follows. In general,
the principal and district official are first involved in this
phase, then key teachOs; and finally the whole school staff, or

yleast all of those ilirectly involved-in the improvement
program. This phase is-described More fully later in this

%
chapter.

Phase 2: Planning. Many attempts to improve secondary
schooling have failed for lack of careful planning. Planning is
often poor because sufficient time is not given to planning
before starting implementation, the persons who are responsible

4. for the implementation are not involved,in the planning, or the
planning process is not implemented well. Research on school
improvement leads to the followLng conclusions regarding the
planping process and educational improvement.

Improvement doesn't just happen. It needs to be
planned,

(I'

There are no universal solutioni. Rather, there are "

multiple ways to resolke an edliCa Tonal probtem. The right
way to resolve a problem depends n the physical, social,
and economic characteristics of a specific school setting.

The staff members of most schools have the knowledge
and skills necessary to plan andlarry out improvement
activities related to problems they are experiencing; little
or no external consultation is required.

Dif4erent roles, responsibility, and authority are
possessed by the members bf a school staff. Systematic work '
to resolve pressing educational problems requires a

18
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re- examination of roles'', responsibilities, authority, and

knowledge and skill utilization.

, The administrative leader's ripponiibility is not that

of personally and indiliiduallN,resenving a pressing problem,
.but rather of 'organizing 4nd facilitating the work of .the
staff related to that problem.

Ownership is important. The'people,who are going to do
the work should be involved in problem identification,
problem delineation, planning, implementation, and
evaluation.

The primary role of the school is promoting the
educational development of its 'students.

These assumptions underlie the development of a plan to

improve a school's educative processes. Inasmuch as planning is
so critical, a later part of this chapter and the major part Of

each 'later chapter is devoted to it.

Phasr 3: Preparation.- The preparation phase begins w
the needs of the 'Staff have been identified for securing
information, for developing skills, or fpr preparing materials, of

any kind. Inservice education in addition to the staffs' own
I -preparatory activities may be required for some improvement

programs. The inservice education may be conducted by the school'
staff itself, or external assistance may be secured. One

critical consideration is arranging the class schedules of the
teachers so that they have sufficient time for participating in
the preparatory activities.

Phase 4: First-year Implementation, Monitoring, and

Evaluation. Typically, the school staff prepares instructional
materials and procedures only for the first weeksof
implementation. Accordingly, it continues its preparatory
activities while, also proceeding with the implementation.

Monitoring progress starts early, usually at the end of the

first grading period. The primary purposes of-the monitoring are
to identify and overcome difficulties and to confirm the desired

performances of students, staff, or both.

Evaluation of the effectiveness and value cif the current
year's improvement activities starts at the same time as the
monitoring, and it continues throughout the first year. Usually'

the last data collected are summarized shortly after the school
year ends, and the evaluative informatin6 gathered throughout the

year is used in setting goals and Alarming related improveiment

activities for the ensuing year. Some staff participation in the
goal setting and planning occurs prior to or shortly after the
en4 of the school year and other involvement takes place shortly
before or after the opening of the school year.
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Phase 5: Refinement and Renewal. Refinement of improvement
programs occurs from one year to the next as the cycle of
evaluationpf current programs, needs identification, planning,
preparation, implementation, and evaluation is repeated each
successive year. As ehe refinfment occurs,and the improvement
goals are.adhieved with increasing effectiveness, the school
strengthens its own imprOvementicapability. Its organizational
structures function more smoothly and the improvement, strategies
are applied with greater ease. AS teachers and other school
staff gain more knowledge and increase their skills through,
identifying and solving their school's educational prOblems, the
school experiences renewal as a social - organization. The
school's staff deVelopmept activities become increasingly more
meaningful, and all members of the staff take part in them.

Before turning to t13e improvement process, recognize that how.,)
each school implements each phase varies greatly because of
differences amodg,schoOks in enrollment, characteristics' of
studente, charatt.eriailcs of the teachers, administrative
principal, budget for improvement, relationship of-the impi9104:
program to the district office and the state education agena
many other fa tors.

4

Developing the ,Annual Improvemet Plan
7

A planning'form with related suggestions follows. The'S.Ame form
is used in Chapters 2-12. Any school may duplicate the planning form,
and use it to guide its ova planning activities. The school completes
a separate form for each iMprbvement program.

Before proceeding to the form, recall that Phase 1
improvement process includes awareness, assessment, and
Planning does not start until there is staff, district,
board commitment to support the planning as well as the
implementation.

1. Title of Program

of the
commitment.
and school
subseqpent

Formulate a title that reflects the nature of the program and
that is easily understood; e.g., Improvement of Reading Achievement in
Grade 7, Improvement of Instruction in English in Grades 10-12, a
Teacher-Advisor Program for Grades 9-12.

2. Percent of Students and Grades Involved

Give the percentage of the students of each grade who will be
involved; e.g., 100% of the students of Grade 7, 100% of the students
of Grades 9-12,,the students of all the teachers who pilot the program
the first year.
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116,6.
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3. Persons Who Will Plan, CoordiAbie, and Evaluate the Program.

At

One procedure .-is to organigzg ajask force consisting of the
principal, a counselor, and representative teachets for each major
improvement pr6gram. After two or more task forces are functioning,

representatives from each task force broqght together to form. the

uchool's improvement coordinating ttee. Another procedure is to
have one educational improvement committee, or council, that plans,
coordinates, and evaluates each of the school's improvement programs.

4. Persons Who Will Imliement the Program

One or more embers of the task force and other teachers and

41Picounselors who ve responsibilities pertaining to the program.

5. Time Schedule

It is important to establish tentative starting and end ing dares
for each of the following: preplanning activities, planning,
preparing to start the Program, collection of data during the baseline
year.to document the schol's current status, first-year
implementation, and first.-year evaluation. The starting date for the

refinement/renewal process is also considered befofe any
implementation begins.

6. Budget "1,1

A'budget is prepared for each main phase of the process:
planning, preparation, baseline year evaluation, first-year - ---

implementation and evaluation, andefinement and renewal. The

primary additional costs, if any, a4 for substitute teachers, summer
employment of teachers, consultants, workshop fees and expenses,

jaaterials, and travel. In general, staff time is secured to carry out
the pieceding activitiesby dropping less critical maintenance tasks.
A budget estimate for the first and second years of refinement is made

to assure that the pro'gram does not get dropped or curtail7d for lack,

of essential funding,

. IMprovement Goals

Coals may be stated at different levels of genevi ity. Research

shows that stating goals at a general level but in terms of measurable
outcomes achieves excellent results.

Goals may be stated for any student outcomes that the school
measures annually, for example, achievement, attendance, attitudes,

creativity, discipline referrals, self-concept, thinking skills,

writing skills, participAion in extracurricular activities, etc.
Many different kinds of measurement devices may be used, including
norm-referenced tests, criterion-referenced tests, teacher ratings,
grade point average, questionnaites, inventories, etc.
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GOals may be stated for groups of students or for individual
students; e.g.:

Sixty percent of the Grade 7 students will score at or above
the 50th percentile in mathematics as measured by the "Munro
Mathematics Achievement Test."

Ninety percent of the Grade 11 students will have a rating
ofd3.4 or higher on the locally constructed test of writing'
skills.

Student A V(11 express highly Avorable attitudes a rating
of 4.0 or higher) toward learning.

Student C will master 90 percent of the minimum competencies
in reading in Grade 9.

Setting goals such as these implies activities for attaining,the
goals and also for monitoring and evaluating student progress.
Teachers individually and in groups find many ways to aid students

" attain goals that the teachers think the students can attain.

There is a considerable hesitancy for schools to set measurable
performance goals. Teachers, and principals, too, feel ttipt they
personally have failed if a goal is not attained or that ebey will be
evaluated negatively. To ,counteract this hesitancy we should
recognize that some goals are not attained because there are many
uncontrollable variables in education. But, more important, when a
goal is not attained the constructive response is to try to identify
the causes and correct the situation rather than to blame or --
negatively evaluate administrators, teachers, or students.

8. Preparatory Activities

A great deal of preparation is required prior to starting some
improvement activities, such as individual educational programming or
a program of minimum competency education in the basic skills.
Accordingly, the teaching and othef schedules of the task force
members and the implementors are arranged so that they can meet at
regular times during the school day and outside school hours as
necessary. In these meetings the, mplementors do such things as gain
knowledge about the area selected for improvement, develop new skills
and techniques, prepare resource materials for the implementors, and
prepare instructional materials, tests, etc. for the students. 'the

implementors may also visit schools and attend workshops.

9. First-Year Implementation and Monitoring

The nature of the, implementation activities varies according to
the area selected for improvement, as is indicated in later chapters.
Four important considerations are that (a) the roles and respon-
sibilities of the task force members nd the implementing group are
clear with respect to the implementation and monitoring, (b) time,
space, materials, and other physical arrangements are worked out so
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that the implementing group can function with maximum effectiveness,
(c) the implementing group is supported by the task force, ae,(d)
each implementor receives constructive on-atall assistance when a
problem is experienced.

Effective implementation often calls for more time and effort
than was anticipated. When this occurs, a cutback may be in order or
additional incentives may be provided to the implementors. In any

event, the problem must'be resolved or the implementation cannot be
continued successfully the ensuing year.

10. Evaluation
A',

The purpose of evaluating the improvement activities annually is
to better the education of students tne next year. The purpose is not
to arrive at judgments that may influence the salary or j..ob security
nt the teachers, counselors, principals, or district officials. A

policy statement is needtd from the school board and the district
administrator to assure the school staff of the positive purposes of
the evaluation and the support of the district office and school
board.

One criterion for evaluating the effectiveness of the improvement
activities is whether the goal was attained. Another criterion is
whether the outcomes are regarded as worth the effort that was
required to attain them.

The evaluation devices that are,used and the procedures for
summarizing and analyzing the data vary greatly aCtordingro the
nature of the improvement area. Regardless of the area, 1owever, the
following checkliq of evaluation activities is appropriate:

1. OutlIne the kinds of infOrmation that will be gathered and
from whom, i.e., students, teachers, parents, others.

2. Procure or.construct the measuring devices. Do not change

devices from one year to the next unless absolutely
necessary.

I. Outline the procedures for administering tests and other
devices and for, gathering information from records, e.g.,
attendance, discipline referrals.

4. Prepare a time schedule for gathering the, information.
Gather each type of information at the same time from'one

(t.

(

''l year to the next.,

Outline thethe procedures for summarizing the data and reporting
la

-

the results to the staff and to others.

h. Formulate the procedures for using thetiresults in developing
improvement plans for the ensuing semester or year.
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Here are some final suggestions:

I. Use already 44ailable information before gathering new
information.

2. Gather only information that can be relAted to the
improvement goals.

i. Avoid the use of tests, questionnaires, and scales that have
large numbers of items that must be summarized separately,
item by item.

4. Get judgments of teachers and students orally in group
sessions or by simple self-scoring procedures rather than
spending months to score, summarize, and report the results
of lengthy questionnaires and other devices.

II. Refinement/Renewal

Continue the cycle of evaluation, goal setting, planning,
implementation, and evaluation'on an annual basis. Add ont_ .)r two new

areas of improvement each year', if possible, and thereby involve more
staff. Form a permanent task force on staff renewal. This task
force, with input from the faculty, assesses needs, sets goals, and
plans activities that will promote the renewal process.

Preparing to Start a Schoolwide Improvement Program

Getting a systematic improvement program started or refining an
existing one requires strong leadership by the principal, supported by
the faculty of the school, the district office, and the school board.
Strong and effective leadersh
improvement program origin
the state. Even when the
Program, the school has
for improving the educati

with
state

he op

required whether the ideas^for the
the local school, the district, or
the district originates the

ortunity to develop its own capability
its students and- in the process to

experience continuing renewal as a social organization, the primary
goals of WRISE. Moreover, the preceding five-phase improvement
'process and the 11-step planning process are as useful as if the area
of improvement had been identified by the school. This presumes that
the state or district provides each school a reasonable amount of
autonomy and that the school, assumes ownership of the improvement
program. The most desirable state of affairs is for the district also
to develop its permanent improvement capability. In this case
district officials work closely with the schools in annually
developing and then implementing a district wide improvement plan,
while each school develops and implements its plan with the full
support of the district.

2,1
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The tIve mairtactivities.oi the principal and other key .taff

members in starting their schoolwide improvement(program are as
follows:

ining information and assuring district support.

Org nizing the school's improvement group(s).

Establishing schoolwide awareness and commitment.

Selecting one or more areas of improvement.

Developing an improvement plan.

INFORMATiON AND ASSURINC DISTRICT SUFPORT

Principals typically have two to live key persons with wfObi they

contei regarding schoolwide decisions. They also call upon these

peisons to perform various tasks. To get an improvement program
started, the principal and this key group gain information that aids
them in becoming aware of improvement possibilities in their school.

They use this information later with the faculty. Also, one or more

of the group organizes and leads the inservice activities that are
necessary to get the program started. A district official may meet
with this group as they deliberate and plan, or the principal may keep

the district official informed to assure district awareness and

support.

The activities that follow are designed to enable the group to
lead the staff of the school,

Become familiar with the WRISE design and materials if not

already familiar. At a minimum view the introductory filmstrip,
examine the table of contents of the text and the manual, and

study the complete set of correlated materials pertaining to
administrative arrangements, individual educational programming,
instructional programming, curriculum arrangements, and

evaluation.

Gather and summarize all the available information of the
last two or three years that might give clues regarding
improvement possibilities, e.g. test scores, grade ppint average,
attendance, discipline referrals, suspensions, cus.aculum
studies, follow -up of graduates, parent qurveys, etc. Secure

opinions of teachers, parents, and students regarding the
effectiveness of present practices. Save this information and

use it as your baseline data.

Complete the Desirability Scale given in Appendix A of this

;manual. Completing the scale enables you to ascertain the extent
to which you agree that the WRISE strategies and organizational
arrangements incorporated in the design (the rating scale) are
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re-leVantkto your situa4on. Determine whether it would be useful
yfor your faculty to complete part or all of the scale.

Complete Simulation 1: Identifying the Needs of (M.I.D.,
O.U.R.) School given in Appendix B1 (M.I.D. Middle School) or
Appendix B2 (O.U.R. High School). Completing the simulation .

enables persons to identify their own values regarding education
and to compare them with others.

Complete Simulation 2: Clarifying Roles and Responsibilities
(Appendix 111 or B2). Teachers, counselors, and principals who
may not have had prior experience in working together and in
cooperative planning gain this experience in this simulation.

Complete Simulation 3: Goal Setting (Appendix B1 or B2).
This simulation enables the participants to review their
interpretation of standardized test results and minimum
competency test results and to use the results In goal setting.

Visit schools that have exemplary improvement programs;
gather materials that may be relevant to starting your program;
identify experienced practitioners or consultants who may be able
tfl assist your in starting your program.

Prepare a plan for starting your improvement program related
tn the tour activities that follow.

oROAN171N(, TUE StilloOE'S IMPROVEMENT GROUPS)

Should there he one school improvement comMittee that takes
initiative for identifying, planning, coordinating, and evaluating all
the school's improvement activities? If yes, should an existing
committee add the improvement responsibility to its present
responsibilitiesl. In middle schools where teachers are organized into
teaching teams, an existing committee con kisting of a representative
of each team, the administrative team, one or more counselors, and the
IM(' director often add the improvement function to their duties. In

some Middle schools and high schools, an existing curriculum committee
or a council that includes the department chairs adds the improvement
respotusibility. In other middle schools and high schools, an already
existing group does not add the improvement responsibility because
leading a schoolwide improvement effort is not compatible with its
other responsibilities.

Should a task force be organized for each area of improvement?
When an existing group does not include the school's improvement
responsibilities as part of its work, it is appropriate to organize a
task forc'.e for each area of improvement. After two or more task
forces are functioning, one or two representatives from each task
force are organized into a coordinating committee. This coordinating
committee becomes the school's improvement committee or council. This
approach is often taken at the high school level rather than first
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organizing an improvement committee that then establishes task forces.
In general, task force members are.selected because of their interests
in the particular*area of improvement. Some teacher members /of

existing school groups as well as teacher members of a newly formed
improvement committee hesitate,to.assume responsibility for decision
making and planning outside their area of subject specialization.

ESTABLISHING SCHOOLWIDE AWARENESS AND COMMITMENT

After organizing the improvement group(s), the awareness-
commitment activities are carried out with the group. In turn, the

members of the improvement committee or task force may be allocated
the responsibility for carrying out some or all of awareness-
commitment activities with various faculty groups. Possible bareness

activities include:

1. Presenting some of the summary information that the principal
and key staff members collected earlier.

2. Presenting and discussing the filmstrip, "Introduction to the
oWisconsin Program for the Renewal and Improvement of
Secondary Education."

3. Completing and discussing the Desirability Scale given in
Appendix A.

4. Presenting other information based on WRISE.

5. Having practitioners from other schools present their
experiences.

SELECTING ONE OR MORE AREAS OF IMPROVEMENT

The schooL's imptovement committee or some other key group in
which'the administration iiPrepresented.takes initiative for this

activity. However, they secure input from the faculty. In some cases

a formal needs assessment is conducted.

Simulation 2 shows how to conduct an informal needs assessment.
However, each school should also use the information.that is available

regarding student achievement, attendance, discipline referrals, etc.
The merit of using the simulation'is that the needs identified are
relatable to the WRISE strategies and facilitative structures.
Accordingly, the text, this manual, and the audiovisual materials
provide aids for planning and implementing related improvement

programs.
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DEVELOPING AN IMPROVEMENT PLAN

ti

The planning process was explained earlier in this, chapter. A

prototypic plan is given in each later chapter. The purpose here is
not to develop a plan but to indicate how to start planning by setting
improvement goals.

The most direct means of improving education is for school
faculty to set measurable performance goals for groups of students,
such as those of a grade in school, plan activities to achieve the
goals, carry out and monitor the activities, and determine the extent
to which the goals were attained. To set a realistic goal for an
ensuing year regarding any student outcome, reliable information is
needed regarding the outcome during the current year.. Two widely
available kinds of information are standardized test scores and
minimum competency test scores. As noted earlier, Simulation 3 was
prepared to give groups experience in interpreting these scores and in
Using the information to set goals. It is helpful for persons to
simulate goal setting prior to actually setting goals.

In actually preparing goal statements, one person of the
improvement committee secures input from the other members, draws up
the goal statement, and submits it to the other members for their
review. Input from the persons who will implement the improvement
activities is then secured and is reviewed by the task force members.
A final goal statement is then prepared.

It is well to set goals that call for a relatively low level of
improvement rather than a relatively high level the first time that
goal setting is attempted. Mosb school staff are disappointed .When
their goals are not attained.

Starting an Improvement Program
Without Schoolwide Participation

Many states and school districts are specifying the improvement
areas for lo,cal schools to implement. In some schools, the principal
independently or 00 principal and a small key group get input from
the faculty but they do not involve the faculty in identifying the
areas of improvement.

In situations like this, the preparatory activities of the school
are focused on the particular areas selected for improvement. The
staff is not required to increase its understanding of anything that
it will not im4ement, for example, any improvement strategy or
facilitative structure that it will not implement.'

This very direct approach holds considerable appeal for
principals and teachers who are already pressed for time to keep their

2s
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school functioning; It also appeals when arrangements have not been
worked out by the district or the school to carry out preparatory
activities either during th441chool day or outside school hours. A

school that gets started by efas,direct approach later initiated a
more comprehensive effort that heeds to the development of an
improvement capability. w.

Using the WRISE Materials

To be able to use the materials in inservice activities
effectively, the staff development leader or leaders should be
familiar with the design in its entirety and all the materials. They

must (a) have a complete set of the materials and sufficient copies pf
each item to meet the inservice needs of the staff, (b) have essential
projection equipment and facilities, and (c) have a plan for using the
materials. Both the filmstrips and the audiocassettes should be
previewed immediately before use by the leader (a DuKane projector can
be used for both the filmstrips and the school experiences
audiocassettes), and projection equipment should be tested to assure
that it functioning properly and that the leader can operate it.
Instructions regarding the projection of the filmstrip and the
audiocassettes are provided in the printed EN...04aAhat accompany these

materials.

The materials may be used in several different ways in a schoolLa

internally conducted inservice program. The amount of material that

is used and how it is used depend upon (a) the goals of the inservice
program (b) the time arrangements that are worked out for conducting

the inservice program and (c) the daily schedules of the staff. We

now turn to these considerations.

ESTABLISHING GOALS AND TECHNIQUES OF THE INSERVICE PROGRAM

The inservice goals that follow are representative, not
exhaustive.

Each staff member gains information about each WRISE improvement
strategy and facilitative organizational structure and uses the
information (a) to increase his or her knowledge of educational

improvement, (b) to assess the school's current status and needs for
improvement,_and (c) to identify one or more areas for starting a,
schoolwide improvement program.

One technique for achieving this inservice goal is for an
improvement oommittee member to lead either whole staff sessions or
sessions for smaller groups of staff members. By this technique, the
goal of the inservice program is clarified in the first session and
the WRISE concepts and materials are introduced. The introductory
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filmstrip is shown. In the next sessions the leader typically
introduces each component, introduces and shows the filmstrip,
Introduces and plays the pertinent segment of the audiocassette,
presents key ideas from the text, and leads discussion. Interested
staff members study the text between sessions, using the copies
available in the IMC.

Another technique is for the inservice leader to organize the
faculty into groups. The leader aids each group to become
knowledgeable regarding one to three of the components. Each group
then reports back to the entire faculty.

Each staff member gains information about WRISE, components that
can be implemented individually or by Ismail groups without starting a
schoolwide improvement program.

To attain this inserviceli61, the tas force presents an
overview of WRISE to the entire. faculty and then organizes teachers
into groups according to their interest in areas such as adapting
instruction more effectively to students' educational needs, improving
evaluation, increasing student decision making and decreasing
discipline problems, or establishing better home-school-community
relations. After the groups are identified and time schedules are
worked out, the techniques employed in attaining Goal 1 are followed.

Each staff member involved in an improvement effort that has
already been identified by a task force with input from the staff
gains complete information regarding the component or component areas
to be improved.

This is a frequently occurring inservice goal and it is not as
time consuming to attain as the others. To achieve this goal, task
force members either use the introductory filmstrip to show the
faculty how the area selected for imp ovement4is related to the entire
WRISE program or they move directly t the area(s) selected for
improvement. Depending upon the size of the faculty, the proportion
of the faculty involved; and the time available, the task force
provides the inservice education to the entire group or to smaller
groups in the same general manner as described earlier for Goals 1 and
2. The primary difference is that more use is-made of the textbook
since it contains helpful detags that could not be included in the
filmstrips or audiocassettes.

Each staff member new to the school gains an understanding of the
WRISE strategies or organizational structures that the school is
already implementing.

Many schools are already implementing one or more of the
improvement strategies, such as teacher advising to promote the
educational development of each student, or an Organizational
structure, such as systematic curriculum development. In achieving
the goal, the improvement committee employs inservice techniques
analogous to those employed in attaining Goal 3.
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TIME ARRANGEMENTS FOR INSERVICE ACTIVITIES

Concentrated Workshops of 2-4 Days. In many school districtR
workshops of two to four days can be conducted prior to the opening of
the school year, between the semesters, and after the students have
completed their last classes in May or June. Typically, the
participants are paid for part or all of these days.

One-Day Sessions. Many school districts provide for one or more
teacher inservice days during each semester of the school year.
Typically, additional pay,for the participants is not required.

Part-Day Sessions. Some schools designate certain days as "Late
Arrival" and others as "Early Dismissal" for students.

Teacher Preparation Period. Teachers are generally provided one
class period to prepare for their classes. Although this time cannot
be used for insetvice activities, teachers can us$ it to prepare for
improvement activities related to their own class4.

Other Non-Teaching Period(s). Teachers typically have a second
period each day during which they carry out various non-teaching
tasks. Some of this period may be allocated not only for inservice
but also for planning and for carrying out non-teaching improvement
activities such as advising students.

Before/After Students Arrive and Leave. The school day generally
begins prior to the arrival of students and extends beyond the
dismissal time.

Released Time. Through the approved use of substitute teachers,
aides, and student teachers and by teaming arrangements, individual
teachers are released from their teaching responsibilities, especially
for planning activities and curriculum development.

DAILY SCHEDULES

The classes of teachers on task forces, improvement committees,
teaching teams, etc., are scheduled the semester before the group
meets weekly or more often. This is done to assure that the group has

a common meeting time. Often thA teaching schedules are arranged to
free the first or last period of the day or the first or last period
before the lunch period thereby doubling the amount of time available

to the group. Careful scheduling also makes it possible for all the
members of most departments to have a common meeting time during
regular-school hours.
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DISTRICT USE OF THE MATERIALS IN 1NSERVICE EDUCATION

Principals must feel comfortable about an improvement effort
before starting it. District officials must judge the effort to be
economical.a4d effective before supporting it. One way to achieve,
these goals 1's for a district official and the principal of each
secondary school to fariliarize themselves with the program. This can
be accomplished in a Aries of five or six half-day 4sessions.

To achieve the earlier goals, the inservice activities were led
by a member of the school's improvement committee. The activities
could be d

I
by a district offiCial or in cooperation with a district

official. A desirable situation involves a cooperative effort by the
local school and the district office. This kind of effort is enhanced
when the district also has an improvement committee and has designated
one ple?rsonios the district's improvement coordinator.

k:

OTHER USES OF THE MATERIALS

The materials ma be used in other ways. F r example, the
district administratoi shows the introductory f mstrip to the school
board when securing board support for starting an improvement effort
in one or more schools and for establishing an office of school
improvement in the district office.

Parents and other citizens are shown relevant filmstrips to
acquaint them with what the school is planning or is already
implementing.

Student members of school councils and committees are shown
relevant filmstrips, listen to audiocassettes, and engage in other
information gathering activities.

Ease of Implementing the Strategies and Structures

The design does not prescribe the strategy or the organizational
structure that any school should implement first. Moreover, a school
should start with one or more strategies or structures with which it
is most likely to experience success, since failure in a first effort
jeopardizes starting any subsequent program.

In terms of the amount of time required for preparation,
planning, and !_mplementation, certain strategies and certain,
facilitative o-ganizi-ional structures are more easily implemented
than others. t'_oreover, some strategies and structures can be
implemented in :-.art -ether than in totality.
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The order of the improvement strategies from least to most
difficult is (a) evaluation-based goal setting, (b) individual
instructional programming, and (c) individual educational programming.

Four different approaches to evaluation-based goal setting may he
employed. Individmal teachers can implement evaluation-based goal
setting with the students enrolled in their courses. The teachers of

n particular subject field can also. Individual advisors, advisors of

' the students of a grade, or all advisors can implement goal setting
with their advisees. School groups can set goals for the composite
group of students of a grade, for the student enrolled in a subject
field, or for all the students.

The individual instructional programming strategy can be
implemented in ways analogous to goal setting. It typically requires
more time than goal setting because teachers need to prepare either
rasource units for the teacher or learning guides for students. It

also increases the preparation time for teachers who previously have
u0ed only whole - 'lass instruction.

,;.The individual educational programming stratep is most time
consuming because teachers typically must serve as advisors and
conduct individual conferences with 15 to 30 advisees each semester.
This typically increases the amount of time that teachers spend with
students and parents. This strategy can be implemented schoolwide or

by grade at the beginning. However, it is unwise to have it on a
permanent basis for only part of the students.

The facilitative organizational structures are not rank ordered

in terms of difficulty of implementation. How easily some are started

depends on the existing relationship among and between different
groups, e.g., school board, teacher organizations, district officials,

prjncipal and administrative team, teachers of the building, students,
paTents, and other citizens. It is very difficult if not impossible
to start an improvement program after a school is scheduled for

closing, after a liirge budget cut is voted, when a teacher strike is
threatened or, in progress, when a large number of lay-offs or
transfers is expected, or when it-is district olicy to change the
principal or other key staff members from one building or yosition to
another regardless of their interests or compet nce.

Assuming that none of these conditions exist and there is
reasonably high staff morale and a safe and stimulating learning
environment, it should not be difficult to initiate or refine the
administrative arrangements for shared decision making, support
arrangements, curriculum improvement, student decision making, or a
program of home-school-community relations. Starting a schoolwide
teacher-advisor program or shifting to team teaching require more
time.
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Chapter 2

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMING FOR THE INDIVIDUAL STUDENT
Herbert J. Klausmeier

Many students find most or all of their courses interesting and
worthwhile. However, some students believe that their courses are not
appropriate for them. The courses are too hard or too easy. The
content and activitie's are of little or no interest. The students see
no relationship between the course work and their present or future
life situations. The individual educational programming strategy is
designed to eliminate these problems by making it possible to arrange
more appropriate educational programs of course work and other
educational activities for students.

Arranging an appropriate educational program for each student is
one- of three basic strategies incorporated in the design for the
renewal and improvement of secondary education. Careful planning of
the individual student's program assures that each student enrolls in
courses and/or learning units within courses that are best suited to

4 his or her needs. Monitoring the student's program during the
semester assdres that the student's progress is reinforced and that
learning difficulties are identified early and corrected. Evaluation
of the student's completed program provides an estiaate of the
appropriateness and the value of the program to thelWstudent and
thereby supplies useful information in planning the student's next
program.
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Educational programming is carried out somewhat differently in
the middle school and the high school. in the middle school, students
typically to kte the same courses, nearly all of which are required. To

meet individual student's educational needs effectively, the students

enrolled in the same course do not take identical units of the course.
In the high school student.s take different elective courses as well as
different units of the required courses.

Individual educational programming is often carried out as Part
of a teacher-advisor program. Chapter 10 is directed toward"teacher
advising and indica es how teacher advisors implement individual
educational progra ing with their advisees and the advisee's parents.

However, teachers, counselors, and other school personnel may plan
educational pro ams of designated students and monitor these
students' progr es without the school adopti g a teacher-advisor
program. In this chapter the focus is on tl educational programming
strategy, not on teachers serving as advisors.

As is indicated in Chapter 2 of the textbook, individual
educational programming is very different for normally developing
students than for students with handicapping conditions. The many
conferences and the large amount of paper work and reporting required
to meet the provisions of PL 94-142 are not included in the present

strategy.

Design Objectives

Comprehensive Objective:

An individual educational program of course work and other activities

Is arranged for each student each semester that satisfies the
student's developmental needs and characteristics and that also meets

district and state requirements.

Illustrative Enabling Objectives:

Each student's individual ucational program which includes all

courses and other aCtivitie :

Is planned each simester or year by the student and the

student's advisor.

Takes into account the student's aptitude for learning
different subject matters, interests, motivation, learning
styles, career goals, and other personal and social
characteristics.

Provides for experiential learning, including work
experience in the community, for students who will benefit from
it.

4



IN monitored cooperatively by the student and the student'a
advisor throughout the semester.

Is changed as necessary during the semester to assure high
quality education for the student.

The preceding comprehensive objective ,indicates the broad aim of
individual educational programming while the illustrative enabling
objectives specify means of achieving the aim. Later in this chapter,
improvement goals are stated in terms of student outcomes that "follow
from implementation of the individual educational programming
strategy. No goals are given that pertain directly to the process of
individual educational programming. Rather, the educational
programming process is clarified in the textbook and the correlated
filmstrip and school experiences audiocassette.

p

Preplanning activities, a prototypic plan for starting individual
educational programming, and aids for using the WRISE material in an
inservice program follow. Chapter 1 provides the background
information that is essential for the effective use of the ideas in
this chapter. A most important consideration is that since each
school has its on unique culture, It must adapt the ideas throughout
this chapter to fit its own situation.

Pi'eplanning Activities

The activities assume that the school has not established a
schoolwide improvement committee. Therefore, the principal exercises
much initiative throughout the preplanning phase.

The principal, after securing central office and school board
support to proceed with preplanping activities, makes a commitment (a)
to lead the improvement of the school's practices with respect to
individual educational programming or (b) to delegate the leadership
to another member of the school staff while yet fully understanding
and supporting the progra%

The principal involves key faculty members in assessing the
school's current practices regarding educational programming and in
assessitig 'the school's readiness for changing current practices.

The principal, along with interested counselors and teachers,
forme a task force on individual educational programming that includes
the principal or other members of the administrative team, a counselor
and/or a learning coordinator, and representative teachers. The task
force considers when to involve students and parents.

All members of the task force gain a complete understanding of
the WRISE concepts and practices related to individual educational
programming. The task force as a group:
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Views and diacusses the flimstrip, "Educational Programming
for the Individual Student: Part 1."

Listens to and discusses relevant sections of the
audiocassette, "Experiences of Two Middle Schools and t)1 Two
Senior High Schools with Educational Programming for the
Individual Student: Part I."

Reads textbook Chapter "Educational Programming for the
Individual Student."

;

Studies the correlated materials on in ividuel inetructIonal
programming, curricular arrangements, evalu Lion, and
teacher advisor programs.

The task force, with input to and from the faculty, informally
assesses their school's present situation, identifies how individual
educational programming will contribute to improving the school's
eduslative processes, and outlines possible means of implementing
individual educational programming. It also determines the inservice
education that will be needed and whether it will be conducted by the
school staff or secured from an external source.

The task force estimates the costs of preparing for and
Implementing individual educational programming. Task force members
confer with district officials. District officials indicate the
district's support of the program.

Summary of a Prototypic Plan

1. Title of Program

Individual Educational Programming.

2. Percent of Students and Grades Involved

One-hundred percent of the students of a middle school, junior
high school, or high school. (Some schools start with the students of
one grade and extend the program upward by one grade each year.)

3. Persons Who Will Plan, Coordinate and Evaluate the Program

A task force on individual educational programming.

4. Persons Who Will Implement the Program

All teachers, all counselors, all administrators.
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5 Time Schedule

The task force will prepare a time schedule to facilitate the
wise owe of staff time, tQ communicate expectations, and to monitor
progress, The beginning and ending of some phases of the improvement
process will overlap, e.g., some preparatory activities will he
started bviote the planning process is completed.

Preplanning Activities

Planning

Preparatory Activities

Hasellne-Year Evaluation

First-Year Implementation

Evaluation of First-Year
Implementation

Refinement/Renewal
4

Starting Date Ending bate

6. Budget 9

The task force' will make a thorough coat analysis and will

prepare a budget for each phase of the improvement process. Staff

time and monies currently allocated to leas critical activities will
he allocated to the improvement activities. District funding will he

committed to Assure that the program will be planned and implemented
properly in the first year and that it will not be curtailed or
discontinued during he second year or thereafter for lack of funding.

Substitiote teachers

Summer employment

Consultants

Workshops, seminars,
etc.

Materials, tests,
etc.

Travel

Other

Budget for Each Phase

First-Year
Prepara- Implemen- Refinement/

Planning tion tation Renewal



7 Improvement Goals

General goals are given that a school staff might set and try to
attain during the first year of implementation, if no baseline
information is available for setting performance goals. Illustrative
pefformance goal's are indicated for each general goal. The
performance goals imply that test results and other Information will
he available for evaluating attainment of the goal as is outlined
later in Chapter 7. Typically the school will base its performance
criterion on one or two of the following: standardized test scores,
criterion- referenced tent scores, or teacher-assigned grades.
However, other student outcomes, In addition to achievement, might be
mtd. (A school might set other general and performance goals.)

(.cucraf Goal:

Each student, and accordingly the composite group of students of
each grade, will have an educational program that Is appropriate for
the student in terms of the student's attainment of his or her course
goals, capability for learning the material of each course, general
Interests, career goals, and learning styles.

Performance Goals:

All six of student A's courses will be appropriate. for him
or her.

Ninety percent or more of the (Grade 7, Grade II) studs a'

programs will he appropriate for them.

General Goal:

Each student, and thus the composite group of students of each,'"
grade, will demonstrate a high level of achievement in the academic
soblects as measured by standardized tests.

Performance Coals:

Student A's achievement in social studies will equal or
exceed the 60th percentile.

Sixty percent of the (Grade 7, Grade ll) students will score
at or above the 50th percentile in math.

General Goal:

Each student, and therefore the composite group of students of
each grade, will demonstrate a high level of achievement in the
academic subjects as measured by criterion-referenced tests.

Performance Goals:

Student N will reach the minimum competency criterion in
reading while in Grade 8.

3



'Eighty percent or more of the (Grade 6, (:tade 10) students
will meet the minimum competency level in writing for (middle
school, high school) graduation.

Genera I Goa I :

Each student, and therefore the compoaite group of atudenta in
each grade, will demonstrate a high level of achievement in the
academic muhjecta as measured by grade point average.

Performance Coals:

Student Y will make at leant n R In second semester algebra.

The grade point average for (Grade 6, Grade 9) will be 2.4
or higher in mcience.

8 Preparatory Activities

Task force members' teaching schedules and other time commitments
will he arranged mo they can meet at regularly scheduled times.

The task lorce will gain faculty and parent commitment for
implementing the individual educational programming strategy.

Advisors' schedules will be arranged Bo that they can meet during
the Inservice period to learn to carry out advising responsibilities.

The inservice activities will be arranged so that the advisors
can participate in the activities individually, in groups, and/or as a
total group.

The task force will aid the school staff in preparing to
implement the individual educational programming strategy by leading
the study of part or all of the correlated WRISE materials that the
task force used earlier as a preplanning activity, arranging for the
staff to visit schools that have exemplary practices, making available
to teachers materials from schools with operating programs, and
arranging for other inservice activities.

The task force will develop a planning form to be used in the
individual planning conferences with the student and the parents.
Input will be received from the staff who will serve as advisors.
(Students and parents may be invited to review the ideas.)

The task force will invite students and parents to participate in
relevant preparatory activities.

9. First Year Implementation and Monitoring

Advisors' schedules will be arranged so that groups of advisors
can meet at a regularly scheduled time throughout the year to plan and
discuss their activities and to increase their skill in conducting the
individual conferences.
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Advisors' and students' schedules will be arranged so that
advisors and their advisees can meet regularly for group segsions and
in individual conferences.

Individual educational programming will be explained to the
students and their parents.

Individual conferences will bi conducted to plan and monitor each
student's progress and to evaluate the apprepriateness of each
students' completed program.

With respect to monitoring, a task forcl member who is not
responsible for evaluating teacher performance will carry out
activitiesativities such as observing the advisor conducting individual
co, ferences, examining records kept by the advisor regarding advisees,
d observing group meetings of advisors for the purpose of aiding the,

advisors. If an advisor is experiencing difficulty and desires
assistance, the.task force member may provide it directly or have
other school or district persons provide it.

The advisors will communicate their progress and concerns to a
designated task force member.

Parents and students will communicate-their progress and concerns
to a designated task force member.

10. Evaluation

The purpose of the evaluation activities that follow is solely to
improve instruction, not to arrive at judgments that influence
teachers' salaries or job security in any way. Accordingly, one or

more task force members who are not responsible for evaluating
teachers' performances will coordinate the activities. (Refer to

Chapter 7 on evaluation if any of the substantive aspects of the
activities that follow are not clear.)

Ensuring that advisors have the needed information for planning,
monitoring, and evaluating. each student's educational program.

C). AA task force member will secure the available information on each
.,student, 'enter the information on the student's program planning form,
and aid the advisors in. interpreting and using the information in
planning the educational programs of their students. The main kinds
of information to be used in the planning conferences are standardized
and criterion-referenced test results, grade point average in each
subject', career goals, and learning_styles.

A task force member,,withjnput from the advisors, will develop
an,advisor self-evaluation form. Each advisor will complete the form
for a specified number of individual conferenceS. The advisor and the
task force member will discuss these results as a means of assuring
that necessary informat4tn is available for conducting the individfial
conferences.
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Determining the extent to which each student had an appropriate
educational program for each semester and year.

Each advisor in a conference with the advisee will examine the
student's achievement based on letter grades, test results, etc., (a)
to determinit, the extent to which the student achieved his/her goals in
each course, (b) to ascertain the extent to which the student achieved
as well as expected in each course, and (c) to judge how appropriate
each course was for the'student in terms of the student's capability
for learning the particular subject matter, interests, career goals,
learning styles, and other characteristics. This information will be
used in planning the student's program for the ensuing semester or
year.

The task force member will summarize the information from all
teachers. The task force will use the information in evaluating the
educational programs of the students in each grade of the school.

Determining the effects of 1 'ividual educational programming on
student achievement.

Each advisor will determine the extent to which each of his or
her advisees attained general goals and/or performance goals that were
set pertaining to achievement.

A task force member will examine achievement and competency test
results, grade point average, and other information. for the composite
group of students of each grade to ascertain the extent to which the
students attained the goals that were set for each grade.

A task force member assisted by designated faculty will prepare
an annual evaluation report for review by the task force on individual'
educational programming, by the educational improvement committee, and
by the entire faculty. The report will be prepared in such a manner
that the/results cannot be related to individual students or
individual teachers.

11. Refinement/Renewal

The cycle of evaluation, goal setting, planning, and implement-
ation will continue on an annual basis. Ineffective advising
practices will be eliminated and effective practices will be main-
tained and strengthened. As the staff continues to engage in this
cycle of activities and as more sophisticated staff development
continues, the school will strengthen its own improvement capability
anal will also experience renewal as a social organization.
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Aids for Using Correlated WRISE Materials

Review the section of Chapter 1 of this manual on ways of using
the material.

Study each synopsis that follows for your own review.

Present the synopsis orally to the inservice group immediately
before they study the material.

TEXTBOOK CHAPTER SYNOPSIS

The need for educational programming for the individual student

is made clear. Then planning the individual educational programs of
normally developing students is explained and clarified with examples.
Arranging an appropriate instructional program in each course included
.in the student's educational program is previewed.

FILMSTRIP CONTENT SYNOPSIS

FRAMES

1-21 Arranging a complete educational program of courses and other
activities for each student each semester and arranging an
appropriate instructional program for the student in each
course in which the student is enrolled are introduced. A

seven-step sequence of instructional programming for the

.individual student is presented.

20-25 Application of the seven-step sequence in instructional
programming in all subject fields at Steuben Middle School in
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, is explained.

51-82 Instructional programming for the individual student in
reading and mathematics at Steuben4iddle School is
illustrated.

83-91 Arranging a complete educational program of courses and other
activities for each student each semester is shown at East
High School, Denver, Colorado.

92-104 The complete educational programs of two students at Hood
River Valley High School, Hood River, Oregon, are
illustrated.

105-107 Closing frames and credits.
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AUDIOCASSETTE CONTENT SYNOPSIS

SIDE A/Segment 1: "Experiences of Webster Transitional School with
Educational Programming for the Individual Student: Part I" (TIME:,
11 minutes).

The principal and a teacher from Webster Transitional School in
Cedarburg, Wisconsin, discuss educational programming for the
individual student and give examples to show how total educational
programs are arranged for individual students.

SIDE A/Segment 2: "Experiences of Steuben Middle School., with
Educational Programming for the Individual Student: Part I" (TIME:
10 minutes).

Representatives from Steuben Middle School in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, explain how they arrange A total educational program of
courses and other learning activities for each student in their
school.

SIDE B/Segment 1: "Experiences of Hood River Valley High School with
Educational Programming for the Individual Student: Part I" (TIME: 8
minutes).

The principal and a teacher from Hood River Valley High School in
Oregon describe their use of learning units and clusters of courses in
arranging a total educational program for each student.

SIDE B/Segment 2: "Experiences of Cedarburg High School with
Educational Programming for the Individual Student: Part I" (TIME:
10 minutes).

Representatives of Cedarburg High School n Cedarburg, 'Wisconsin,

li)-
describe an alternative school-within-a-schoo arrangement and explain
how individual educational programming is implemented.

4,4
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Chapter 3

INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMMING FOR THE INDIVIDUAL STUDENT
Herbert J. Klausmeier

Individual instructional programming is one of three basic
strategies for improving secondary schooling. Its focus is on
arranging an excellent jrogram of instruction for each student
enrolled in each course. Individual instructional programming cannot
be implemented effectively if a student is placed in a course that is
inappropriate, that is, ifothe individual educational programming
strategy (Chapter 2) is not implemented effectively. However, it can
be effective even though goal-setting for groups of students (Chapter
7) is not implemented.

Before proceeding further we should recognize that the
improvement of instruction is a central concern of teachers and other
school staff. The effectiveness of instruction is related not only to
methods of teaching, such as demonstrating or explaining, but also to
the amount of time allocated to instruction; the course content and
objectives; the number and characteristics of the students assigned to
the course; the availability of instructional facilities, materials,
equipment, and supplies; the kinds of learning activities employed;
the capabilities and personality of the teacher; and numerous other
factors. Some of these factors are directly controllable by the
individual teacher in improving instruction; others are not.
Accordingly, only a cooperative effort by administrators and teachers
yields more effective instructiolrn most situations.

3.3 4 5
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The typical approach to improving instruction is an externally
conducted inservice program directed toward all teachers of the school
learning how to do the same thing more effectively, such as
questioning, keeping students on task, maintaining discipline,
managing the classroom, teaching reading skills, or using
microcomputers. A different approach is represented by instructional
programming for the individual student. It is different in two ways.

First, the approach involves each teacher trying to understand
the educational needs and learning characteristics of each student and.,
meeting the needs of each student as well as possible. When this is
done, students' instructional programs in a course are not identical
with respect to their learning goals, the time they spend achieving
their goals, or the instructional materials and activities that they
use. The likenesses and differences among the students' programs
_depend upon the course objectives and other factors mentioned earlier.

Second, when implementing individual instructional programming,
the staff itself tries to find ways of improving instruction by using
its own intellectual resources and the material resources of the
school and the school district. Inservice education is sought and
provided by external sources only as the staff experiences a
particular need that is cannot meet effectively.

We recognize that many` teachers are already providing good
instructional programs for the students enrolled in their courses.
However, the large amount of undifferentiated, teacher-directed,
whole-class instruction with the attendant low student motivation and
achievement suggests that a schoolwide approach to implementing
individual instructional' programming shoul&increase school
effectiveness.

The comprehensive and enabling objectives of the design,
preplanning activities, a prototypic plan, and suggestions for using
the correlated WRISE material follow. Chapter 1 gives information
that is essential for using the ideas in other chapters. One
important consideration is that each school has its own culture and
accordingly must adapt the ideas to fit its own situation.

Design Objectives

Comprehensive Objective:

An individual instructional program that takesPinto account the
student's aptitudes, interests, motivation, learning styles, career
goals, and other personal and social characteristics is arranged for
the student in each course and any other activity that is part of the
student's total educational program.
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Illustrative Enabling Objectives:

The instructional program of the student:

Is planned by be student and the .te \cher of the course at
the beginning of thecourrse.

Includes course and unit objectives that are appropriate for
the student in Perms of the stddent'a aptitude, entering
achievement level, and career goals.

Provides an appropriate amount of time in class and during
or outside schoolhourg to suit the student's rate of achieving
his or her objectives in the'coqrse.,

Provides for appropriate individual attention by the teacher
to take into account the student's motivation and other
personality characteristics.

Provides for an,appropriate amount of teacher-directed
individual, pair, small7group, and large....-grOup activity to take_
into account the student's need for structure and preferences for
mode of instruction,

Provideg for an appropriate.ambunt of student-initiated
individual, pair, small-group, and large-group activity to take
into account the student's need fbeindeprdence and preferences
for mode of instruction.

Provides for appropriate use of printed materials,
audiovisual materials, an6 direct experiencing to take into
account the.student's preferred styles of learning--visual,
auditory, tactual, or kinesthetic..,

The preceding comprehensive objetivelndicates the broad aim of
individual instructional irogr,ming while:the illustrative enabling
objectives specify means of ach eving46 aim. Later in this chapter,
improvement goals are statgd in termg Of,studeneoutcomes that follow
from implementation of:the ingtruetionai prbgramming strategy. No
goals are given that pertailidirectly to°0e-instructional programming
process., Rather; t instiuCtioual,progr4Mming process is clarified
in the textbook, and'the correlated filmstrip and school experiences
audiocassette.

4 7
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Preplanning Activities

The activities assume that the school has not established a
schoolwide improvement committee. Therefore, the principal exercises
much initiative throughout the preplanning phase.

The principal, after securing central office and board support to
proceed with preplanning activities, makes a commitment (a) to lead
the improvement of the school's practices with respect to instruc-
tional programming or (b) to delegate the leadership to anothef member
of the school staff.

The principal involves key faculty members in assessing the
school's current instructional practices and in identifying areas of
possible improvement.

The principal, along with interested counselors and teachers,
forms a task force on individual instructional programming that
includes the principal or other members of the administrative team, a
counselor and/or a learning coordinator, and representative teachers.
The task force considers when to involve students and parents.

V

All members of the task force gain a complete understanding of
the WRISE concepts and practices related to individual instructional
programming. The task force as a group:

Views and discusses the filmstrip, "Educational Programming
for the Individual Student in Secondary Schools: Part II."

Listens to and discusses relevant sections of the
audiocassette, "Experiences of Two Middle Schools and Two Senior
High Schools with Individual Programming for the Individual
Student" Part II."

Reads textbook Chapter 3, "Instructional Programming for the
Individual Student."

The task force visits schools that are implementing individual
instructional programming, confers with other schools by phone and
mail, and secures curriculum guides and other printed material that
facilitate individual instructional programming.

The task force, with input to and from the faculty, informally
assesses their school's present situation, identifies possible
improvements in instructional practices, and possible means of

implementing the improvements. The task force determines the
inservice education that will be needed and whether it will be
conducted by the school staff or secured from an external source.
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Summary of a Prototypic Plan

1. Title of Program

Individual Instructional Programming.

2. Percent of Students and Grades Involved

37

One-hundred percen,t of the students of a middle school, junior
high school, or high school and one or more subject fields. (Some
schools start with the students of one grade or of the teachers who
pilot the strategy.)

3. Persons Who Will Plan, Coo!clinate and Evaluate the Program

A task force on incIfVidual instructional programming consisting
of the principal and other members of the. administrative team, a
learning coordinator, a guidance counselor, and one or more teachers
from each subject field selected for improvement.

Who Program

All teachers of the subject fields selected for improvement.

5. Time Schedule

The task force will prepare a time schedule (or a planning system
such as PERT) to facilitate the wise use of staff time, to communicate
expectations, and to monitor progress. The beginning and ending of
some phases of the improvement process will overlap, e.g., some
preparatory activities will be started before the planning process in
completed.

Preplanning Activities

Planning

Preparatory Activities

Baseline-Year Evaluation

First-Year Implementation

Evaluation of FirEd-Year
Implementation

Refinement/Renewal

Starting Date Ending Date
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6. Budget

The task force will make a thorough cost analysis and will
prepare a budget for each phase of the Improvement process. Staff

time and monies Currently allocated to less cripical activities will

be allocated to the improvement activities. District commitment of
the funding will be secured to assure that the program will'be planned

and implemented properly in -the first year and that it will not be
curtailed or discontinued during the second year or thereafter for

lack of funding.

Substitute teachers

Summer employment

Consultants

Workshops, seminars,
etc.

Materials, tests,
etc.

Travel

Other

7. Improvement Goals

Budget for Each Phase

First-Year
Prepara- Implemen- ,Refinement/

Planning tion tation Renewal

General goals are given that a school staff might set and try to
attain during the first year of implementation, if no baseline

information is available for setting performance goals. Illustrative

performance goals are indicated for each general goal. The

performance goals imply that test results and other information will

be av4;lable, as outlined later in Chapter 7 on evaluation. Typically

the school will base its performance criterion on one or two of the

following: standardized test scores, criterion-referenced test
scores, or teacher-assigned grades. However, other student outcomes,

in addition to achievement, might be used. (A school might set other

general and performance goals.)

General Goal:

Each student, and accordingly the composite group of students in

each course, will have an instructional program that is appropriate

for the student in terms of the student's attainment of his or her

course goal's, entering achievement level, general interests, career

goals, and learning styles.

0
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Performance Goals:

Student A will have an appropriate instructional program in
each unit of study in science.

Ninety percent or more of the students of Teacher A will
have appropriate instructional programs in English.

Ninety percent or more of the Grade 9 students will have
appropriate instructional programs in English.

General Goal:

An already high level of achievement in the required subjects by
each individual student and thus by the composite group of students in
each grade as measured by standardized educational achievement tests
will be maintained and a low level will be raised.

Performance Goals:

Student A's achievement in science will equal or exceed the
70th percentile.

Sixty percent of the Grade 10 class will score at or above
the 50th percentile in English.

General Goal:

An already high level of achievement in the required subjects by
each individual student and therefore by the composite group of
students in each grade as measured by criterion-referenced tests will
be maintained and a low level will be raised.

Performance Goals:

Student N will attain the minimuc competency criterion in
reading.

Seventy percent or more of Grade 9 students will meet the
minimum competency level in math for high school graduation.

General Goal:

An already high level of achievement by each student and thus by
the composite group of students in each grade as measured by letter
grades or grade point average will be maintained and a low level will
be raised.

Performance Goals:

Student X will earn an A in typing.

The grade point average for the Grade 10 class in American
History will be 2.9 or higher.
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8. Preparatory Activitiet

ir
Teachi ,Eichedules and other time commitments will be arranged so

that the to kjorce members can meet at regularly scheduled times.

force will, gain faculty and parent commitment for
ting the individual instructional programming strategy.impl

The inservice activities will be arranged so that teachers can
participate in the activities individually, in groups, and/or as a

total group.

The task force will aid the school staff in preparing to
implement the individual instructional programming strategy by leading
the study of part or all of the correlated WRISE materials that the
task force used earlier as a preplanning activity, arranging for the
staff to visit schools that have exemplary practices, making available
to teachers materials from schools with operating programs, and

arranging for consultants to conduct inservice activities.

The task force will prepare guidelines for teachers to use in
developing materials to implement the individual instructional
programming strategy.

Time will be arranged so that the teachers can prepare their

teaching aids and student learning guides prior to teaching the

courses.

The task force will invite students and parents to participate in

relevant preparatory activities.

9. First-Year Implementation and Monitoring

Classes of the teachers will be arranged so that groups of

teachers can meet at a regularly scheduled time to plan and discuss

their activities.

At the beginning of the course the teacher will use part of one

or two class periods during which each student will plan his or her

instructional program by identifying the course objectives required of

all students and his or her elective objectives, as well as the

required objectives and his or her elective objectives for the first

unit of the course.

The teacher will monitor each student's attainment of his or her

unit and course objectives.

Toward the end of the course, the teacher will use part or all of

two class periods to measure student attainment of course goals and to

evaluate the value and appropriateness of each student's instructional

program.

Throughout the course, the teacher will carry out the provisions
pertaining to accommodating students' rate of learning, personality,

52
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motivation, and learning styles as indicated earlier in the enabling
objectives.

Related to monitoring progress, a task force member who is not
responsible for evaluating teacher performance will carry out
activities such as observing group meetings of the teachers, observing
teachers' classes, and examining the materials and tests they use.
this will be done for the purpose of aiding teachers in the attainment
of their improvement goals, not to evaluate their performance. If a
teacher is experiencing difficulty and desires assistance, then the
task force member may provide it directly or have other school or
district persons provide it.

The teachers will communicate their progress and concerns to a
designateJt,task force member.

Parents and students will communicate their concerns, first to
the teacher and then with the teacher to a designated task force
member.

10. Evaluation

The purpose of the evaluation activities that follow is solely to
improve instruction, not to arrive at judgments that influence
teachers' salaries or job security in any way. Accordingly, one or )

more task force members who are not responsible for evaluating
teachers' performances will coordinate the activities. (Refer to
Chapter 7 on evaluation if any of the substantive aspects of the
activities that follow are not clear.) Evaluation information that is
gathered and summarized one semester or year will be used to estimate
the effectiveness of the current program and to plan improvements for
the next semester or year.

Ensuring that provisions are made whereby teachers can secure the
necessary information regarding their students and can arrange the
instructional, conditions for planning, monitoring, and evaluating the
instructional programs of the students enrolled in their courses.

Each teacher will complete a short checklist rating the extent to
which the student information and the instructional conditions were
arranged. The task force member will summarize the results of the
ratings for each subject field. This information will be used in
assessing the implementation of the instructional programming strategy
for the current year and in setting goals and planning improvements
for the next year.

Determining the extent to which each student had an appropriate
instructional program in the course.

At the time of reporting the semester grade, the teacher will (a)
determine the extent to which the student attained his or her course
goals, (b) ascertain the extent to which the student }achieved as well
as expected, and (c) judge the appropriateness of each course taught
in terms of each student's capability for learning, interests, career
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goals, learning styles, and other characteristics. A task force

member will summarize the information according to subject field and

grade of school-. This information will be used in assessing the

present year's accomplishments and in setting measurable goals for

next year and planning related improvements.

Determining the effects of instructional programming on student

achievement.

Each teacher will determine the extent to which each student

attained his or her general course objectives and/or performance

goals. A task force member, with participation by the teachers, will

examine relevant standardized and criterion-referenced test results,

grades, and other information to ascertain the extent to which the

students in each course and in each subject field attained the general

goals or performance goals that were set. This information will be

used in determining the effects of implementing instructional

programming for the current year and in setting measurable goals and

planning related improvements for next year.

A task force member, assisted by designated faculty, will prepare

an annual evaluation report for review by the task force on individual

instructional programming, the educational improvement committee, and

then the entire faculty. The report will be prepared in such a manner

that the results 'cannot be related to individual students or

individual teachers.

11. Refinement/Renewal

The cycle of evaluation, goal-setting, planning, and

implementation of improvements will continue on an annual basis.

Ineffective instructional practices will be'eliminated and effective

practices will be maintained or strengthened. As the staff continues

to engage in this cycle of activities and as more sophisticated staff

development continues, the school will strengthen its own improvement

capability and will also experience renewal as a social organization.

Aids for Using Correlated WRISE Materials

Review Chapter 1 on using the material.

Study the synopsis that follows for your own review.

Present the synopsis orally to the inservice group immediately

before they study the material.

'i
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CHAPTER CONTENT SYNOPSIS

Concepts and practices related to arranging an appropriate
instructional program for each student enrolled in a course are
presented. Particular attention is given to formulating developmental
objectives and dikking into account the student's characteristics.
Developing a learning guide for use by students is explained.
Examples of instructional programming practices are provided.

FILMSTRIP CONTENT SYNOPSIS

FRAMES

1-23 A seven-step sequence for arranging the individual student's
instructional program in each course included in the
student'd educational program is illustrated at Steuben
Middle School in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

24-51 Instructional programs of individual students which include
teacher-directed group instruction, small-group activities,
and individual activities in mathematics, developmental
reading, and social studies at Steuben Middle School are
described.

52-83 Instructional programs of individual students designed to
enable the student to achieve minimal proficiency in reading,
writing, and mathematics are illustrated at East High,School
in Denver, Colorado.

84-103 Examples of individual instructional programs at Hood River
'Valley High School in Hood River,Oregon, are presented. For
each student, an individual instructional program suited to
the student's rate of learning, career goals, and learning
styles is arranged in each course in which the student is
enrolled.

104-106 Closing frames and credits.

AUDIOCASSETTE CONTENT SYNOPSIS

SIDE A/Segment 1: "Experiences of Webster Transitional School with
Educational Programming for-the Individual Student: Part II" (TIME:
11 minutes).

Representatives of Webster Transitional School in Cedarburg,
_J describe ho* they arrange an individual instructional

program for each student enrolled in a course. Instructional
programming, for both normally developing and learning disabled
students istdiscussed.
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SRE, AjSegment 2: "Experiences of Steuben Middle School with
EduCational Programming forlthe Individual Student: Part II" (TIME:

9 minutes).

A teacher and Ote curriculum coordinator of Steuben Middle School
in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, explain how individual instructional programs
are arranged for their students in each course the student takes. The

discussion focuses on the development and use of objectives in
curricular areas and the organization of teachers into instructional

teams.

SIDE B/Segment 1: "Experiences of Hood River Valley High School with
Educational Programming for the Individual Student: Part II" (TIME:

11 minutes).

The principal and a teacher from Hood River Valley High School in
Oregon explain how individual instructional prOgram8 are arranged in

their school. The organization of courses into learning units and the
development of instructional objectives are discussed.

SIDE BtSeptent 2: "Experiences of Cedarburg High School with
Educational Programming for the Individual StUdent: Part II" (TIME:

12 minutes).

A teacher and the vice principal from Cedarburg High School in

Cedarburg, Wiscunsin, discuss t'leir approach to arranging an
appropriate instructional program for a student in each course., The

Cedarburg representatives describe an alternative school-within-a-
school program and explain the use of different levels of objectives

with different students.
A



Chapter 4

CURRICULAR ARRANGEMENTS
Herbert J. Klausmeier

Changing the school's curriculum is a most direct means of
increasing student achievement' and attaining other desired goals.
Curriculum improvement calls for a cooperative effort by district
office staff and local school representatives. One important
curriculum improvement activity is revising program goals and, based
on the revisions, adding or dropping courses or units of courses,
modifying the content and objectives of present courses, and
increasing or decreasing the amount of time allocated for instruction
in the program area. Other improvement activities included preparing
curriculum guides and providing high quality instructional materials.
All of these activities result in a curriculum that aids teachers in
arranging more effective instruction for their students and that helps
advisors plan better educational programs for their advisees.

Changing the school's curriculum is accomplished in different
ways. One approach employed by the local school staff has five major,
phases:

1. Examine the school's statement of program goals in relation
to the district goals and philosophy. Reconcile any
differences between the two.

45
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I

2. Examine the goals of each course in relation to the school's
program goals and philosophy. Reconcile any differences
between the two.

3. Examine the goals of course in relation to the goals of
other courses of tht same program (subject field) and also of
other programs. Identify omissions, unintentional
overlapping, and lack of continuity between, the courses of
the same program area. Identify unintentional overlapping
among the courses of the various program areas. Based on the
firidings provide for better continuity and more integration
as appropriate. Drop or add courses as appropriate.
Allocate more or less time for instruction for the total
program and for one or more courses of the program. Develop
or revise curriculum guides as needed.

4. Examine the content of each course in terms of its
effectiveness in facilitating the attainment of the course
goals. Identify omissions, overlapping, lack of continuity,
and irrelevant content. Provide for better continuity and
more integration among units of study within each course as
appropriate. Drop or add units of study. Allocate more or
less time for units. Develop new unit outlines or update ti

current ones.

5. Examine the instructional arrangements, including the methods
and materials, in terms of facilitating the attainment of the
course goals. Consider the quantity, appropriateness, and
variety of the materials and the effectiveness of the
methods. Make revisions and changes as necessary.

It is generally agreed that the curriculum should be structured
and provide for the common educational needs of all students. At the

,. same time the courses required of all students should be adapted to
meet the unique educational needs of each student.

There are few or no electives in Grades 6 through 8 of the middle
school. Accordingly, each middle school and individual teachers adapt
the curriculum to meet the needs of the individual student primarily
by varying the objectives and content of the required general
education courses. The adaptation of the required courses takes the
same form in the high school and, in addition, students elect various
courses.

Curricula vary considerably from one school district to another
and from one state to another. To establish a common frame of
reference for considering curriculum improvement, a typical middle
school curriculum, Grades 6 through 8, and a typical high school
curriculum, Grades 9 through 12, are outlined. The remainder of.the
chapter is based on these typical curriculum patterns. The chapter

assumes that a local school that has a similar curriculum pattern can
make improvements in the course content and in course offerings with
support from the district office.
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In the typical middle school about two- thirdR of the school day
in each of Grades 6, 7, and 8 is given to language arts, reading,
mathematics, science, and social studies. The remainder of the time
across the three grades is given to art, career education, foreign
languages, music, physical education and health, and applied arts.
However, instruction in no more than three of these subject fields is
provided in any grade during any given week of the year and more
instruction is provided in certain areas, e.g., physical education
than in others, e.g., career education. No assumption is made here
regarding the extent to which the instruction is departmentalized or
integrated or whether or not instruction follows clearly delineated
class periods marked by beginning and ending bells.

Concerning the typical high school` curriculum, Grades 9 through
12, 20 credits are required for graduation and students may take more
than 20 credits. Each student to be graduated with a diploma must
complete the following requirements, Grades 9 through 12:

4 credits in English communication skills and literature,

2 credits in mathematics,

2 credits in science,

2 credits in social studies,

1 1/2 credits in the fine and performing arts,

1 1/2 credits in health and physical education,

1 1/2 credits.in career/vocational education and applied arts
areas,

1/2 credit in compdter literacy,

5 or more elective credits; foreign language may be part of the
electives.

The preceding permits the college preparatory student taking 20
credits to complete 4 credits in English, 2 idl/a foreign language, 3
in mathematics, 3 in science, and 3 in social studies, a total of i5
credits. However, it also requires the student to complete 5 credits
in the other four areas. The student taking 20 credits who will seek
employment upon high school graduation may complete 4-7 credits in a
vocational area, 10-12 1/2 in English, foreign languages, mathematics,
science, and social studies, and 3 1/2-6 in the other three areas.

In addition to the preceding, high school level courses completed
in Grade 8 count as electives toward meeting the high school
graduation requirements; high school students are awarded credit for a
course by passing an oral or written examination or a performance
test, and college courses and technical school courses taken during
the high school years count toward meeting the high'school graduation
requirements.
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No assumptions are made regarding the extent to which the high
school curriculum is organized into separate subjects or how the
school day is organized into class periods. As we shall see in
Chapter 5, experiential learning, including work experience in the
community, is regarded as appropriate for meeting some of the high
school graduation requirements when it is properly guided and
supervised. Since this area of the curriculum is considered in
Chapter 5, no improvement goals related to work experience are '1

included in this chapter.

IThe comprehensive and enabling objectives of the design,
preplanning activities, a prototypic plan, and suggestions for using
the correlated WRISE material follow. Chapter 1 gives infarmation
that is essential for using the ideas in this chapter. ,,One important
consideration is that each school is a unique culture and accorOingly
must adapt the ideas to fit its situation. ."

Desist Objectives

Comprehensive Objective:

(

The curriculum s uctured to meet state and districtrequirement
but it can be a pte by.jhe school an Individual leacherg to take .
into aommant t diff ing education needs, of stbae416. 0".

,,......,-.0..)4.

\
, /

Illustrative'Enabiing.,Objectives:
I 4 I

The qu iculum, including. the required' courses or /competencies add the,

ouAt g time allocated for instruction in each course, is organized
Jtolpiomote effective learning in the following areas:

Communication skills, including'read , vritici, speaking, and

listening. r 1 -kz-lomr,.

41, .4

Mathematical concepts and Akins.
'N(7-

entific and technologic iconcepts.aneskiilsii_including
puter technology.

ocial science conceptand

The fine and applied Eirta

Foreig languages.(

Career education, In icludin
wareess, exploration, and

preparation.
/

Health-education, both physical and mental.

Family and home membership.

6 0

4
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4 Leisure education. including crafts, clubs, and extra-curricular
activities.

Related to the preceding aas, curriculum committees, groups of
teachers, and individual teachers:

Identify or prepare content outlines, organized in the form of
taxonomies, other hierarchies, or topical outlines.

Identify or formulate program, course, and unit olljectives.

Identify or prepare resource units and other materials for
teacher use.

Identify or prepare instructional materials for student use.

Prepare learning guides that thestudents and the teacher use at
the beginning of each course in planning each student's .

instructional program.

The preceding comprehensive and enabling objectives indicate
directions and means for curriculum improvement. Later in this
chapter, improvement goals are stated in terms of student outcomes
that follow from effective curriculum development. No goals are given
regarding curriculum development processes as implied by the enabling
objectives. Rather, curriculum development is clarified in the
textbook and the correlated filmstrip and school experiences
audiocassette.

Preplanning Activities

41,S

The activities assume that the school has not established a
schoolwide improvement committee. Therefore, the principal exercises
much initiative throughout the,preplanning phase.

//
The principal, after securing central office and school board

support to proceed with preplanning activities, makes a commitment (a)
to lead the improvement activities or (b) to delegate the leadership
to another member of the school staff.

The principal involves key faculty members in assessing the
school's curriculum and in assessing the school's readiness for
changing it.

The principal, along with interested counselors and teachers,
forms at least one curriculum task force. The task force includes the
principal or other members of the administrative team, a counselor
and/or a learning coordinator, and representative teachers from the
curricular area(s) selected for improvement. In many school
districts, a district curriculum coordinator meets with the task
force. The task force considers when to involve students and parents.
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All members of the task force gain n complete understanding of
the WRISE concepts and practices related to curricular arrangements.
The task force as a group:

Views and discusses the filmstrip, "Curricular Patterns in
Secondary Schools."

Listens to and discusses relevant sections of the audiocassette,
"Experiences of a Middle School, a Junior High School, and Two
Senior High Schools with Curricular Patterns."

Reads textbook Chapter 4, "Curricular Arrangements."

The task force visits schools that have changed their curricular
patterns, confers with them by phone and mail, and secures curriculum
guides, learning guides for students, test manuals, and other printed

material.

The task force, with input to and from the faculty, informally
assesses their school's present situation, identifies curricular
elements for improvement, and determines possible means of
implementing the improvements. The task force also determines the
inservice education that will be needed and whether it will be
provided by the local school staff or an external'source.

The cost of preparing for, implementing, and continuing,the
curriculum improvements is estimated by the task force, which then

confers with district officials. District officials indicate the
district's programmatic and financial support of the program.

Summary of a Prototypic Plan

1. Title of Program

Curriculum Improvement.

2. Percent of Students and Grades Involved

One-hundred percent of the students of a middle school, junior
high school, or high school and one or more subject fields. (Some

schools start with only part of the students, such as those of a grade

or of the teachers who pilot the improvement activities.)

3. Persons Who Will Plan, Coordinate and Evaluate the Program

A task force on curriculum improvement consis ng of the

principal and other members of theedministrativ team, a learning
coordinator, a guidance caunselor, and teachers from each subject
field selected for improvement.
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4 Persons Who Will Implement the Program

All teachers of the subject fields szlected for improvement.

5 Time Schedule

The task force will prepare a time Schedule (or planning system
such as PERT) to facilitate the wise use of staff time, to communicate
expectations, and to monitor progress. The beginning and ending of
some phases of the improvement process yill overlap, e.g., some
preparatory activities will be started before the planning process is
completed.

Pre0anning Activities

Planning

Preparatory Activities

Baseline-Year Evaluation

First-Year Implementation

Evaluation of First-Year
Implementation

Refinement/Renewal

Starting Date Ending Date

6. Budget

The task force will make a thorough cost analysis and will
prepare a budget for each phase of the improvement process. Staff
time and monies currently allocated to less critical activities will
be allocated to the improvement activities. District funding will to
secured to assure that the program will be planned and implemented
properly in the first year and Net it will not be curtailed or
discontinued during the second year or thereafter for lack of funding.
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Substitute teachers

Summer employment

Consultants

Workshops, seminars,
etc.

Materials, tests,
etc.

Travel

Other

Budget for Eitel Phase

Firmt-Year
Prepare- Implemen- Refinement/

Planning tion tation Renewal

7riprovement Goals

General goals are given that a school staff might set and try to
attain during the first year of implementation, if no baseline
information is available for setting performance goals. Illustrative

performance goals are indicated for each general goal. The

performance goals imply that test results and other information will
be available for evaluating attainment of the goal as is outlined

later in Chapter 7. Typically the school will base its performance
criterion on one or two of the following: standardized test scores,

criterion-referenced test scores, or teacher-assigned,grades.
However, other student outcomes, in addition to achieiement, might be

used.

General Goal:

More students will have appropriate educational programs, since
students and their advisor will be able to select more suitable units
of study within courses in the middle school and more suitable courses
or units of study within courses in the high school.

Performance Goals:

Ninety percent or more of the Grade 8 students will have
appropriate educational programs.

Eighty-five percent or more of the Grade 11 students will
have appropriate educational programs.

6 .41
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General Goal:

High student achievement as determined by atandardized
educational achievement testing will be maintained and low achievement
will he raised in the subject fields selected for curriculum
improvement.

Teri ormance Goals:

The mean achievement of the Grade 1 students will equal or
exceed the 60th percentile in reading.

The mean achievement of the Grade 10 students in mathematics
will equal or exceed the 62nd percentile.

General Goal:

More students of each grade will meet the minimum competency
levels as the school staff and individual teachers adapt the minimum
competency curriculum content and objectivesto the entering
achievement levels of the students in each grade.

Performance Goals:

Sixty-five percent or more of the Grade 7 students will meet
the minimum proficiency or competency level in reading.

Ninety percent or more of the Grade 10 students will meet
the minimum proficiency or competency level in mathematics.

8 Preparatory Activities

Teaching schedules and other time commitments of the task force
will he arranged so that they can meet at regularly scheduled times.

The task force will gain faculty commitment to implementing the
curriculum improvements.

The task force will aid the school staff in preparing to
implement the curriculum improvements by leading. the study of part or
all of the correlated WRISE materials used earlier as a preplanning
activity, by arranging for the staff to visit schools that have
exemplary practices, by making available to teachers materials from
schools with operating programs, and by arranging for externally
provided inservice activities if necessary.

The preparatory activities will be arranged so that the teachers
can participate in the activities individually, in groups, and/Ot as a
total group.

Those involved in the preparation of materials for teachers and
students will be provided with the necessary time to accomplish these
tasks.



The task force will prepare guidelines that the teachers will use
) In lormulating curriculum materials.

The task force will invite students and parents to participate in
relevant preparatory activities.

V. First-Year Impiementation and,onitoring

Cleaner,. of the teArtfere will he arranged no that the teachers can
meet at a regularly scheduled time to plan and discuss thVlr

activities with the task force coordinator and to increesetheir skill
In curriculum development.

District committees will (a) make modifications in the content of
existing units and courses in the subject fields selected for
improvement, (b) add new units and courses, and (c) drop existing
units and courses. Local school task forces will adapt the district
guidelines as necessary to meet the needs of their students.

Middle school and high school task forces will determine the
minimum proficiency content to be taught at each grade level to insure

that each student who has not met the district's recommended minimum
proficiency level for the grade will receive instruction based on the

appropriate content. The task force will prepare guidelines for
implementing the minimum competency instruction, identify appropriate
instructional materials, and arrange for testing and record keeping.

The recommendations made by a task force will be implemented to

the extent possible during the same year that the task force is

tormed. Curriculum guides and other materials will be used as soon as

they become available.

Individual students and their advisors wily inept in individual

conferences to plan the student's educational program (see Chapter 2).

They will incorporate the curricular revisions in the students' plans

by selecting more appropriate units and/or courses for the students.

Teachers in the subject fields selected for improvement will use

the revised curriculum guides and materials in their courses. At the

beginning of each course, they will plan an appropriate instructional

program for each student. They will monitor the student's program to

assure that the student attains his or her learning and achievement

goals (see Chapter 3 for more information on individual instructional

programming).

With respect to monitoring progress during first-year
ImpleMentation, the chairperson or coordinator of the task force will

examine curriculum guides and materials prepared by the task force.

The task force members will informally communicate concerns or
problems; and the chairperson or coordinator will aid them in
overcoming any difficulties they may experience.
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A Intik force member will 'recluse Int urinal ion from teachers,
advisors, and counselors to identify the extent to which the planned
(hangen made in the crirriculum enabled them to plan mole appropriate
educational programs for more students.

A task twee member will secure information from teachers to
identity the extent to which the planned adaptations in the curriculum
enables them to arrange mole effective iatrucrion for the students
enrolled In their courses.

10 Evaluation

The purpose oi the evaluation activities tlurt 1011OW in solely to
Improve inatrction, not to arrive at any judgments that influence
teachers' salaries or job security in any way. Accordingly, one or
more task force members who are not responsible for evaluating
teachers' performances will coordinate the activities. (Refer to
chapter / on evaluation if any of the substantive aspects of the
activities that follow are unclear.) Evaluation information that Io

gathered and summarized one semester or year will be used to estimate
the effectiveness of the current program and to plan improvements for
the next semester or year.

Ascertaining the extent to which more students had appropriate
educational programs.

A, task force member will secure information troth advisors,
students, and parents to obtain their opinions regarding the extent to
which the student's program of required and elective units or courses
Was appropriate for the student in terms of the student's capability
for learning the course material, interest in the course material, and
career goals (see Chapter 2 for more information on individual
educational progra,,

Determining , extent to which already high achievement was
maintained or low achievement was raised in the subject fields
selected for curriculum improvement.

A task force member will summarize the computer printout of the
standardized test results in the selected subject fields and will
report the mean or average achievement of the students in each grade.
The task force members will interpret these data to the relevant
staff. This information will he used in ascertaining the extent to

/7-'w--- which students attained the goals of the current year and in setting
goals and in planning related improvements for next year.

Ascertaining the extent to which adaptation of the minimum
proficiency or competency curriculum enabled more students in each
grade to learn the unit or course content.

A task force member will summarize the minimum ,$)mpetency test
information to determine the number of students it co h grade who
passed the.minimum competency tests in each academic skill area. Task
force members will interpret this information to the relevant

6 7
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teachers. This information will be used in the Name manner as the
preceding information.

Assessing the usability and effectiveness of the curriculum
video and other materials that were developed.

The task force coordinator will secure estimates from the
teachers regarding the usability of the guiders and the materials, no
well as the effectiveness of the meter-isle in terms of attaining
desired student outcomes.

The coordinator, asaieted by designated faculty, will prepare an
/runnel evaluation report for review by the task force. the educational
improvement commtittee, and the entire faculty.

The report will be prepared in such a manner that results cannot
be related to individual students or to individual teachers.

1 1 Refinement/Renewal

The cycle of assessing the,curremt situation, selecting
curriculum elements for improvement, planning, goal setting,
implementing, and evaluating improvements to attain the goals will
continue on an annual basis. As the staff continues to engage in this
cycle of activities and as more sophisticated staff development
continues, the school will experience renewal as a social
organization.

Aids for Using Correlated WRISE Materials

Review of the section of Chapter 1 in this manual that discusses
ways of using the material.

Study each synopsis that follows for your own review.

Present the synopsis orally to the inservice group immediately
before they study the material.

TEXTBOOK CHAPTER SYNOPSIS

Curricular arrangements that facilitate arranging educational
programs appropriate for the individual student are described. The

role of federal and state governments in curriculum development is
explained and is followed with recommendations regarding curriculum
priorities. Next, curriculum development practices in the school
district and in the local school are described. Middle school aid
high school curricular arrangements and related individual educational
programs of students are presented.

f,
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FILMSTRIP CONTENT SYNOPSIS

FRAMES

1-46 W ys in which secondary schools can develop and adapt their
c rriculum to meet the developmental needs of each student,
he demands of the local community, and the requirements and
xpectations of society are introduced. The curricular
pattern of Trotwood-Madison Junior High School in Ohio and
the arrangement of teachers and students into groups for
instruction. are indicated. The total educational program of
a normally developing juniogh school student is presented
to illustrate t.L...11a4illace4's curricular patterns and

instructional arrangements operate to meet the objectives of
each student's individual educational program' and societal,.
remands.

47-69 The curriculum and related instructional arrangements
*developed by Sennett Middle School of Madison, Wisconsin, to
meet the educational needs of exceptional students are
highlighted. Features of the educational programs of a
learning disabled student and a gifted student at Sennett are
depicted.

70-96 The curricular and instructional features of three
educational alternatives of Cedarburg High School, Cedarburg,
Wisconsin, are indicated: the traditional, Progress in
Alternative Education (PACE), and the Success Through
Alternative Education (STAE). (In 1980-81, the first two
alternatives were combined, incorporating the best features
of both alternatives.)

97-119 The comprehensive curriculum and the career specialty
curriculum of Washington High School of Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
are outlined to indicate the approach a large city high
school has taken to arrange complete educational programs for
students which Satisfy the individual goals of students and
demands of society.

120-127 Summary.

128-130 Closing frames and credits.

AUDIOCASSETTE CONTENT SYNOPSIS

SIDE A/Segment 1 "Experiences of Sennett Middle School with
Curricular Patterns" (TIME: 12 minaes).

A learning disability teacher and the learning coordinator from
Sennett Middle School in Madison, Wisconsin discuss how Sennett's
curricular pattern evolved and how it was adapted to the educational
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needs of learning disabled students and also academically talented
students.

-
SIDE A/Segment 2: "Experiences of Trot4ciod-Madison Junior High School,

with Curricular Patterns" (TIME: 10 minutes).

A social studies teacher and a mathematics teacher from
Trotwood-Madison Junior High School in Trotwood, Ohio discuss how
Trotwood's present curricular pattern evolved and how it functions to
further the developmental needs of normally, developing students.

SIDE B/Segment'l: "Experiences of Cedarburg High School with
Curricular Patterns" (TIME: 11 minutes).

Three educational alternatives of Cedarburg High School in
Cedarburg, Wisconsin, are described. In this segment, the curriculum
of one alternative, Progress in Alternative Continuous Education
(PACE), is discussed by the teacher-coordinator of the PACE
alternative and,a mathematics teacher. (In 1980-81, two of the
alternatives were combined, incorporating the best features of, both
alternatives.)

SIDE B/Segment 2: "Experiences of Washington High School with

Curricular Patterns" (TIME: 11 minutes).

As a response to both a need for career education and to a court
desegregation order, each Milwaukee, Wisconsin public high school has'
one to three career specialty programs as well asthe more traditional

curricular pattern. Washington High School has the computer data

processing career specialty. In this segment, two representatives

from Washington High School discuss the school district curriculum
and the computer data processing curriculum.

k: H
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Chapter 5

CAREER EDUCATION AND EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING
Herbert J. Kl'ausmeier

p

in the late 1960's and early 1970's, national and state policy
makers gave much attention to the role of secondary education in
preparing stUents for work upon completing high school. By 1980,
attention had shifted to'basic skills education and college
preparation. Despite this shift, students are urgently in need of
career education inasmuch as the number of persons employed in
unskilled and semi skillet labor is diminishing very rapidly.

Middle schools and high schools vary greatly in the emphasis
given to career awareness, career exploration, and career preparation.
To establish a common starting point for improving career education,
the chapter assumes that the middle school has a program of career.
awareness for all students and that some Grade 8 students engage in
career exploration activities in the community. It assumes thatthe
high school has a program of career awareness, exploration, and
preparation for job entry and for admission into a technical school or
community college. As was indicated in Chapter 4, it is assumed that
all high school students are required to complete at least 1.5 credits
in career education and that job-entry students may complete 7 of the
20 credits required t,r graduation in job preparation courses. It is
recognized, also that students in some school districts attend both a
comprehensive high school and a technical school; while in other
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districts, they attend school for' art of the day or school year and

'work for pay for part of the day or school ye.A.

Few middle schools have programs of experiential learning in the

community. However, students occasionally observe and participate in

community activities as classroom groups, while persons from the

community participate in the school's career days and other career

awareness activities. This chapter presumes that most high schools

have a program of non-work, supervised experiential learning in the

community and that some high schools give credit for it.

Possible areas of improvement in career education and
experiential learning in the community include (a) relating the

content of the required courses to career education, (b) revising and

updating current programs of career and/or vocational education, (c)

achieving greater articulation between the school program and the

programs of the technical schools, community colleges, four-year

colleges or universities, and adult education, (d) increasing the

amount of cooperative job training and other community experiences in

all the programs, and (e) involving the parents more fully.

We should recognize that some improvements can be made in career

awareness activities conducted in the school with a relatively small

amount of planning and preparation. On the other hand, starting a new

career preparation program that involves work in the community and

extensive use of community facilities may require two'or more years of

planning and preparation.

The comprehensive and, enabling objectives of the design,

preplanning activities, a prototypic plan, and suggestions for using

the correlated WRISE material follow. Chap er 1 gives information

that is essential for using the ideas in th s chapter. One important

consideration is that each school is a un ue culture and accordingly

must adapt the ideas to fit its situation.

Design Objectives

Comprehensive Objective:

Career education is arranged for all students; experiential learning

activities and work experience in the community are arranged for each

student who can profit from them.

Illustrative Enabling Objectives:

District and local school policies and practices have been developed

that facilitate effective:

7 )
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Career awareness, exploration, and preparation, including work
experience.

Student participation in cultural, recreational, service, or
other non-work activities in the community.

Participation of community personnel in school activities and of
school personnel in community activities.

Use of community resources and facilities.

Preparation of community personnel who participate in the
educative process.

Related to the preceding areas, local school committees, teams of
teachers, and individual staff members:

Identify or formulate program, course, and unit objectives.

Identify or prepare resource units and other material for use by
teachers and by community persons.

Identify or prepare instructional materials for student use.

The preceding comprehensive and enabling objectives indicate
desirable directions and means for improvittig career education and
experiential learning in the community. Later in this chapter
improvement goals are stated in terms of student outcomes that follow
from effective practices in career education and experiential
learning. No goals are given regarding the process of improving
career education and experiential learning. Rather, the process is
clarified in the textbook and the correlated filmstrip and school
experiences audiocassette.

Preplanning Activities

The activities that follow assume that the school has not
established a schoolwide improvement committee. Therefore, the
principal exercises much initiative throughout the preplanning phase.

The principal, after securing district office and board support
to proceed with preplanning activities, makes a commitment (a) to lead
the improvement of the school's practices with respect to career
education and experiential learning or (b) to delegate the leadership
to another member of the school staff.

The principal involves key faculty members in assessing the
school's current practices and in identifying areas of possible
improvement.

7 3



The principal, along with:interested staff,4otms a task force on

career edUcatidn and experiential kerning that includes the principal
or other members of the adminisfiatiile team, a counselor and/or aj

learning coordinator, and repFesentative tea ers.' The task force

considers when to involve stditeRts and pare 8.

All members of the task force gain a,complete understanding of
the WRISE concepts and practices related to career'educatien and
experiential learning. The task force as a group:

Views and discusses the filmstrip, "Work and Other Career
Education Activities in Secondary Schools."

Listens to and discusses relevant sections of the
audiocassette, "Experiences of a Middle School, a Junior High
'School, and Two Senior High Schools with Work and Other Career
Education Activities."

Reads textbook Chapter 5, "Career Education and Experiential
Learning."

.
Task force members visit schools with effective career edUcation

programs and secure printed materials On career education and
experiential learning.

The task force with input to and from the faculty informally
assesses their school's present situation, identifies changes in their

career education program, and determines possible means of imple-

menting improvements. The task force considers what kind of inservice
education will be needed and whether it will be conducted by the
school staff or secured from an external source.

3

The task force estimates the cost of preparing for and
implementing a program to improve career education and experiential
learning. Members of the task force confer with district officials,
who indicate the district's support of the program.

Summary of a Prototypic Plan

1. Title of Program

Career Education and Experiential Learning.

2. Percent of Students and Grades Involved

One-hundred percent of the students of a middle school, junior
high school, or high school will participate in some aspect-of career

education. Particular awareness, exploratory, and preparatory
programs will be more limited.

7,4
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3. Persons Who Will Plan, Coordinate and Evaluate the Program

A task force on career education and experiential learning
consisting of the principal and other members of the administrative
team, a learning coordinator, a guidance counselor, teachers, parents,
and other community representatives will plan., coordinate, and
evaluate the program. Larger high schools typically have a person
heading each career or vocational education program. These persons
should be members of the task force.

4. Persons Who Will Implement the Program

The program will be implemented by all teachers whose courses
should be related to career education and community experiential
Learning.

5. Time Schedule

The task force will prepare a time schedule (or planning system',
such as PERT) to facilitate the wise use of staff time, to communicate\
expectations, and to monitor progress. The beginning and ending of
some phases of the improvement process will overlap, e.g., some
preparatory activities will be started before the planning process is
completed.

Preplanning Activities

Planning

Preparatory Activities

haseline-Year Evaluation

First-Year Implementation

Evaluation of First-Year
Implementation

Refinement/Renewal

6 Budget

Starting Date Ending Date

The task force will make a thorough cost analysis and will
prepare a budget for each phase of the improvement process. Staff
time and monies currently allocated to less critical activities will
be allocated to the improvement activities. District funding will be
secured to assure that the program will be planned and implemented
properly in the first year and that it will not be curtailed or
discontinued during the second yearor thereafter for lack of funding.
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Substitute teachers

Summer employment

Consultants

Workshops, seminars,
etc.

Materials, tests,
etc.

Travel

Other

7. Improvement Goals

budget for Each Phase

First-Year
Prepara- Implemen- Refinement/

Planning tion tation Renewal

I

General goals are given that a school staff might set and try to
attain during the first year of implementation if no baseline
information is available for setting performance goals. Illustrative)

performance goals are indicated for the general goals. A school might''

set other general or performance goals.

General Goal:
I

More middle school and high school students will become aware of
the careers that utilize the subject matter of courses in which they
are enrolled, e.g., -art -- architecture, advertising, design, etc.;

mathematics--accountant, engineer, high school teacher, etc.; foreign
language--interpreter,,otesperson, government offi,cial, etc.

Performance Goals:

Each Grade tistudent will he able to name at least two
different occupations that utilize knowledge and skills from each
of the required middle school subject fields.

Each Grade 4-0 student will be able to relate knowledge and
skills in each required subject field to the main requirements
for being successful in at least five families of occupations or
career fields.

General Goal:

More middle school and high school students will receive
effective education regarding career awareness and career exploration.

7
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Performance Goals:.--'

Each Grade 8 student will be able to differentiate betwer
career areas or families of careers and specific jobs.

Each Grade 10 student will be able to give the requirements
for success in at least five different career areas that the
student selects.

General Goal:

Morehigh-sehool students preparing for job entry or for
technical school will receive an appropriate education to attain their
goals.

pt'

Performance Goals:

Each student who desires to work upon high school graduation
and who prepares for work will be employable.

Each student who desires to enter a technical school upon
graduating fvom high school and who prepares for er4,rance into
technical snool will have the educational background needed fo
performing successfully_ in a technical school.

General Goal:

More students will participate in non-work, experiential learning
activities in the community and will have work experience as part of
their career exploration activities.

Performance Goals:

Each student will engage in at least one non-work, community
activity per year.

Each high school student will have at least two work
experiences for credit in the community as part of the student's
Career exploration program.

8. Preparatory Activities

Teaching schedules and other time commitments of the task force
members 4g1 be arranged so that they can meet at regularly scheduled
times.

The task force will gain faculty, student, parent, and community
commitment to improving career education and experiential learning
practices.

The task force will aid the schbol staff in preparing for their
improvement activities by leading the study of part or all of the
correlated WRTSE materials used earlier as a preplanning activity, by
arranging for the staff to visit schools that have exemplary
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practices, by making available to teachers materials from schools with
operating programs, add by arranging externally provided inservice
activities if necessary.

41/

The preparatory activities will be arranged so that the involved
persons can participate in the activities individually, in groups,
and/or as a total group.

Teachers and others involved in preparing materials and in
developing community sites will be provided with the necessary time to
accomplish these tasks.

The task force will prepare guidelines for use by school and
community persons in implementing their career education activities in
the school and in the community. Also, the task force will establish
guidelines for selecting students to engage in work with or without
pay and to participate in other community activities with or without
credit.

The task force will invite students, parents, and other citizens
to participate in relevant preparatory activities.

The task force will identify community persons and businesses to
become involved in in-school projects.

The task force will prepare new community persons and relevant
school persons for their participation in community activities.

9. First-Year Implementation and Monitoring

The classes of teachers who are involved in the school's
career/vocational educational programs will be scheduled so that the
teachers can meet with the improvement coordinator at a regularly
scheduled time to plan and discuss their career awareness,
exploration, and preparation activities.

Meetings of career or vocational education supervisors, of
teachers involved in the programs, and of community persons involved
in the programs will be arranged at regularly scheduled times.

A district committee with representation from the central office,
middle school(s), high sthool(s), and community will make provisions
for (a) improving the career awareness emphasis of the required
courses; (b) increasing the effectiveness of non-work, experiential
learning activities in the community,; (c) maintaining desirable
opportunities in the community axle adding others as part of career
exploration; (d) maintaining desirable job-entry programs, modifying
or dropping undesirable programs, and adding new programs; (e)
maintaining effective elements of technical school preparation,
modifying or dropping ineffective elements, and adding new elements;
and (f) establishing effective arrangements between the local school
and both the technical school and adult ed ation. Each local school
task force will adapt the district guidelines to meet the needs of
the\studentsof their school.
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Each school will implement its task force recommendations as soonas it can.

year
implementation, however, may not,always occur during

the school year in which the new or revised programs are developed.
Even though this is the case, putting the recommendations into effect
is included here as part of the first-year implementation since it is
essential for attaining the improvement goals.

With respect to monitoring first- yea a task
force member who is not responsible for evaluating teacher performance
will carry out activities such as observing students in community
sites and in teachers' classes, examining records kept by teachers and
by community persons, and observing group meetings of teachers or
community persons. This will be done for the purpose of aiding
teachers and community persons in the attainment of their improvement
goals, not to evaluate the teacher's or other person's performance.
If- someone is experiencing difficulty and desires assistance, then the
task force member may provide it directly or have another school or
district person provide it.

The teachers and community persons will communicate their
progress and concerns to a designated task force member. Parents and
students will communicate their concerns, first to the student's
teacher and then with the teacher to a designated task force member.

10 Evaluation

The purpose of the evaluation activities that follow is solely to
improve career education not to arrive at judgments that influence
teachers' salaries or job security in any way. Accordingly, one or
more task force members who are not responsible for evaluating
teachers' performances will coordinate the activities. (Refer to
Chapter 7 on evaluation if any of the substantive aspects of the
activities that follow are not clear.) Evaluative information that is
gathered and summarized one semester or year will be used to estimate
the effectiveness of the current program and to plan improvements for
the next semester or year.

Ascertaining the extent to which students learn career awareness
information related to the subject matter of their courses.

A task force member will observe teachers' classes and will
informally interview them with respect to their attainment of this
goal. A pencil-and-paper test of career knowledge may be constructed
and administered.

Assessing the extent to which students receive more effective
education regarding career awareness and career exploration.

A task force member will examine the content and learning
activities of programs and courses and will gather information by
interview or questionnaire from teachers, students, and community
persons who participate in the prggram. A pencil-and-paper test of
knowledge may he constructed and administered.
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Evaluating how well high school students are being prepared for
job entry and entry into technical school.

A task force member will examine the content and learning
activities of these programs. Information from teachers, students,
their parents, and other community persons will be gathered.

Evaluating students' participation in work experiences and other
community activities that are part of their career awareness and
career exploration.

A task force member will observe the work and other community
experiences at the community sites. Information will be gathered from
the community participants, school supervisors, students, and their
parents.

The task force coordinator assisted by designated faculty will
prepare an annual evaluation report for review by the task force on

career education, the school's educational improvement committee, and
the entire faculty.

The report will be prepared in such a manner that results cannot
be related to individual students or to individual teachers.

11 Refinement/Renewal

The cycle of evaluation, goal setting, planning, and
implementation of improvements to attain the goals will continue on an

annual basis. Ineffective practices will be eliminated and effective
practices will be maintained and strengthened. As the staff continues

to engage in this cycle of activities and as more sophisticatvd staff

development continues, the school will experience renewal as h social

organization.

Aids for Using Correlated WRISE Materials

Review the section of Chapter I in this manual on ways of using

the material.

Study each synopsis that follows for your own review.

Present the synopsis orally to the inservice group immediately

before they study the material.

TEXTBOOK CHAPTER SYNOPSIS

Recent proposals for improving secondary education i ucreasing

the amount and quality of experiential learning and by offering more

JII
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effective career awareness-exploration-preparation activities are
presented. Then examples of pub shed experience-based career
education programs arediscusseeto clarify the concepts and practices
and to illustrate the integration of career education into the regular
school program. Locally developed programs of work experience and
career education activities are explained in the last part of the
chapter.

FILMHAtIP CoN1TNT 1-;YNOPS1-1

FRAMES

1-i) The role of work experience and other career education
activities that are included in the total educational program
of each student is introduced. Career awareness activities
included in the academic fields are illustrated at Webster
Transitional School, a middle school in Cedarburg, Visconsin.

A Cooperative Work Experience Program for ninth graders
identified as potential dropouts at Byers Junior High School
in Denver, Colorado, is depicted.

The ( specialty program of a senior high school in
, Wisconsin, is highlighted to provide an example of

career c,cploration and preparation at the senior high school
level in a large city.

The arrangement of courses into career clusters at Hood River
Valley High School in Oregon is explained to illustrate how
career exploration and preparation are carried out in the
only high school of a small school district. Ninth grade
students at Wy'East Junior High School in Hood River Valley,
oregon, are shown in the process of selecting the cluster of
courses they will pursue at Hood River Valley High School,
(1rades 10-12. Examples are presented of student; at Hood,
Piver Valley Hip,' School pursuing work experiences as part of
their aIcer- expiration and preparation.

r «dit

AllDloCASSETTF CoNTFN1 SYN01'SIS

SIDE A/Segment 1: "Experiences of Wehster TralE;itional School with
Work and Other Career Education Activities" (TIME: 9 minutes).

The principal a teacher discuss the career education program
At Webster Transitic. ,l School in Cedarburg, Wisconsin. The
discussion focuses on career awareness activities integrated into the
latle 6 and Grade /

/-

-urriculum, and career exploration in Grade R.

Si
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SIDE A/Segment 2: "Experiences Of Byers Junior High School and Baker
Junior High School with Work and Other Career Education Activities"
(TIME: 11 minutes).

A representative from Byers Junior High School and a
representative from Baker Junior High School, both in Denver,
Colorado, discuss the Cooperative Work Experience Program for junior
high school students in Denver. The discussion focuses on
establishing a work experience program, objectives of the program, and
benefits for students participating in the program.

SIDE. B/Segment "Experiences of Hood River Valley High School with
Work and Other Career Education Activities" (TIME: 10 minutes).

The work experience coordinator and a teacher from Hood River
Valley High School in Oregon explain their school's work experience
program. The school representatives discuss program development and
operation, student work experiences, and student benefits from the
program.

SIDE B/Segment 2: "Experiences of Washington High School with Work
and Other Career Education Activities" (TIME: 8 minutes).

Representatives from Washington ..gh schol in Milwaukee,
WisconElin, explain Milwaukee's "High chools nlimited" plan in which

each high school operates at least one area specialty program. The

discussion then focuses on the computes inin processing career
specialty at Washington High School.

0





. , Chapter 6

STIENT DECISIQN- MAKING ARRANGEMENTS
Herbert J. Klausmeier

Making wise decisions and accepting the responsibility for 'one's
own actions.ece essential for self- realizatipn as an individual end'
for making progress as a group; Wise decision' making ialearl,ed. if

students do not learn decision- making skills -while in school, it is ..6

probable that Most of thik will never learn the skills: Similarly, if
students are given no opportunity in school formaking,important
decisions and for exercising'self-discipline, it is unlikely that they
will be ready for meeting these demands .successfully updn completing
high'school. v

.

.

f
Some teachers as well as entire facult vs hesitate to encourage

any student decision making for,fear of losLbg control of the
staVnts. The school environment is not safe rnd discipline.pXob!emS

.
are experienced -irisome classes. In these,situations, corrective'
actions take highyriority. HpweVer,. extending'student decision
making and responsibility/for some of the students may be a key ,

elethent of the corrective/ program. Mbst sthoois'are,relatively safe,
and discipline i$ not a iroblemfor teachers. In this kind of school,
the.large majority of students are capable of exercising considerable
independence in making decisions tegarding'their educatiOn4nd conduct'
thout continual supervision and external control. , a.

o

Fv



1104roving student decision-making mkilln van be provided for
without implementing any. other WRISE component. Moreover, It can be
qpne by'an individual teacher or copselor; a mchoolw fox** not
reqqired as is the ,case for some other components.
lndlvidual teachers can cfrry out the implemenehtion ep dently,
this chapter focuses on a schoolwide effort to increa onsible

r .04tudent decision making.

The compebsrnsive and enabling objectives of the design;
, preplanning aftfVities, a prototypic platy. and suggestions for using

the correlated WRISE material follow( Chapter 1 gives information
that is esaentialf0r,using the 1.eas in this chapter. One important
consideration is tliat each school is a unique culture and accordingly
must adapt Oe ideas to fit its situation.

"

,
Comprehensive Objective: A

Design Objectives

J-,/

Studentp progressively assume more initiative for planning,
i'4 roleinentihat and. valuating their programs and activities with a

,r(
r ..

41, sser amount,ef-adult direction and control.

01
Illustrative Enabling Objectives:

Students in their classes and in meetings with their advisors are
taught:.

..°4
Decision-making skrlls that help themto'tmake educational

decisions as individuals.

Concepts and skills that enable them to participate in
shared decision making with other students, the school staff, and
parents.

The individual student exercises increasing initiative for making
decision, accepting the, related consequences of the decisions,, and

evaluating decisions regarding:

The student's instructional program in each course.
r .

The student's educational program for the semester.

The student's educational program for the school year.

Students as members of, groups take increasing initiative for making
decisions, accepting the responsibility for the decisions, and for



evaluating the dtcimions regarding: p.,

)
The oblectives and activities in the course in which, the group is
enrolled.

The extracurricular activity In which the group participates.

'['he governance of the group.

Students are encouraged to serve:

Au officers and to Participate as members of
student-governing groups.

,As student representatives on the school's standing anted
committees,ommittees, councils, and task forces.

The preceding comprehensive and enabling objectives indicate
directions and means of increasing responsible student decOion
making. Later in this chapter, improvement goals are stetOd in terms
of studont outcomes that follow from implementation of effective
student decision-making practices. No goals are given regardi,ng
student decision-making strategies and processes. Rather, the

46

strategies and processes Are clarified in the ,textbook and the
correlated filmstrip0andsehool experience audiocassette.'

0

Preplanning Activities

,The activities that ol assume that the school has not
established a schoolwide impro ement committee. Theiefore, the
principal exercises much initiative throughout the preplanning phase.

Vle principal, after securing centralAtice and 'board support to
proceed with prepAanning activites,'makes a commitment (a) to lead
the improvement of the schOol's practices with'respect to student
decision making or (b)%oto delegate the leadershf'p to another member of
the school staff.

The principal involves key faculty membersAn assessing the
school's current practices and in identifying areas of possible
improvement.

The principal, along with interested staff and students, forms a
task force o student decision making that includes the principal or
other member of the administrative team, a counselor and/or a
learning coor ator, represeliative teachers, and representative
students. The task force also considers when to involvelparents.

The task force gains a complete understanding of the WRISE
concepts and practices related to student decision making. The task
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10rCe AW a group:

Vilws and discusses the filmstrip, "Student Decision Making

In Secondary Schools."

Listens to and discusses relevant sections of the
audiocassette, "Experiences of a Middle School, a Junior High
School, and Two Senior High Schools with Student Decision
Making."

Reads textbook Chapter 6, "Student Decision-Making
Arrangements."

Studies the materials of three other components that have
direct implications fcA- student decision making: Individual -

Educational Programming,. Individual Instructional Programming,
and Career Education and Experiential Learning.

Task force members visit schools that have unusually effect
act4vities, confer with other schools by phone and mail, and sec

material6 on student decision taking.

The task force, with input to and from the faculty, inforinally

assesses their school's present situation, identifies possible
improvements in instructional practices, and possible means of

implementing the improvements. The task force determines the kind of
inservice eduCation that will be needed and whether it will be

conducted by the'local staff or secured from an external source.

The cost of preparifg for, implementing, and continuing the

,,improvements in stUdeAtolecision-making practices is estimated by the,

task force. Task force members confer with district officials.
District officials indicate the district's programmatic and financial

support of the program.

Summary of a Prototypic Plan

1. Title of Program

Student Decision-Making Arrangemen4p.

2. Percent of Students and Grades Irivolved

4114

The students of a middle School, junior high school, or high

school. Some schools start withthe students of a grade or he

students of the,teachdFs who pilot the progpam. Intfeased decision ,

making responsibility is not automatically increased for any student.

S 6



o. resimums svuu svm ruMn, lotnnWM. IMP cVallUM my rrowam

A task force on student decision making eonalsting of the
principal and other mambers of the administrative team, a learning
coordinator, a guidance counselor, a'teacher from ench grade, and a
student from each grege.

4. Persons Who Will Implement the Program

Administrators, all counse )rs, all teachers, and Helected
studentH.

5 Time Schedule tr

The task force will prepare a time schedule (or planning system
such aH PERT) to facilitate the wise use of staff time, to communicate
expectations, and to monitor progress. The beginning and ending of
some phases of the improvement process will overlap, e.g., some
prepare,t'Oryardtivities will be started before the planning process 18
complifted.

Preplanning Activities

4
Plianning
'1r

. Preparatory Activities

'Baseline-Year Evaluation

El4sC-Year implementation

Startin& Date Ending Date

Evaluation of First-Year
impleMntation

Refinement/Renewal

6. Budget

The task force will raZZthorough cost analysis and will
prepare a budget for each phase of rasimprovement process. Staff
time and monies currently allocated to less critical activities will
he allocated to the improvement activities. District funding will be
secured to assure that the program will be planned and implemented,
properly in the first year and that it will not be curtailed or
discontinued during the second year

oor thereafter for lack 11 funding.

"4
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Substitute teachers

Summer employment
1 -

Consultants

Workshops, seminars,
etc.

Materials, tests,
etc.

Travel

Other

.41.%

7. Improvement Goals

First-Year
Prepare- implemen- Refinement/,

Planning Lion tation Krnewal

General goals are given that a school staff might set and try to

attain during the first'year of implementation, if no baseline

information is available for setting performance goals. Illustrative

'performance goals are indicated for each general goal. A schdol might

set other general and performance goal 14\

General Coal:

Students with eaah successive year of schooling will improve

their'skills in making decisions regarding their education and

conduct.

Pefformance Goals:

SeventYlOpercent or more 4404te Grade 7 s en4 witb

assistance of a teacher will be able to appl her a crivergent

problem solving model or a divergent (creatf oblem solving

model to problems they experience at'school.

Eighty percent or mote of_ip
independently be able to selleo4rei er an app priate convergght

problem solving model or a divergent problem solving model and

japply it to any problem they experience.

de 11. kkIllents will

General Goal:
1.

AP
Students as individuals with each successive year of schooling

will exercise more initiative and will assume correspondingly greater

responsibility for planning their own instructional programs.



Fifty percent or more of the Grade 6 HtudentH in October

i

will be abIns ee to identify in ructIonal materials and actleitln
In mocial Htudiea that are propriate for them in terms of theirCd

abiiity to 7-end, their Interektn, and their learning styles
1 Liming ehe list of unit materlais aria activities presented an
I Thu-named by the teacher.

Seventy percent or more of the'Grade 10 ntudentH will be
able to plan their own instructional programs for the second unit
Cn Americal History, based on the curriculum guide presented to

t...,,
Ohe Htuden H by the tenater.

General Goal:

Students as individuals with each successive year of schooling
will exercise more initiative and will assume correspondingly greater
responsibili6 for planning their complete educational programs.

Periormance coals:

.44ghe)Opercent or more of the Grade 8 students, with input
.and parents, will (a) identify the units"of the
.covrses that are appropriate For them In terms

pinkaapabilitles and interests, (h) select
actfes, and (c) set goals to try to attain related

.\.

,
A N.

Ninety percent or more of the Grade 11 students with
;,.. relatively little input IlitoMian advisor or parents Oill he able 4

t, to plan their edudational prbgrameof requireed and elective
in7ires and extracurricular actiij.ties, (This assumes that each

t,,,
.student has full information regarding the available courses and
activities.)

General Goal:
4

Students as members of small groups with each successive year of
prOooling will exercise more initiative and will assume

spondingly greater responsibility for decisions regarding thilr
earning a ivities and their conduct in their courses.

Perforce Goals: 40

41,
Ninety percent or more of the Grade 7 students will learn

effectively inSmall groups of four to six and behave in socially
approved ways whe guided and monitored by a teacher.

Ninety percent or more of the Grade 11 students will learn
effectively in small groups and behave in socially approved ways
with relatively little guidance by a teacher.
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Studente with ench euecemefve year of echooling will exercise
more initiative and will tasume more responsibility for governing

their extracurricular and student activity programs.

a Performance Goals:

.1

Eighty-five percent or more of the Grade 8 students will
patticipate effectively In extracurricular and student activity
programs and cause no discipline problems when guidid and

monitored by a teacher.

Ninety -live percent or more of the Grade 11 students will
Aiarticipote effectively in extracurricular and student activity
programs and cause no discipline problems with relatively little

guidance by a teacher.

General Goal:
4

Students with each soccessiVtt year of mehooling will serve on
school committees and task forceutAth increasing efiectivene s.

Performance Goals:

Representative students from Grades 6, 7, and 8/Will

on school committees where their knowledgeand opialons will make
useful contribution to the commit e actions. /1-

Each high school committee or to k force that is concerned

with the improvement of any design com onent will have at least

one student representative as soon as he group is functioning in

a coherent organized manner.

General Goal:

Dicelg ne referrals and suspensions will decrease as students

$individuali and,in groups make more decisions and accept greater
responsibi.1ity regarding their conduct and their learning activities.

Performance Goals:

\ Referral of Grade 8 students to school officials for
disciplinary reasons will decrease from sqd

suspensions of Grade 8 students by echo p' Is will decrease

from 15 to 5 or less./
4

Referral of Grade 10 stuOnts to school -Officials4.kpri

d ciplinary reasons will decrease from 200 to 100 and-

s spensions of Grade 10 students will demease from 30 to 15 or

S.
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Teaching achedulea and other time commitments will he arranged HO
that the task force members can meet at regularly scheduled timem.

The tank force will gain faculty, atudent, and parent commitment
for Increasing the amotrek and effectivenemm of student decialon
making.

The task force will aid the school ntaff In preparing to
Implement the student decision-making activities by leading the rawly
of part or all of the correlated WRISE materials used earlier as tt
preplanning activity, by arranging for the staff to visit achoolm that
have exempLary practices, by making available to teachers qpteriala
from ith operating programs, and by arranging for consultants
to conduct's vice Activities.

The preparatory activities will he arranged HO that teachers and
counselors can participate in the activities individually, in groups,
and/or as a total group.

Teachers and others involved in the preparation of materiiis for
teacher .or student use will he provided with the necessary time to
accomplish these tasks.

The task force will prepare guidelines for teachers to use in
providing students increasing decision-making responsibilities NH.
Individuals and small groups.

.'he task force will prepare guidelines fbr selecting students for'
membership on school committees and task forces.

The task force will invite students and parents to participate tp
relevant preparatory activities.

9. First-Year Implementation and Monitoring

Counselors and teacher advisors will instruct studeuts iu
decision making as part of the individual conference procedure.

The school will offer one or more units on decision-making skills
(it_ may he helpful for teachers to study the content of the unit).

Teachers will use part of the first day or two of each course to
work with the students in planning their individual instructional
programs in the course (see Chapter 3).

Counselors and teacher advisors will use part of their Individual
conference sessions with students (a) to encourage the students to
make decisions and also (b) to teach the students decision-making
skills (see Chapter 5 of the textbook where methods and materials are
presented for teaching decision-making skills as part of a program of.
career education).
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will encourage-pairs and small groups 01 studonts to select sno autunite

group learning activities and to develop guidelines regarding their

conduct In and outside the class and school building.

Teachers who serve as advisors of extrecurricular activities, the

atudvnt council, and other student activities will arrange for
atudente-to assume increasing initiative and responsibility for the

conduct of these activities. Student self-governance commensurate

with student responsibility pt"Maintaining a good learning

environment will he encouraged.

Student representatives will be placed on committees and task

iorces-where student input will contribute to more effective schoolim
(often student representatives are'added after the committee or task
force has been organized and is functiota smoothly).

Related to monitoring first-year ii lamentation, a task force

member who Is not responsible for evaluating teacher performance wil.14

carry out activities such as observing teachers' classes and

Individual conferences with students, examining records kept by

teachers and advisors, and observing group meetings of teachers or

advisors. This will he done for the purpose of aiding staff members
attain their improvement goals, not to evaluate their performance. if

to staff member is expetiencing difficulty and desires aaistance, the

task force member may provide it directly or heve other schotil'or

district persons provide it.

Teachers will communicate their progreSe and concerns to a

designated task force member.

Parents and students %All communicate their concern , first to

the student's advisor and then with the advisor to a des gnated task
v..

force member.

10. Evaluation

The purpose of the evaluation activities that follow is solely to

improve student decision making, not to arrive at judgments that

influence teachers' salaries,or job security in any way. Accordingly,

one or more task force members who are not responsible for evalua ing

Oeachers' performances will coordinate the activities. (Refer to

chapter 7 on evaluation if any of the substantive aspects of the

activities that follow are not clear.) Evaluation information that is

gathered and suilmarized one semester or year will be used to estimate

the effectiveness of the c ,urrent program and to plan improvements for

the net semester or year.

Determining the extent toil/bleb students learn decision - making

skills regarding their edn conduct.
ti #

The task force will ale foi'rating students'

decision-making skills re education and conduct. The



plovIde epettence snd/ot insttnction In decision making to students.

Asceitalniu& the extent to which students take initiative for
plannint their instruct Taal OMIIMOI and for assumint responaTliTrity
lot imrleent ink thali7iTans.

Items will r included in the preceding rsting scale to secure
this information tiom each teacher.

Amcertainine the extent to which students take initiativi for
pIannlrr their educational programs and for assessing cesponsihility
for implementing their_plans.

Items will he -included in the preceding scale to secure this
inloimstion from advisors. A questionnaire may,be prepared for
studentri.

Determining the extent to which students In pairs and small
622aps take responsibility for planning and implementing classroom
activities curd for managing the IT own conduct in a socially approved
mantle'.

The task force will Include items In the preceding scale to
secure this information frofS;teachera and will summarize the results
for the students of each Ogee annually, A questionnaire may be
prepared for students.

Ascertaining the extent to which students-exercise initiative and
responsibility for governing their extracurricular and student
activiti programs effectively.

The task force will prepare a rating scale to he completed by
each participating student and the program advisor each semester.

.Determining the 'extent of student membership on school
committees, the value of the student contributiOnft,to committee
functioning, and the value of die committee fxpgrisks# to.,the student.

A task force member will record the number of students on
committees. Chairpersons of committees will rate the value of the
student contributions to the committee and the value of serving on the
committee to the student. Student committee members will complete the
same ratings. The chairpersons' and students' ratings will be
supplied to the task force members.

Determining the extent to which discipline referrals and
suspensions decrease.

The task force-members will compare the records of discipline
referrals and suspensions for the year prior o implementing the
improvement activities, and for the

year
year of implementation.
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the plocedIng usaultn and inspire an annual evaluation laport lot

levlow by the task force, the educational Improvement committee, and
the entire faculty.

be related to insi$44....yel studs r
yThe report wil e,prapIced in au.h a nnsiliqt 7iiiitannot

MIN dual time he .

. .
.

11 Retinimentiflonewal

The cycle of evaluation, nal-setting, planning, and implemanting
improvements to atlipin the goalUwill continuo on an annual betels.
ineffective practice's will he eliminated and effective practices will
he maintained and strengthened. As the staff continues to engage in
this cycle of activities and as more sophisticated staff development
continues, the school will strengthen its improvement capability and
experience renewal as a social organization.

Aids for Using Correlated WRISE Materials

Review the section of Chapter I in this manual on ways of using
the material.

4 Study each synopsis that follow, to, your own teview.

Present the synopsis orally to the inservice group immediately
t. fore they study the material.

TF.XT110 R SYNOPSIS

A rationale for Increasing student decision making, a develop-
mental progresaion in student ilecislun making, models to guide
decision making, and programs for teaching students idmemion- making
skills are explained.

FILMSTRIP CONTENT SYNOPSIS

FRAMES

.1-15 Introduction to the developmental sequence in student
decision making. Students in a course in reading at Steuben
Middie4chool in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, are shown ,choosing
ma rials"0d0 activities in accordance with their interests.
S,tiviontalic441.660al studies course at Steuben Middle School

161-4te offing learning activities which suit their
40P+ ng styles.
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In ilimOWn ID a conieuence terra net patents PIM auvInot
deOgding ou hot total suinCatirpnel plogfam tot the next
semester.. Choosing the enure cluster of cournn to be
taken during wituloi high school In, illuottated by a Grade 9
student In Wy'Vatit Auplot High School in II I River, Mogen.

R1 In,' Strident-facility decinio.makir which affectn the entire
ntudent body and !acuity of Irvine High Srhool in Irvine,

Gailletutes in liluOtratai.

101 11i A hummsty ol the developmental sequence In ntudent decision
making Is presented.

109- 112 Cloning frames and credits.

AUDIOCASSETTE CONTENT SYNOPSIS

'WO% ALSegment "Expetiences of Steuben Middle School with Student
Det ision Making" (TIME: minutes) .

1
,,lie curriculum coordinator rind a teacher from Steuben M14 le

:;chtd in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, discuss involving students In recinion
making regarding their learning activities. The discussion focuses on
teacher reactions to Student iilOnlvement and on student responsibility
in dcinio mnking.

SIDI'. A/Segment :: "Experiences of Wy'Eant Junior High School and Hood.
Rivet Valley High ';chool with Student DeciSion.esking" (TIME: II)

minutes).

Two teachers'irom Hood River Valley High School in Hood River,
oregon, discuss .student involvement in decision making In their school
mid explain the cooperative effort of the high school and Wy'East
inniot High School staif members in preparing ninth grade studentn to
make decisions shout their high school education.

B/Segment 1: "Experiences of Irvine High School with Student
Making (TfIE: 10 minutes) . ,

A counselor and a teacher from Irvine High School in .1rvine,
California, discass student involvement in decision making at the

',individual and school levels. Student readiness to accept
decision-makig responsibilities in stressed.



gni tIng I. ,

Two Irach4te*fr6 Cydarburg iligh :Hiroo) Iii Cydarburg,

dem ilbe (by al(ernar(Ive educational programa nitrated by (heir arbool,

anti (he n(ndynt Involvement In pinnnina (11011 own individual
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Chapter 7

EVAWATION AND IMPROVEMENT STRATEGIES
Herbert J. Klausmeier

Some schools are not using their test data and other available
information to improve education in their schools. However, other
schools are securing higher educational achievement and other desired
student outcomes from year to year by using their evaluation data to
improve their eductive processes. They arrange for the data to be
gathered, analyzed, and summarized systematically and for the results
to be intepreted to the teachers and other users of the information.

The general strategy for using evaluative information to improve
the school's effectiveness has the following steps:

1. Identify the area(s) to be evaluated.

2. Develop axplan for carrying out the evaluation activities for
each area. ----

3. Gather, summarize, and interpret the first-year data and
evaluate the selected area.

4. Based on the results, set a goal to maintain a high level of
performance or to raise a level that is lower than.desired.
Plan related improvement activities to attain the goal.
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5. Carry out the improvement activities. Monitor progress.

Gather and summarize/the evaluative information. Determine

the extent to which the goal was attained.

6. Repeat the cycle.

Information is gathered on a systematic basis from yearl'to y)ear

In order to implement'the preceding general strategy. A recommended

program of testing and other information gathering'follows:

I. Teacher-constructed paper-and-pencil tests, performance
tests, work samples, and observations for measuring student

progress during the course and final achievement at the end

of the course.

2. Standardized achievement tests in the academic subjects
administered at'least in every other grade in either the fall

or the spring.

1. Criterion-referenced tests including minimum competency tests

in various skill areas administered in the fall and spring of

each grade.

4. Grade point average in each subject for each student and for

the composite group of students of each grade.

S. A mental ability test in the first grade of the school, -

preferably at the same time that the first standatized
achievement testing is done.

6. Other measures of student outcomes in the cognitivecognitive domain, .

e.g., creativity, writing skills, thinking skills, etc., as

desired by the school.

7. Average daily attendance (annual).

8. .Incidenoe of discipline referrals (annual).

9. Incidence of suspensions (annual).

10. Incidence of dropouts (annual.).

11. An inventory of student learning, styles administered at least

once during the middle school years and once - during the high

school years.

12. An inventory or questionnaire to secure student opinion

regarding learning, school, teachers, peers, and other

elements of schooling, administered at least once during the

middle school years and once during the high school years.

13. A student self-concept inlintory administered at least once

during the middle school years and once during the high

school years. ,
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14. .Opinions of teachers,'students, and parents as necessary to
evaluate a delected area.

The preceding kinds of information may be used in the evaluation
of most of the design components described in this manual. However,
no info tion should be gathered that is not used to facilitate
student learning, to implement the improvement strategies, or to

TO ' some other component of the design.

In this regard inforMal evaluation that is conducted without
*gathering and analyzing quantitative information is not to be
overlooked. For example, the English teachers getting together at the
end of the first grading period to share their opinions regarding how
well their courses are meeting the educational needs of the students
can be as useful as studying the students' test scores and letter
grades insofar as improving English instruction is concerned.
'Similarly, the social studies teacher may use' part of the last class
of the grading.period Or semester to secure each student's opinion of
how worthwhile or how appropriate the course was for him or her -.

This chapter focuses,onusing evaluative information to implement
the goal-setting,strategy for groups of students, such as those of a
particular grade. Implementing trhis goal-setting strategy requires
less dhange in most,schools than does the implementation of either
individual educational programming (Chapter 2) or individual
instructional programming (Chapter 3).

The comprehensive and enabling objectives of the design,
preplanning activities, a prototyptc, plan, and suggestions for using
the correlated WRISE material follftw. Chapter 1 gives information-
that.is essential for using the ideas in this chapter. One important
consideration is that each school is a unique culture and accordingly
must adapt the ideas to fit its situation.

Design Objectives

Comprehensive Objective:

The individual student's progress toward attaining his/her course
objectives, the student's instructional program in each course, the
student's total educational program, and the school's total
educational program are evaluated systematically; and the results of
'the evaluation are used in improving the educative processes of the
school.
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Illustrative Enabling Objectives:

/
Appropriate measurement and evaluation to iniques art used

,

To evaluate each student's progress toward attaining his or

heir learning goals in each course.

To evaluate each student's instructional prograp in each

course.

To evaluate oach student's educational pr *ram each semester
In terms of the student' attainment of his or er goals, and in

terms'of the appropriate ss and value of the program for the

student.

To evaluate each student's total educational program for the

complete sclictol level, he., middle school, high school.

Toevalua e elements of the school's total educational
program.

The results of the evaluation of each student's educational program

each semester are used, primarily by teachers and students:

To set a goal for improving the student's program the

following semester.

The results of the evaluation of the school's total educational

progr,am are used by teachers and other school staff:

To set goals to be attained annually for composite groups'of

students, such,as those of a particular grade in school or,those

taught by a teaching team.

To evaluate or moasure each group's attainment of the goals..

The results of all evaluation activities are used by teachers and

')other school staff:

To improve the curricult-instruction, and other elements

of the school's educational program.

To improve"the school's advising, organizational, and

-administrative structures and processes.-

The preceding comprehensive and enabling objectives indicatppthe

purposes and trees of the school's evaluation activities. Later in

;
this chapter, improvement goals are plated in terms of stud nt

outcomes that follow from more effective use of evaluative esults.

These goals do not pertain directly to the evaluation Rroceases.

Rather, the evaluation processes are clarified in the textbook and the

correlated filmstrip and school experiences audiocassette.
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Preplanning Activities

Th tctivities aasuMe that the school has not eatabi,ished a

A

schoolwi e improvement committee. Threfore, the principal eisols
much initiative throughout the preplanning phase.

The principal, after ecuring central office tind hoard suppOrt to
proceed with preplanning activities, makes a commitment (a) tolead
the 1Mprovedent of the school's practices with respect to evaluation
or (h) to,delegatethe leadership to another member of the school
staff.

The principal involves key faculty members in assessing the
school's current evaluation practices and In identifying areas of
possible improvement. .

The principal, along with interested staf task force on
evaluation that includes the principal/or other embOIR'of the
administrative team, a counselor and/or a 1 rning coordinator', and
representative teachers. The task force also onsiders.when to
involve students and parents.

All members of the task force gain a c3mplete understanding of
the WRTSE concepts and'practices related to evaluation. The task '
force as a group:

Views and discusses the filmstrip, "Evaluating Student
Learning and Educational Programs in Secondary/Schools."

Listens to and discusses relevant sections of the .

V audiocaSsette, "Experiences of A Middle School and a Senior High
,School with Evaluating Student Learning and Educational,-
Programs."

Studies textbook Chapter 3, "EvAluation and improvement
Strategies."

R.

Studiethe filmstrip and other correlated materials related
to individual edUcat).onal programming, individual structional'
prggramming, and cuiricular arrangements. fi

The task force visits schools .that hav ffective-evaluation
practices, confers with other schools by ph e anctmail, and secures
measurement instruments, test manuals, and other printed material
'dealing with evaluating student learning and educational programs.

The task force; with input to and from thefiaculty, informally
assesses their school's present situation, identifies possible
improvements in evaluafioti practices, and possible means of
imPl....flenfing the improvements. The task force deterMinea the

cesieducation that will be needed arid whether it will be
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condnctef by the oval school Stall o secured from an.exterhl

'source.

T410/43fit of preparing for,, impleAnt ng, and conein rig the

'Improvedetatt In eynluation praktirea is es mated 'by the k4force: .

Titsk forre'lembera confer with district offi els. Distric t oflicials

Indicate the district's prpgrammakft 1 Unancial suppofp of the

programr. e . );

t i 4

t
1 Titte)

lmpro

4

rnmary, a Protot9ipic Plan

/ ,
Program) I (3

1 1- .
li

I A' (4 Cs,,,

1..of Evaluation and Related Goal-Setting Prae.t4ces.
r, \

2. Percent otStudent§and Grades volved
,!%-

11ne-hundretl,percent4f the students of a middle school, junior

high school, of high school and bne or more curricular Areas. Some

schools start with the studenn of the teachers who pilot the

goal-setting strietegy.

if'

3. Persons Who Will P10n, Coordinate and Evaluate the Program

task force on improving evaluation and goal setting, consisting

of the principal and other members 'of the administrative t4;am, a

learning coordinator, a guidance counselor, and a teacher from each

subject field.

4. Perons Who Will IMpler4nent the Program

All teachers.

5. Time Schedule

d. The task force will pr'Cdpare a time schedule (or pla ning system

such as PERT) to facilitate the wise use of staff time, t communficate

expectations, and to monitor progress. The beginning and e ding of

some phases of the improvement process will overlap, e.g., sOe
reparatory activities will be started before the planning prods ----ia,_

completed.'
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Preplanning Actolivitien

Planning

' Preparatory ActivIti

Baseline-Year Evalua ?

Hirst -Year ImplementatfOt

Evaluation of First-Year
Implementation

Reflnement/Renewal

6 Budget

Starting Date Ending Date

r

/

The task force will make a thorough cost anslyaland,will
prepare a Budget for-each phase of the imptovement process. Staff
time and monies currently allocated to lessicrir.ilcal attivities will
he allocated to the improvement activities.' DI, ict funding will, be
secured to assure that the progifslm will be planD.' and.iMplemented
properly in the first year and that it will not e curtailed or
discontinued during the second year'pr thereafter, for lack ofi funding.

'y
. Budget for Each Phase -

0 Substitute teachers

Summer employment

Consultants

, 1

PirstlYear .04

9 Prepare- Implemen2° RefineMent/
Planning tion tation, Renewal

Workshops, seminars
etc.

Materials, tests,
etc.

Travel

Other

7. Improvemet* Goals 4
Goals 'mod eva uatidniprocedures

of the individual cational progta I I

-1,2(
"*.:.

ertaining to the implementation
ng strategy and Ahe
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inatructIonal programming stratgy were prevented In Chapters 7 and'l

01 thll.s manual. Here general goalaytud Illustrative petolnwnce goala

are given that are related to (a) the implementatfon of the
evaluatiAlli-based goal-setting strategy for groups oi atudenta and (b)

the Improvement 01 meamtivment tools and evaluation procettnes. A

a(11061 might net other general and performance gala.

General. (:011 I :

High achievement of the composite group of students 01 each grade

in the subject fleida tot which goals are net will be maiotained and .

low achievement will be rained.

Performance e;oala:

The mean achievement of Grade 10 in English as measured by at

standardized English achievement test will equal or exceed the

4 /0th percentile.

Ninety percent or-more of the Grade 10 class will pasttethe

minimum competency test in English.

The grade point average of the Gtade 10 class in Englph

/ will he it or above 3.2. .

Grrneral 'Goal:

High student performance related to creativity, thinking skills,

and other student outcomes in the cognitive domain for which goals are

set tor groups ot.students will he maintained and low performances

Will he raised.

Perlormance Goals:

The mean creativity rating.of the Grade h students as

measured by a creativity test will equal or exceed 3.2 ones 4.0

Forty percent or more of the Grade 10 students will pass the

college preparatory test of writing skills.

General Goal:

Student attitudes toward schooling, student seLf-concepts, and

other desired outcomes in the affective domain for which goals are set

will remain positive or become more positive.

Performance Goals:

The mean attitude ratings of the Grade 7 students toward

learning, school authority and control, peer.s, and teachers as

measured by an attitude inventory will equal or exceed 3.4 on a

.4.0 scale.



The mean academic sell- concept rating of the Grade 11
ntudentn am measufed by a melt-concept Inventory wilt equal of
exceed 1.4 on a 4.0 scale.

General Goal:

Average daily attendance 4111 Increase and dincipline refttaln,
tainpefinionn, and the dropout rate will decrease an Improvement goals
are net pertaining to these arean.

Petfoimance Goals:

The average daily attendance of the Grade H students will
equal or exceed 44 percent.

ILe number of Grade 12 discipline referrals will decrease
Ilom 100 Co Hh 04 less!'

The percentage of dropouts in GradeR 10, II, and 12 will
decrease from five to four percent or less.

General Coal:
4

Effective measurement too17.6and evaluation processes will he
maintained and ineffective tools and proc.esses will he replacAisl.

Performance Goalp:

Five items will be added to the performance test. in writing
ski.11s to increase the accuracy of the test.

The results of the minimum competency testing will be made
available thejirst day after the test is administered.

8. Preparatory Activities
4

Teaching schedules and other time commitments of the task force
members will he arranged so that they can meet at regularly scheduled
times.

The task force will gain faculty commitment to improving
cvmiivation practices. ,

The task force will aid the teachers 1 extending their
understanding of the evaluation, goal-aettin , planning, and
implementation sequence by leading the study part or all of the
correlated WRISE materials on evaluation, indiv dual instructional
programming, individual education4oprogramming and curricular
arraagements that the task force used earlier as a preplanning
activity; by arranging for school visits, consultants, et by
examining evaluation materials used in other schools.

With, respect to each area to be evaluated, Ole task force with
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Input !tom tenehmta:

WIII ape( I I y the ill rt. teacher et, 11111 Jet 1 I !rids, ,111.1

of her 411 Ir 11H Io he III' hided .

Will Indicate Ilom whom the evaluation iniotmation will he
rhtalued; e.g.. ttoleatm, leacher a, patents.

Will Indicate what will he measured; e.g., rAudeut
achievement. stodynt attitudes, thinking ski l ls, learning ntyles,

teacher opinion, parent opinion, etc.

Will specify how the reanits of the menstitemenot, and

evalnatIon will he toted.

Will Identity ch Inlotmation gaining tools and procedures
Atady in use by the school tilat will be used to attain ea41

goal; e.g., teaher-conntructed paper and pencil tents,
ctiterton-referenced performance teats, worksamples,
stiulardized achievement tests, published attitude and
self-concept inventories, etc.

Will identity and constfuct or patellas.. of het needed

Lnlormation-gaining instruments and procedures.

Will determine the time schedule for securing the
titormation from students, teachers, parents, and others.

The preparatory activities will he arranged an that the teachers

cAn parth.Lpate in the acqvities individually, In groups, and/of as

group. 4

The task torte will invite students and parents to participate in

tclevant preparatory activities.

9 First-Year Implementation and Monitoring

The classes of teachers will be arranged an that teachers with

mutual interests can meet at a regularly scheduled time to plan and

discuss their activities and to increase their competence in

evaluation and goal setting.

A task force member will summarize the computer printout of the

standardized test results in the academic subjects and will report the

mean or average achievement of the students in each grade for which

scores are available. Task force members will interpret this
information to the relevant staff. The information will be used in

setting performance goals and in planning related improvements for

eac jest area tested. (If mental ability scores are available,
mental ability of the students of each grade will be compared

with :neAr mean achievement in each subject field to identify the

subject fields in which the mean achievem
the same level as the mean menta' ability

nt

)

is above, below, or at

A task force member will summarize t e results of minimum
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competency tentm admIniatered in each nuhiect. The informattion will
numai:cd, intetpteted. and tined In d gamine analogonti to that lot

the atandatdized achievement tenth.

A tank toli o memheyWil I nummarize au4riutepet inf mutat ion
tegaidIng glade point averag and other indicatoh of student ~comer,
111\41 manner analogous to that fot the mtandatdized aehievement tests.

A task lotto memhet will nnmmatize information regatding
attendante, discipline referaln. nunpenhionm, and dopoutn. hlh
inlotmation. ail the preceding, will he used in sett-tug goals and
planning related improvementa.

LI)11 .1th: 441)1 wiII 11111 tit III' 11):4* of ettectIvr eV/011411 1011
ptar t 1r 0 , 1 :Ind / 1 , I wi I1 develop , 1 1 1 ( 1 1 1 43e !Mpg ()Ved pr1r t Icet1 I n eva I tiat

141i .h .1(IV !We at 1)111111 program each tit el e;ilse Chilpt .' lot

flit 114'1 1111 III Mit hill evil tig YtWienit,. t'dllt at 11)11411 progamti.1

Lich teacher will mint 41111 the 11)15' 0l tilled Vt eV/111111MM
pla(tices and/o will develop and 1.16V Improved practices to iltitietifi
,audent progress toward attaining course oblectives. At the end of
the courne, the tean.hers will evaluate the approptiatenena of the

tostinctional pogam of each ntudent. (See Chaptet 1 1.4)1 futthet
information on \evalnation of students' instructional programs.)

The task force will continue the use of effective measurement
Instillment!: and evaluatinn procennes and/ur will identify and develop
ot het !; t o evaluate element sof t he r:ch001'N total educat 14)1181 progt am.

The task torte will gather and summarize the information to evaluate
t he olvmvnt dming the current yea! and to set goals and plan related
impo,.ements tot the ensuing year.

In connection with moni t of ing I irst -year implement at ion. ,a task

lolce memhet who Is nor--responsible for evaluating teacher performance
will (Art-v out activities such as observing the teacher's evaluation
ptactioes. examining the tests and other measurement devices the
teacher tins1rusts, examining grades assigned to students, and
oTservIng group meetings of teaches fur the purpose of aiding the
teachers attain their Improvement goals relatied to evaluation. If a

teacher is experiencing difficulty and desires assistance, the task
force members may provide it directly or have other school or district
persons proviile it.

Ihe toachets will communicate their progre and concerns to A
eignated task force member.

Parents ,find students will communicate their concerns regarding
thc evaluation of student progress to the teacher and then with the
teachet !() a designated task force member.

10 Evaluation

The purpose of the evaluation activities that follow Is solely to
improve evaluation practices not to arrive at judgments that influence
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teachers' salaries or lob security in any way. Ac cordingly.

oar of mote task toter members who ate not tomponsible lot evaluating
tcaihets' pc:to:manes:0 will too:I:finale the activities.

Thr task Into will assorss the usability and etlectiveros of the

mAsutemnt instruments and evaluation processes used during the tirnt

VVAI :111,1 011 tine thq (vaults of the Assessments in improving the

Iniotnments And pto(enaen Iii the enaulng year. hit example, the

ot.ability of an instrument to mearrute educnt.donal achievement. such /IN

A htAndatdized teat, published clitetion-teirrenced tent, or It

teacher (onntrncted test will hr ascettained primarily by (a)

examining how much it costs in terms of student time to:

Amiulattation and In !elms tit vithet putchnme 01 conattuction,
Admint!tttation. and pivoting, and (b) teacht opinion of its usability.

lhe clieCtiveness of an achievement I suit will be aNsessed by

.tAtimtioally determining its accuracy In measuring what was intended

measuted And by aectiting the opinions of teachera as to whether

the instrnment meanuted what they taught.

rhe effectiveness of an evaluation procesa, suc h no minimum

,oripetencv testing, will he amortised by determining, the extent to

which the goals of the minimum tompetncv tenting progtam were

hieved And also ascertaining possible unintended teaults.

The evaluation task force(coordinatol will prepare MI annual

report tut review by the task force on evaluation. the educational

HT: ovemcnt commi t t ee and the 'Mt Ire faculty.

lhe report will be prepared in such a manner that results cannot

he telatud to individual students or to individual tenegers.

Hohnement/RenewM

The ( ye le of evaluat ion, goal-set t lag, planning, and implement Ing

Improvementn to attain the goals will continue on an annual basis.

Ineffective evaluation practices will he elimlnated and effective

practices will he maintained and strengthened. As the stalf continues

to engage in this cycle id'activitier, and as more sophisticated staff

Tevelopment cnntinues, the school will strengthen its improvement

rapahillty and will experience renewal as a social organization.

Aids for Using Correlated WRISE Materials

!:evlew the section of Chapter I in this manual on way of using

II 4' Mil e r .

`,tudy each (;ynopsis that follow for your own review.

Present the svnopsis orally to the insrvice group immediately

f they afudy t he rruterIaIr
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TEXTBOOK CHAPTER4tYNOPSIS-

'Evaluatio&strategies are presented for making decisions-MOP
regittding each student's instructional program ln each,course, each
§tudept's'total educational program of cour646, and the school's
goal -setter for groups of.students. Information is provided
pertaining.to the eimtng and purposes-of evaluation activities and
kinds of measurement devices and procedures that are used in

.

evaluation. Examples of middle school and high school evaluation are
presented to clarify the, appropriate use of evaluation information.

FILMSTRIP CONTENT SYNOPSIS

FRAMES

1-29 Strategies for secondary schools to evaluate each student's
progress in course work, each student's individual
educational program, and the school's educational program are
introduced. At Steuben Middle School in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, teachers are shown using work samples, written
tests, observation techniques, and performance tests to
assess student attainment of objectives.

30 -53 Steuben's strategy for evaluating the educational program of
each student, the total educational program of the composite
group of students in each Instruction and Advisory Unit, and
the composite group enrolled in each Grade 6, Grade 7, and
Grade 8 is presented.

54-75 The process used by teams of teachers at Steuben to analyze
and interpret the results, of standardized and locally-
constructed tests is depicted.

76-109 An alternative educational arrangement, Progress in
Alternative Continuous Education (PACE), at Cedarburg High
School, Cedarburg, Wisconsin, and the evaluation strategy
employed by the staff of this alternative are presented. A
Grade*10 PACE team is shown monitoring a student's progress
and evaluating elements of the total program of their
composite group of students.

110-124 Summary of evaluation strategies presented in the filmstrip.

125-127 Closing frames and credits.

AUDIOCASSETTE CONTENT SYNOPSIS

SIDE A: "Experiences of a Middle School with Evaluating Student
Learning and Educational Programs" (TIME: 11 minutes).
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The-cdtTiculum'poordinator and
Steuben Middle School in Milwaukee,
evalUate each 'student's progress in

individual,t clational program, and

program.

SIDE B: "ExOtriences of a High School with Evaluating Student

Learning and Educational Programs" (TIME: 12 minutes).

the reading specialist from
Wisconsin, discuss strategies to
each course; each student's
the school's total educational

A business education teacher who is als oordinator of the

IltProgress in Alternative Continuous Education ACE) alternative and a

mathe tics teacher who serves as a teacher advisor from Cedarburg

Hip chool in Cedarburg, Wisconsin discuss the evaluation design used

by a ademic teams in the PACE alternative.



Chapter 8

ADMINISTRATIVE ARRANGEMENTS AND PROCESSES
John C. Daresh and Herbert J. Klausmeier

Many secondary schools have so isticated administrative
arrangements that involve all members'of the administrative team, the
counselors, and some of the teachers in cooperative planning and
shared decision making. However, scarcely any schools have included
improving education from year to year as a responsibility of the
school. Accordingly, the schools have no administrative arrangement
for assuring that any improvement is attempted. In fact, in the large
majority of schools the faculty, students, and parents are unaware as
to whether their school's educative processes improve, remain stable,
or deteriorate from year to year.

Although lack of systematic improvement is widespread, some
schools do have administrative arrangements that are directed
specifically toward educational improvement One or more groups, with
input from the faculty, proceed as follows. They identify and
prioritize needs for improvement on and annual basis. They set
measurable goAls to attain each year and develop a plan to attain each
goal. They monitor progress toward attaining the goal during the year
and evaluate the extent to which the goal was attained at the close of
the school year. As the staff engages in these processes from year to
year, it develops its own capability for continually improving the
education of its students. Although calling on external consultants
for assistance at times, the staff increasingly becomes able to
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develop its own means for improving the education of its students. As

it develops this increasing capability, it also becomes a
self-renewing organization.

Schools that, function in this manner have clearly delineated
arrangements for the administration of the schools improvement
process. Leadership and coordination of the following five-phases of
the improvement process are provided:

Phase 1: Awareness of improvement concepts and practiCes,
assessment of the school's improvement needs, assessment of staff

readiness to begin needed programs, and school and district commitment

to start to plan.

Phase 2: Planning the improvement program, including setting
realistic, measurable goals and identifying means of attaining them.

Phase 3: Preparation, including inservice education, if
necessary, to start the progiam.

Phase 4: .First-year implementation, monitoring, and evaluation.

Phase 5: Refinement and renewal.

In Chapter 1 of this manual, the principal's le in starting

the improvement process was described. Among other vities, the

principal, with input from the faculty, organizes the school's initial

improvement groups. These groups are the key elements of the school's
administrative arrangements for educational improvement. These groups

may be existing committees or councils that add educational

improvement to their other activities or they may be newly formed

groups. Although these groups focus part or all of their effort on
improvement, they are an integral part of the school's total
administrative organization, not a separated element of it.
Similarly, shared decision making and cooperative planning are called

for not only related to the administration of the school's improvement

activities but also related to all programs. These ideas are

clarified in the comprehensive and enabling objectives of the design

that follow.

Design Objectives

Comprehensive Objective:

The school's administrative arrangements provide for cooperative

planning and shared decision making by the persons responsible for

implementing the plans and decisions that are made, mainly
administrators, counselors, teachers, and students.
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Illustrative Enabling Objectives:

The school:

Is organized into administrative units, each of.which has no

more than 500 students.

Has one or pore Committees, composed of representatives of
the administrative team, counselors, teachers, students, and
parents that make decisions and formulate plans regarding the
school's curriculum, instruction, advising, evaluation,
organization, and staffing.

An Educational Improvement Committee, or other committee or council
that has representatives Of the administrative team, curriculum
coordinators, counselors, and teachers:.

Pladg the school's educational improvement activities With
input from the total faculty.

Students, parents, and other citizens:

Participate in meetings of the Educational Improvement

/ Committee when matters of concern to them are on the agenda.

Serve as regular members of the Educational Improvement
Committee.

One or more district committees, composed of the district

administrator, representative principals, curriculum coordinators,

counselors, teachers, students, parents, and other citizens:

Coordinate the improvement activities of the district,
taking into account district policies And state requirements.

Secure district and other specialists for consultation
regarding improvement activities.

The principal provides leadership and, with,appropriate involvement of

members of the Educational Improvement Committee and the school staff:

Establishes policies and procedures that facilitate the
school's educational improvement efforts.

Coordinates the use of facilities, materials, equipment,
supplies, and other resources.

Provides time, space, and other physical arrangements that

are needed for teaching teams, school committees, and other

groups to meet and conduct their business Luring the school day.

Establishes, effective two-way communication among
administrators, otheT staff, teachers, and students; and between

the school and parents and citizens of the community.'N
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Participates as a member of district committees.

Transmits information to and from district'committees.
/

Attempts to 'have implemented the decisionsebade by district
committees.

Preplanning activiti4is, a prototypic plan for improving
adMinistrative arrangements for shared decision making, and
suggestions for using the WRISE material in an inservice program
follow. Chapter 1 provides the backgrOund information that is
essential for the effective use of the ideas in this chapter. A most
important consideration is that since each school has its own unique°
culture, it must adapt the ideas presented in this chapter to fit its
own situation.

Preplanning Activities

The activities that follow assume that the school has not
established a schoolwide improvement committee or a schoolwide
improvement program.

The principal gains an overview of WRISE, becoming aware of its
assumptions, goals, and possibilities for adaptation and
implementation.

The principal, after securing central office and school board _

support to proceed with preplanning activities, makes a commitment to
establish administrative arrangements that twill assure effective
leadership and coordination of the five-phase improvtMent process on a
schoolwide basis and also of each specific improvement program, such
as those indicated in the other chapters of this manual.

The principal, along with interested counselors, teachers, and
parents, forms a task force on administrative arrangements. The task
force includes the principal and the other members of the
administrative team, a counselor and/or a learning coordin4or, and
representative teachers. The task force also considers when to
involve students and parents.

All members of the task force gain a complete understanding of
the WRISE concepts and practices related to cooperative planning and
shared decision making. The task force as,a group:

Views and discusses the filmstrip, "Administrative
Arrangements for Shared Decision Making in Secondary Schools."

Listens to and discusses relevant sections of the ,

audiocassette, "Experiences of a Middle School and Two Senior
High Schools with Administrative Arrangements for Shared Decision
Making."
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Reads textbook Chapter 8, "Administrative Arrangements and
Processes."

4

Gains an overview of all the, other WRIgcomponents by
viewing'qe other nipM filmstrips and surveytig all other
chapters of the textbook and this manual.

The task force, with input to and from the faculty, informally
assesses their school's present administrative arrangements,
identifies an arrangement whereby responsibility for leading and
coordinating the school's improvement abtivities will betassumed,
outlines possibilities for making the arrangement operational, and
determines the kind of inservice education that will be needed.

The task force estimates the costs of preparing for and. malcimg
the administrative arrangements operational. Task force members
confer with district officials who indicate the district's support of
the program.

er

1. Title of Program
'"Alt

4fe''
Summary of a Prototypic Plan

Administrative Arrangements for Educational improvement.

2. Percent of Students and Grades Involved

One-hundred percent of the staff and student body of the school
will be affected directly or indirectly by the school's administrative
arrangements for educational improvement. The faculty most directly
affected will be those who lead and coordinate the five-phase
improvement process and those who lead, coordinate, and implement
specific improvement programs. Students who participate as members of
improvement committees and 'those who participate in improvement
activities will be more directly involved than other students.

3. Person's Who Will Plan, Coordinate and Evaluate the Program

A task force on administrative arrangements for educational
improvement.

4. Persons Who Will Implement the Program

Administrators, counselors, teachers, and others who share the
leade'rship and coordinating responsibilities.

5. Time Schedule

The task force will prepare a time schedule to facilitate the
wise use of staff time, to communicate expectations, and to monitor
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progress. The beginning and ending of some phases of implementing the
administrative arrangement(s) will overlap, e.g., some preparatory
activieles will be started before the planning process istcompleted.

Preplanning Activities

Planning

PreparatorysActivities

Baseline-Year Evaluation

First-Year Implementation

Evaluation of First-Year
Implementation

kefinement/Renewal

,--
6. Budget

';

. , , . ,-;-.

4 The tAsk force will mae.a thorough cost analysig'an4fwill

prepare a budget for each phase of implementing effective:

administrative arrangements, Staff time. and monies currently

t//4

allocated to less'critical ac ivities .111 be re-all Ocft*ed:- District

funding will be committed to ssure hat new or iodi4ed administrative

arrangements will be plann Wand implemented properly in the first

year and that they will no be curtailed or discontinued during the

second year or thereafter for lack of funding.

*I*

Sttrtipg Date 'Ending Date,

Substitute teachers.

Summer employment

Consultants

Workshops, seminars,
etc.

Materials, tests,
etc.

Travel

Other

Budget for Each Phase

First-Year
Prepara- Implemen- Refinement/

Planning tion tation Renewal

11
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7. Improvement Goals

General goals are given and-are followed by illustrative
performance goals. The performance goals /presume that inforbation
1011 be collected annually to assess the effectiveness of the

cadministrative arrangements. Other,omprOensive and performance
goals-listeit be set by a

General .G"
The school's ongoing educational programs will-be administered

effectively by the principal witt input from groups whose members
share in making, important decisions regarding the programs.

Performance Goals:

Each member of each group will rate the administration of
the ongoing program and the shared decision-making arrangements
as being highly effective.

Each member of each group will indicate that he or she
participates in making allithe important decisions that hffect the
functioning of the program'.

General Goal:

The school's overall improvement process will be administered
effectively by the principal with input from"a group whose members
share in making the important decislons.regarding the rocess.

Performance Goals:

Each member of the group will rate the administration of the
scho61's improvement process andthe shared decisiop-making
arrangements as being highly effective.

Inch member of the group will' indicate that he or she
participates in making all the important decisions that affect he

implementatiOn of the process.

General Goal:

Each specific improvement program of the school will be
administered effectively by the principal with input from a group
whose members share in planning, monitoring, and evaluating the
program

ti

Performance Goals:

Each member of the English improvement task force will rate
the planning, monitoring,, and evaluation of the English
improvement program by- the task force as highly effective.



Each member of the task force on enhancing student'self-
concepts will rate the planning, monitoring, and evaluation of

this program by the task force as highly effectiv
*

Eighty percent or more of the teachers who are involved in
implementing the teacher-advisor program but are not'on the
teacher-advisor task force will rate the planning, monitoring, and
evalltion of the program by the task force as highly effective.

,

General Goal:

Members of the school staff and students who are not members of a
decision-making group but who implement an improvement program will
have the opportunity to participate in the decisions made by the group
regarding the program.

Performance Goals:

Eighty percent or more of the teachers and cou'nse'lors will

indicate that they are satisfied with the extent to which they are
involved in decision making regarding the teacher-advisor program,
as measured by an instrument such as the Decision Involvement

Analysis.

Eighty percent or more of the seniors will indicate that they
are satisfied with their role in deciding the senior activities to

be held in connection with graduation.

General Goal:

.2
Parents and other citizens who are affected by decisions made by

school groups will have an opportunity to provide input regarding the

decisions made by the school groups.

Performance Goals:
ti

Ninety percent or more of the parents will indicate that they

are satisfied with the amount of their input to the decision-

making groups of the school.

Citizens who provide students with opportunities for career
exploration and career preparation will rate their opportunity to
provide input regarding these activities as satisfactory or highly

satisfactory.

8. Preparatory Activities

Task force members' schedules and other time pmmilments will be

arranged so that they can meet at regularly scheduled times.

The task-force will gain faculty, student, and parent commitment

for modifying the school's administrative arrangements.
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The task force will assist the school statt in participating in
shared decision making ly lading the study of part or all of the
correlated WRISE materials used earlier as a preplanning activity; by
arranging for staff to visit schools with exemplary practices; by
securing materials from schOuls with exemplary administrative
arrangements; and by arranging for consultants to conduct inservice
activities if necessary.

The task force will develop a decision-inv9lvement planning grid
that specifies who is involved with what decisions, the content of
decisions that are shared with different groups, and the way in which
different types of decisions ordinarily are Dandled. The task force
will prepare a set of guidelines to assist the staff in the shared
declior making processes. 4

The task force will review and possibly make recommendations
regarding the revision of existing job descriptions of administrators,
teachers, and counselors as necessary to modify the school's
administrative arrangements.

The task force will invite students and parents to participate in
relevant preparatory activities.

9 First-Year Implementation and Monitoring

The task lorce on administrative arrangements will assure that
continuing groups that are responsible for ongoing activities of the
school, e.g., administrative team, curriculum council, student
activities committee, inservice committee, etc., will develop a clear
understanding of their responsibilities, have good working conditions,
including time arrangements, and carry out their responsibilities
effectively.

The task force on administrative arrangements will carry out the
awareness-assessment-commitment phase of the ) mprovement process.
This phase includes identifying and prioritizing needs for improvement
and securing faculty and school district commitment. The task force,

with input from the faculty, will decide:

A. Whether the administrative task force will form other task
forces to start one or more schoolwide improvement programs,
one or more specific programs, or both schoolwide and specific
programs.

K. Whether the administrative task force will form a new'
schoolwide educational improvement committee that will
organize the various task forces mentioned in (A), identity an
existing school group to become .the school's educational
improvement committee, or identity representatives of the
various task forces mentioned in (A) to form a school
improvement coordinating committee.

1-1



(As indicated in Chapter 1, many high schools form one or more
task forces that focus on schoolwide or specific improvement needs.
Then, represeittatives of these task forces are organized into the
school's improvement coordinating committee. In general, this

approach is more easily implemented and administered. than is forming
an educatiovi improvement coiinittee first. However, middle schools
that are already orgalAzed into teams and high schoOls that have
subschool administrative organizations can use eitAr approach
effectively.)

The task force on administrative arrangements will aid ether
improvement task forces in setting goals, developing plans to achi ve
their goals, implementing their plans, monitoring progress, and
valuating the effectiveness of the improvement prograu,. The task

force on administrative arrangements will assure that each task force
i adequately prepared tocarry out its work, has good working
onditions, and carries out its responsibilities effectively. The

administrative task force will assure that the progress of each other
taf;1. force is monitored.

The administrative task force will work wig each improvement

task force to assure that each task force member uas opportunity to
,-;hare in the activities and decisibris of the task force and that
school faCulty and students who are involved in the implementation of
the improvement activities have opportunity to provide input to and
review the decisions of the task force. dip

The administrative task force will work with each improvement
task force to assure that parents and other citizens have opportunity
to provide input to the task force.

The taSk force on administrative arrangements will dissolve
itself as soon as a schoolwide educational improvement committee or
improvement coordinating committee is functioning effectively. This

issumes that the principal is a member of the continiing committee.

With respect to monitoring first-year implementation, the members
the task force on administrative arrangements will develop a form

for assessing the effectiveness of their administrative practices and
will use it informally on a monthly.basis to monitor their own

progress.

A member of the task force on administrative arrangements will
observe'the activities of the school's improvement task forces to
assure that progress is made in attaining general goals and
performance-goals of the type indicated earlier in this chapter.

Members of the task force on administrative arrangements will be
"on-call" to the improvement task forces and, as time permits, to the
'faculty and student implementors of the improvement activities.
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10 Evaluatlon 0

The purpose of the evatpation activities that follow is solely to
improve the administrative arrangements of the school, including
shared decision making practices. It is not to arrive at judgments
that influen e'administratorS' or teachers' salaries or job security
in any way. ccordingly, one or more task force members who are not
responsible for evaluating performance will coordinate the activities.
(Refer to Chapter 7 if any of the substantive aspects of the
activities that follow are not clear). Evaluative information that is

gathered and summarized one semester or year will be used to estimate
the effectiveness of the current administrative arrangements and tee

plan improvements for the next semester or year.

Determining the effectiveness of the administrative arrangements
ifor (onducting the school's ongoing educational prop-am.

ihe task force on administiative arrangements will informally
evaluate its activities at lease twice per semester in regularly
scheduled meetings of the task force.

The task force will construct a short questionnaire to secure
opinions: regarding the effectiveness of the administrative
arrangements and will administer it annually to all members of
existing school groups that make decisions regarding the school's
educative processes, to all faculty who are not members of the
existing groups, and to a sample of students. The responses of these

persons will be analyzed separately by group and also for all the
participants.

Determining the effectiveness of the administrative arrangement
tor implementing the school's five-phase improvement process.

The task force on administrative arrangements will proceed here
with the preceding evaluation.

Determining the effectiveness of the administrative arrangement
for each specific improvement program.

The task force on administrative arrangements will Aid each
improvement task force in evaluating the effectiveness of its

leadership and coordination of its improvement activities. Regularly
,:cheduled meetings of the improvement task force will be used for
ongoing informal evaluation, and questionnaires or interviews will he
employed. The results of the evaluation will be made available to the
task torce on administrative arrangeMents as well as to the members vt
the rt.spective improvement task forces.

12i



J..Lbreril;(T7ing thiii,extent of decision makint; by the school faculty

an -'students and their perception of the nature of the content of the.

decisions.

A task force member will administer a research instrument, such
as a Decision Involvement Analysis, to all or a sample of stet(
members in the school to determine the extent to which teachers,
counselors, and administrators are involved in,making decisions of
interest and importance to them.

1 task force member will periodically interview a sample of statt
tc determine whether or not changes need to be Cade regarding

decision-making guidelines proposed as ,A preparatory activity by
force. Students who serve on committees and task forces will

1)'; a task force member to ascertain the amount of their
ision making .ind their perception of the importance of the

Ie

betermininig the extent of inva into the *A.liool's decision making

,esse: by parents and other citizens.

task fr(.-c member will interview a small sample of parents and

qtr .iti:ens periodically to determine the frequency and kind of

1 thev Are providing to the school's decision-making groups.

!ask force member will prepare And distribute an opinionalre to
Lirge sample of ,onnunity members to ascertain the overall level of

.,tisf.iction regarding their input into the school's decision- making

k force member assisted by designated faculty will prepare

evaluation report for review by the task force on
HOninistrdtive arrangements, the educational imprnvement committee.
anti the entire faculty. The intormation will he used to improve the
,eIninistrative arrangements during the ensuing year. The report will

prepared in such A manner that the results cannot he related to any
indi%IdWil faculty member or student.

11 Refinement/Renewal

The Lyric of evaluation, goal setting, planning, and
Implenentatior will continue on an annual basis regardless of whether

the tA,4 cords or administrative arrangements is continued or whether
its reponsibilities are assumed by the school's improvement
,onmittee. Ineffective practices will he discontinued while effective
Adminitrative arrangements and practices will he maintained and
.trengthened. Ai, the staff continues to engage in this cycle of

.!(tivitie! and :as: more sophisticated staff development continues, the

,;chool will tel its own improvement capability and will experience

renewal social organization.
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Aids for Using Correlated WRISE Materials

Review the section of Chapter 1 of this manual on'ways of using
the material,

10

Study each synopsis that follows for your own review.

'Present the synopsis orally to the inservice group immediately
before they study the, material.

TEXTBOOK CHAPTER SYNOPSIS

This chapter stresses administrative arrangements and processes
of the school that facilitate implementing educational improvement.
Research and practice regarding these processes are examined as a
basis for establishing administrative arrangements that focus on
improving secondary schooling.

Next, alternative administrative arrangements for schoolwide
planing and decision making are described as carried out in four
sec4ndary schftls of different size, grade levels, and other
characteristics. The chapter concludes by considering th9 importance
of the administrative team and the schoolwide decision-making body as
mechanisms for improving the administration and operation of secondary
schools.

2

FILMSTRIP CONTENr SYNOPSIS

FRAMES

1-15 'Administrative arrangements for shared decision-making are
needed in secondary schtls:

to enable teachers to work with students in teaching and
advising.

to allow teachers to work with other teachers in planning
and implementing instructional'activities.

to enable teachers to work with administrators in
providing input to the decision-making process of the
total school.

16-26 The administrative arrangements of East High School in
Denver, Colorado, are indicated.

27-45 The many diverse educational offerings designed to meet the
needs of different East High School students are illustrated.
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46-59 Examples are given of ways in which the administrators,
counselors, and teachers of Hood River Valley High School in
Hood River, Oregon, are organized to.fncrease communication
and to enhance participation in decision making.

60-65 The functioning of the Instructional. Improvement Council, a
schoolwide shared decision making group at Irvine High School
in Irvine, California, is explained.

)

,

66-72 Arrangements to satisfy students' unique educational and
personal needs at Irvine High School are presented.

13 -85 The administrative and organizational arrangements for shared
decision making at Steuben Middle SChool in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, are depicted.

86-97 Summary, closing frames, and credits./

AUDIOCASSETTE CONTENT SYNOPSIS:

SIDE A/Segment 1: "Experiences of- _Steuben Middle School with

Administrative Arrangements for Shared Deciaion Making" (TIME: 12

minutes).

The principal and a teacher from Steuben Middle School in

Milwaukee, Wisconsin, discuss the ways in which administrators,
counselors, and teachers participate in making schoolwide decisions.

SIDE B/Segment 1: "Experiences of Hood River ValleHigh School with
Administrative Arrangements for Shared Decision Making" (TIME: 8

minutes).

A counselor and a teacher from Hood River Valley High School in

Rood River, Oregon, describe the ways in which staff members are

continuously involved in making decisions related to the objectives of

the total school.

SIDE B/Segment 2: "Experiences of Irvine High School with
Administrative Arrangements of Shared Decision Making" (TIME: 10

minOes).

The principal and a teacher from Irvine High School Irvine,

California, describe the methods used in their school for allowing

teachers, counselors, and administrators to work together to reach

consensus in a shared decision-making process.

\,)
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Chapter 9

ORGANIZING FOR INSTRUCTION AND ADVISING
John C 'flaresh

Effective secondary schools pay attention to how students and
teachers are organized for instruction and student advising. In many
middle schools the academic teachers and student§ are organized into
units of three to five academic teachers and 75 to 125 students. The
allied arts and other teachers are also organized into teams but do
not teach a particular group of students. In this organizational
pattern, the academic teachers have the students for four or five
class periods daily and teach the students the academic subject
matter. The teachers also serve formally or informally as educational
advisors to 15 to 25 students, of the unit, and one or more allied arts
teachers also advise some of the students of each unit.

In senior high schools, there is less interdisciplinary teaming
for instruction after Grade 9 or Grade 10 than there is in the middle
schools. However, interdisciplinary teams of student advisors have
been formed and perform advising responsibilities very effectively.
These advising teams may be organized by grade or across grades.

Chapter 10 presents suggestions for implementing teacheradvisor
programs. This chapter focuses on the organization of teachers and
students for instruction. Accordingly, only the enabling objectives
pertaining to the organization for instruction follow in this chapter:

113
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Design Objectives

Comprehensive Objective:

The faculty and students are organized into small groups that permit

instruction and advising to be personalized.

Illustrative Enabling Objectives:

A member of each instructional group:

Chairs the meetings of the group.

Serves on the school's Educational Improvement Committee and

participates the Committee's planning and other actjyjties.

Transmits information, decisiono, and plans from the teaching

staff to the Educational Improvement Committee.

c

Transmits information, decisions, and plans to the teaching

staff.

Related to instruction, each group of teachers, such as an

interdisciplinary teaching team, cooperatively:

Develops the procedures for planning, monitoring, and evaluating

each student's instructional program in each course taught by the

group.

Plans and evaluates the group's instructional strategies.

Related to the group's instructional functions, each teacher:

Outlines the content of his or her courses.

Develops the learning guides, that students use in the courses.

Plans the instructional methods'ehat are employed in the courses,

including the use of time, materials, and modes of instruction.

Participates in all aspects of the group's planning and

evaluation activities.

Carries out his or her instructional activities in accordance

with the group's plans.

Preplanning activities, a prototypic plan for improving a

school's organization for instruction, and aids for using the WRISE

material in an inservice program follow. Chapter 1 provides the

background information that is essential for the effective use of the

ideas in this chapter. A most important consideration is that since

1 2 6
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each school has its own unique culture, it must adapt the ideas
presented throughout this chapter to fit its own sitlilation.

In thin regard, we should recognize that instructional teams vary
greatly from school to school with respect to their composition and
they functioning. With respect to composition, the typical team In
the middle school and up to Grade 10 of,high school has three to five
academic teachers who offer all the instruction in the required
academic sublect fields to it group of 75 to 125 students. However, a

'team may have as few as two teachers or as many as,eight. For

example, an English and a social studies teacher often team and offer
the required English and social studies to 50-60 students in Grade 11
or 12. Sometimes a math and a science teacher team together in Grades
II and 12. In, fact, two-teacher teams function well in any grade.
Teams with as many as eight members often offer all the required
courses in Grades 11 and 12 in a career specialty program, such as
computer technology, medical education, or public service.

Varying levels of functioning as a team may be considered in
terms of how the team,members proceed with respect to identifying the
content and materials of instruction, determining the instructional
and evaluation strategies that the members employ, sharing information
regarding their students, and teaching independently or together.
With respect to identifying the content and materials of instruction,
each team member at a low level of team functioning makes these

decisions independently but informs the other members regarding the
content and materials in regularly scheduled team meetings. In this

way omissions and overlaps are detected and are corrected as desired

by the individual members. At a high level of functioning, the
individual members tentatively identify the content and amterials for
their courses and bring their recommendations to the team. The team

members then eliminate undesired overlaps, add what was inadvertently
eliminated,, and reach consensus on the content and materials to be
employed by each teacher.

With respect to the use of instructional strategies and
evaluation procedures, the level of functioning parallels that for

content and materials. At a low level of functioning as a team, the

team members inform one another. At a high level, they share

'
information about instructional strategies and evaluaiion procedures
and plan the team's strategies and procedures together. This does not

mean that all the teaches use identical instructional strategies or

use identical evaluation procedures. Rather,each teacher carefully
considers the ideas of each other team member and then identifies
strategies and procedures that are appropriate for him or her to

achieve particular objectives. The important consideration here is

not that all team members use identical strategies and procedures but

that each one uses strategies and procedures that he or she believes
will be effective.

A low level of team functioning with respect to sharing
information about students is for each team member to provide
information informally about any student as he or she desires. At a

high level, the information desired regarding students is af, eed upon
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by the team members. This often includes standaydized and minimum
competency test scores, students' learning sty e, students' attitudes
and self-concepts, and problems a student is experiencing. This
Information is gathered and brought to regularly scheduled team
meetings. The team members use the information in their classes to
arrange a good instructional program for each student, aid the student
in resolving a learning problem, help the student to adjust to other
students, etc.

' With respect to the amount of teaching done independently or
together, there is relatively little variation among interdisciplinary
teams of three or more members. Typically, each team member teaches
independently in one or two subject fields: English, math, reading,
science, or social studies. Occasionally, a teacher crosses subject
fields to teach a unit or two in another teacher's subject specialty.
Rarely do the teachers meet in a large room with a large group of
students and either take turns teaching the large group or divide the
larger group into smaller groups, one for each teacher. The amount of
teaching done together by team members decreases from Grade 6 onward
and also as more teachers are certified to teach at the secondary
school level rather than the elementary school level.

There is relatively little team teaching done in the allied arts,/
foreign languages, and fine arts although teachers in these areas
often meet together to share information about schedules, content,
tests, etc. Adequate means have not been found for scheduling these
teachers into the academic teams. On the other hand, a special
education teacher and special education students are often part of an
academic unit.

Regardless of whether teachers are organized into inter-
disciplinary teams, broad fields, or departments, in effective schools
they work together in small groups to improve instruction in the
subject field(s) for which they are responsible. The primary goal of
each team is to aid each of its members to arrange an appropriate
instructional program for each student in each course, to monitor each
student's progress systematically thereby assuring that academic and
social problems are identified early and are corrected, and to
evaluate each student's instructional program for each unit and each
course thereby assuring that a better program is arranged from unit to
unit and course to course. In this way the instructional process
becomes more personalized and also more effective in terms of
promoting each student's educational and personal development.

Each group of teachers is also represented on an Educational
Improvement Committee or other decision-making group that is
responsible for the continual improvement of instruction in the
school. This enables alLof the teachers to have input into the
improvement process and to share responsibility for the continual
imprrwemew of instruction.
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Preplanning Activities

The activities that follow assume that the teachers are carrying
out their instruction independently of one another and that they are
not represented on an instructional improvement committee. A second
aHSUMptiOn IA that an improvement committee will be formed and that
each group of teachers will be represented on the committee.

The principal, after securing central office and school board
\ouppork to proceed with preplanning activities, makes a commitment to

lead tV improvement of the school's organization for instruction.

Theprincip0Onvolves key faculty members in assessing the
shoolls,gurrent practices regarding its organization for instruction
and in assessing the school's readiness for changing current
practices::

The principal, along with other interested staff, forms a task
force on organization for instruction. The task force includes the
principal or other members of the administrative team, a counselor
and/or learning coordinator, and representative teachers. Others may
volunteer to become task force members. The task force also considers
when to involve students and parents.

All members of the task force gain a complete understanding of
the WRISE concepts and practices related to organization for
instruction. The task force as a group:

Studies textbook Chapter 9, "Organization for Instruction
and Student Advising."

Views and discusses the filmstrip "Instruction and Advisory
Arrangements in Secondary Schools."

Listens to and discusses relevant sections ot the
audiocassette, "Experiences of Two Middle Schools and Two Senior
High Schools with Instruction and Advisory Arrangements."

Studies the correlated materials on "Teacher Advisor
Programs," "Educational 'Programming for the Individual Student,"
"Instructional Programming for the Individual Student," and
"Administrative Arrangements and Processes."

The task force, with Anput to'and from the faculty, informally
assesses their school's present organization for instruction,
identifies how changes in its organization for instruction will
contribute to improving the school's educative processes, outlines
possible means of implementing improvements, and determines the kind
of inservice education that needtT`Ind whether it will be
conducted by the local staff or secured froM"-an- external source.
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The task force estimates the costs of preparing for and

implementing improvements in the school's organization for

instruction. i'ask force members confer with district officials who

Indicate the district's support of the program.

Summary of a Prototypic Plan

In this chapter a prototypic plan related to the organi oft*for

instruction is presented. Chapter 10 gives a plan related to teacher

advising of students. Ili

1. Title of Program

Organization for Instruction.

2. Percent of Students and Grades Involved

All staff will be involved in changing the organization for

instruction. All students also will be indirectly involved.

3. Persons Who Will Plan, Coordinate and Evaluate the Program

A task force on organizing for instruction.

4. Persons Who Will Implement the'Program

All teachers, all counselors, all administrators.

5. Time Schedule

The task force will prepare a time schedule to facilitate the

Nise use of staff time, to communicate expectations, and to monitor

p?bgress. The beginning and ending of some phases of the Improvement

process will overlap, e.g., some preparatory activities will be

started before the planning process is completed.
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I I 9

Starting Date Ending Date

4
Preplanning Activities

Planning'

'Preparatory Activities

Baseline-Year EVAluation

First-Year Implementation

Evaluation of First-Year
Implementation

Refinement/Renewal

6. Budget

The task force will make a thorough cost analysis and will
prepare a budget for each ;phase of the improvement prOcess. Staff
time and monies currently allocated to less critical activities will
be re-allocated to the improvement activities. District funding will
he committed to assure that the program will be planned and
Implemented properly in the first year and that it will not be
curtailed or discontinued during the second year or thereafter for
lack of funding.

Substitute teacher's

Summer employment

Consultants

Workshops, seminars,
etc.

Materials, tests,
etc.

Travel

Other

Budget for Each Phase

First-Year
Prepara- Implemen- Refinement/

Planning' tion tation Renewal



Y Improvement Goals

Several goals art given and are followed with illmtrative
performance goals. The performapee goals presume that quantitative
and/or qualitative information will be gathered on no annual basis. A

ochool might set other goals.

General Goal:

Instructionjil groups will be formed that aid each teacher of each
group in arrangeig an appropriate Instructional program for each

student enrolled In his or her courses,

Perfopennce Goal:

Ninety percent or more o the teachers will indicate that

7$1
the organization for instructi n f litates their providing

excellent instruction to students.

General Goal:

A member o
interdisciplin
type of instru
Educational Im
making decisio
schoolwide deci

each instructional group of teachers (such as an

ry team, a sin4le-subject department, or some other

ational group) will serve as a member of the school's
rovement Committee to ensure that all teachers share in

s and to provide a line of communication between the

ion-making group and individual teachers.

Eighty percent or more of the teachers will indicate high

satisfaction with their role in making decisions regarding

instruction.

General Goal:

Each group of teachers, such as an interdisciplinary teaching

team, will cooperatively develop the procedures for planning,

( monitoring, and evaluating each student's instructional program in

each course taught by each teacher of the group.

Performance Goal:

Each group of teachers will arrange an appropriate
individual instructional program for 75 percent or more of their

students.

General Goal:

A time schedule will be established which will permit teaching

teams to meet a minimum of 3 hours per week during the regularly

scheduled teaching day.
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Each teaching team WI meet at least once each week to plan
And evaluate their instructional strategies.

H Preparatory Activities

Task torce members' schedules and other time commitments will he
airanged Ho that they can meet at regularly scheduled times.

The'tamk force will gain iliculty. student, and parent commitment
Ho Implementing its improvement of the organization f r Instruction.

The task force will assist the school staff in preparing to
implement its improvement of the organization for instruction by
leading the study of part or all of the correlated WRISE materials
used earlier as a preplanning activity. by arranging for the staff to
visit schools that have exemplary practices, by making available
materials from schools ith exemplary instructional arrangements, and,

ilwIt necessary, by arran ing for consultants to conduct inservice
activities.

The task force will invite students and parents to participate In
relevant preparatory activities.

9 First-Year Implementation and Monitoring

The task force will redefine the role of existing groups for
instruction, or will form new groups, to assure that students receive
appropriate instruction in each course in which they are enrolled.

The principal or another qualified task force member will
interview selected teachers', counselors, students, and parents_to
determine their perceptions regarding the effectiveness of the new or
refined organization for instruction.

Periodically, Afformation concerning the progress of the
improvements related to the organization for instruction will be
determined and made available to all teachers, counselors, and
administrators.

10. Evaluation

The purpose of the evaluation activities that follow is solely to
improve the school's organization for instruction and related elements
that affect the quality of schooling for students, not to arrive at
judgments that influence teachers' or administrators' salaries or job
security in any way. Accordingly, one or more task force members will
coordinate the activities. (Refer to Chapter 7 if any of the
substantive aspects of the activities that follow are not clear.)
Evaluation information that is gathered and summarized one year will
be used to estimate the effectiveness of the current program and to
plan improvements for the next year.
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Redefining the current organization for' instruction or forming a

new pattern.

A task force member will interview teachers to ascertain the

effectivenens of the organization for instruction in terms of Its

aiding the teachers in arranging appropriate InstructiOnal programs

lot their students.

Ensuring that the needs and interests of each teaching group in

the school will he heard by the school-ri-ft.dUcational Improvement

Committee or other schoolwide deelsion-making group,

A teak force member will periodically interview a cross- section.

ot the teachers to determine if they believe that their interests are

adequately represented in the schoolwide decision-making body.

Determining that each group of teachers develops the procedtires

for planning, monitoring1 and evaluating_each student's instructional

program in each course taught by the group.

A task force member will develop and administer a brief

opinfonaire to a cross-section of students to determine their

perceptions of the adequacy of their instructional programs.

letRrmining that each group of teachers plans and evaluates
%.)

the

group's instructional strategies.

A task force member will meet with selected teaching groups and

will interview these groups to determine the frequency with which the

group planned and evaluated the instructional strategies of the group.

Determinkg the effects of improvement activities'related to the

organization for instruction.

A task force member will prepare an annual evaluation report for

review by the task force on organization for instruction, by the

school's Educational Improvement Committee, by the entire faculty, and

by any existing parent and community groups, such as a parent-

teacher-student association or a superintendent's community advisory

panel. Information presented in the annual report will be used to

improve the organizational arrangements duringItthe following year.

The report will be written in such a manner that the results cannot be

related to any individual faculty member or student.

1 1 . Refinement/Renewal

The cycle of evaluation, goal setting, planning, and

implementation will continue on an annual basis. Ineffective

practices and activities will be discontinued, while effective

practices and activities will be maintained and strengthened. As the

staff continues to engage in this cycle of activities and as more

sophisticated staff development continues, the school will refine its

improvement capability and will experience renewal as a social

organization.
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Aids for Using Correlated WRISE Materials

Review the aection of Chapter I 01 this manual on wnyn 01 toning

the matenal.

titudy each synopsis that follows for your own review.

Present the synopsis orally to the inservice group immediately
before they study the nurse rinl

FXTBoOK CHAPTER SYNOPSIS

The inane of how hest to organize the school for effective ,
teaching is of crucial importance fl instructional programming for the
individual student is to be achieved in secondary schools. Hence, the
focus of this chapter is on the organizational arrangements needed for
effective instruction.

MEMSTRIP CONTENT SYNOPSIS

FRAMES

Introduction.

II-20 Presentation of cooperative planning as the major
responsibility of teaching teams in carrying out the major
functions of cooperative teaching, evaluating students'
progress, advising students, and reporting to parents.

-18 A team of teachers in one of the Instruction and Advisory
Units at Steuben Middle School in Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
demonstrates how teachers plan together to better utilize
one of the resources of their school.

tg-')4 Teachers at Webster Transitional School in Cedarburg,
Wisconsin, are shown planning and teaching cooperatively.

i)-68 Teachers of one broad subject field at Hood River Valley
High School of Hood River, Oregon, are shown planning their
instruction and advisement activities.

69-94 A team of teachers in an alternative educational
arrangement, Progress in Alternative Continuous Education'
(PACE), at Cedarburg, Wisconsin, is shown planning ways,Ln
which its teaming arrangement can be used to improve
communication with parents.
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4, Summary to the organizations for instruction and student
advisement shown in the tilmottip.

10') 11 Summary, closing frames, and credits.

ArDlocASETTE CttNTENT SY/101'SP;

:IMF A/Segment 1: "Experiences of Wehmtet Transitional Schh61 with
Instruction and Advisory Arrangements" (TIME: 11 minutes).

Thr ptituipal And a trachrt nt this ntibutbnn middle school in
iedAtburg, Wiaconein. explain how teachers and 14unit/site have been
organized into unito--or ''pods " -for instruction and advisory
activities. Emphasis IN placed on how teachers share expertise in
advising students. The final pottion of the segment ie devoted to an

explanation of the planning procens need to implement this

estrangement.

A/SeAment 2: "Experiences of Steuben Middle School with
Insttuction and Advimory Arrangementm" (TIME: 11 minutes).

A teacher and the curriculum coordinator from this urban middle
chool in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, explain how teachers plan their
(ooperative teaching strategies; as members of academic instruction and
advisory units. How theme unity; were first developed is also

explained.

11; Segment 1: "Expetienceu of Hood River Valley High School with

Instruction and Adviaory Arrangements" (TIME: 1.' minutes).

A guidance counselot and a teacher from Hood River Valley High

'school in rural Oregon describe the way teachers work together in
making decisions related to instruction and the advisement of

-,tudents.

IDE B/Segment 2: "Experiences of Cedarburg High School with
instruction and Advisory Arrangements" (TIME: 12 minutes).

An assistant principal and a teacher from Cedarburg High School.

a large suburban high school located near Milwaukee. Wisconsin,
describe how teachers work together in teams within two alternative
school-within-a-school programs.
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Chapter 10

TEACHER-ADVISOR PROGRAMS
Herbert J. Klausmeier

Increasingly, more adolescents need a school person to aid them
in becoming mule effective learners and in achieving important

.educational goals. Also, more students need someone to work,with them
on an individual basis in solving the usual problems that adolescents
experience with peers, parents or other adults, and also with
themselves, as growing, changing persons. Attention and wise guidance
from a caring adult are vital for the healthy educational, personal,
and social development of adolescents.

- Since guidance counselors typically cannot provide this
personalized assistance to all students, some schools have established,
teacher-advisor programs in which each teacher serves as an advisor to
about 20 students. The counselors aid teachers with their advising
activities and also continue to counsel students who are experiencing
severe educational, social, or emotional problems.

Some schools limit their teacher-advisor program to attaining one
objective, such as promoting the educational development of each
student. Other schools use the teacher-advisor program to attain

Y' improvement goals relative to instruction, the curriculum, student
decision making, evaluation, and home-school-community relations. In
this comprehensive approach, raising student achievement and
attendance, developing more favorable student attitudes and
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self-concepts, and reducing discipline referrals and suspensions on a

schoolwide basis are appropriate goals of the teacher-advisor program.

"4.
This chapter outlines a comprehensive teacher-advisor program

that is designed to attain many improvement goals. A school may

choose to implement the comprehensive approa4 inits entirety or only

part of it.

The comprehensive and enabling objectives of the design,

preplanning activities, a prototypic plan, and suggestions for using

the correlated WRISE material is essential for using the ideas in

their chapter. One important consideratidn is that each school is a

unique culture and accordingly must adapt the ideas to fit its

situation.

Design Objectives

Comprehensive Objective:

The faculty and students are organized into small groups that permit

advising to be personalized.

Illustrative Enabling Objectives

Each group of teachers, such as an interdisciplinary team, implements

the group's advising activities related to:

Promoting the educational development of each student.

Enhancing the personal and social development of each student..

improving schoolwide communication.

Improving home-school-community relations.

Related to advising individual staff members, with the

assistance of a guidance counselor:

Serve as advisors to students.

Assume responsibility for planning, monitoring, and evaluating

their advisee's educational programs and for attaining other

objectives of the advising program.

The preceding comprehensive and enabling objectives indicate four

purposes for establishing a teacher-adVisor program. Later in this

chapter, improvement goals are stated in terms of student outcomes.

The goals incorporate outcomes related to each of the four purposes.

No goals are given regarding the process of advising. Rather, the

7
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advising process is clarified in the textbook and the correlated

Preplanning Activities

The activities assume that the school has not established a
schoolwide improvement committee. Therefore, the principal exercises
much initiative throughout the preplanning phase.

The principal, after securing central office and board support to
prOceed with preplanning activities, makes a commitment (a) to lead
the improvement of the school's advising practices or (b) to delegate
the leadership to another member of the school staff.

The principal involves key faculty members in assessing the
school's current advising practices and in identifying areas, of
possible improvement,

The principal, along with interested staff, forms a
teacher-advisor task force that includes the principal or other
members of the administrative team, a counselor and /or a learning
coordinator, and representative teachers. The task force also
considers when to involve students and parents.

All members of the task force gain a complete understanding of
the WRISE concepts and practices related to teacher advising. The

task force as a group:

Views and discusses the filmstrip, "Teacher-Advisor Programs in
Secondary Schools."

Listens to and discusses, relevant sections of the audiocassette,
"Experiences of a Middle School and'a Junior High School with
Teacher-Advisor Programs, and Experiences of Two Senior High/
Schools with Teacher-Advisor Programs."

ReadS textbook Chapter 10, "Teacher-Advisor PApgrams."
4)

Studies the filmstrip and other correlated materials related to
individual educational programming, curricular arrangements, and
student decision making.

The task force visits schools having teacher-advisor programs and
confers with other schools by phone and mail, in order to secure
manual and other printed materials from schools having
teache -advisor programs.

The task force, with input to and from the faculty, informally
as,_sses their school's present situation, identifies possible
improvements in advising practices, and considers a teacher-advisor
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p 4 gram as a means of implementing the improvements. The task force
etermines the inservice education that will be needed and whether it

will be conducted by the local school staff or secured from`an
external source.

The added costs of carrying out each phase of the improvement
process is estimated by the task force. Task force members confer
with district officials. District officials indicate the district's
support of the program.

Summary of a Prototypic Plan

1. Title of Program

Teacher-Advisor Program.

2. Percent of Students and Grades Involved

One hundred percent of the students of a middle school, junior
high school, or high school. Some schools start with the students of
a grade and extend the program one grade per year.

3. Persons Who Will Plan, Coordinate and Evaluate the Program

A teacher-advisor task force consisting of the principal,
instructional coordinator, a minimum of one guidance counselor, and a
minimum of one teacher from each grade (or representative teachers
from the Educational Improvement Committee).

4. Persons Who Will Implement the Program

Teachers, counselors, and administrators.

5. Time Schedule

The task force will prepare a time schedule (or planning system
such as PERT) to facilitate the wise use of staff time, to communicate
expectations, and to monitor progress. The beginning and ending of
some Otase of the improvement process will overlap, e.g., some
preparator activities will be started before the planning process is
completed.

14U



Preplanning Activities

Planning

Preparatory Activities

Baseline-Year Evaluation

First-Year Implementation

Evaluation of First-Year
Implementation

Refinement/Renewal

6. Budget

Starting Date

129

Ending Date

The task force will make a thorough cost analysis and will
prepare a budget for each phase of the improvement process. Staff
time and monies currently allocated to less critical activities will
be allocated to the improvement activities. District funding will be
secured to assure that the program will be planned and implemented
properly in the first year and that it will not be curtailed or
discontinued during the second year or thereafter for lack of funding.

Substitute teachers

Summer employment

Consultants

Workshops, seminars,
etc.

Materials, tests,
etc.

Travel

Other

Budget for Each Phase

First-Year
Prepara- Implemen- Refinement/

Planning tion tation Renewal
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7. ImprovemGoals

General goals are given that a school staff might set and try to

attain during the first year of implementation if no baseline

information is available for setting performance goals. The goals are

organized according to the four purposes of a teacher-advisor program.
Illustrative performance goals are indicated for the general goals.
The goals that follow imply that test and other information will be

'available as outlined in Chapter 7 in connection with evaluation. A

school might set other general goals and performance goals.

Goals Related to Promoting Educational Development

General Goal:

Each student, and accordingly the composite group of students in

each grade, will have an appropriate educational program due to the

personalized teacher advisement.

Performance Goals:

All six of Student A's courses will'be appropriate. (A

course is regarded as appropriate if the student attains his or

her course-goals ancklif the course takes into account the

student's Capability for learning, general interests, career

goals, and learning styles.)

Eighty percent or more of the Grade 10 students will have

appropriate educational programs.

General Goal:

Each student, and accordingly the coposite group of students in

each grade, will maintain an'already high level of achievement and

will raise a low level of SChievement, as measured by standardized

tests, criterion-referenced tests, or teacher grades.

Performance Goals:

Student A's achievement in social studies will equal or

exceed the 50th percentile, as measured by a standardized

achievement test.

Sixty percent or more of the Grade 8 class will achieve at

or above the 50th percentile in social studies.

Student N will reach the minimum competency criterion for

reading in Grade 6.

Eighty percent or more of the Grade 9 students will meet the

minimum competency level in writing for high school graduation.

Student Y will earn an A in English.
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The mean achievement of the Grade 12 students in English IV,
as reflected by grade point average, will be at or above 2.8.

Goals Related to Promoting Personal and Social Development

General Goal:

Each student, and therefore the composite group of students in
each grade, will deve'op a positive self - concept and favorable
attitudes toward learning, school,, and other students.

Performance Goals:

The academic'self-concept rating,
higher.

student D will be 3.2 or

The mean rating of the academic self-concept of the Grade 7
students will be 3.1 or higher.

The attitude rating Of student D toward learning will be 3.2
or higher.

The mean attitude rating of the Grade 11 students toward
learning will be 3,3 or higher.

General Coal:

Each student, and accordingly the composit6roup of studets in
each grade, will attend school regularly, will graduate from high
school, and will behave well so as not to be referred to a school
official for disciplinary, ,reasons or to be suspended from school.

Performance Goals:

Student C will attend schoolevery,May.

The average daily attendance'will be 95 percent or higher.
4 , . : /

Student D,
#
a potentlartipout, will continue in school from

n

,,
Grade 11 to Grad, 12. ,''!'i d/ N '

', . j,,.
,

Ninety-,-two percent or more of the students will complete
high school.

Student E will pot be /referred 'to the principal for
- 1

disciplin109:reasons.

The number ofThiscipline referrals will decrease to 300 or
less.

The number,of suspensions will decrease to 15 or less.
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Goals Related to Schoolwide and Districtwide Communication

General Goal:

Already effective schoolwide and districtwide communicatioi among
teachers of each school level and between teachers of two or more %

school levels will be maintained and new or improved communication
will be developed.

Performance Goals:

The teachers of English and mathematics will meet twice
during the year to discuss the improvement of their courses.

The middle school counselors and the high school counselors
will meet twice during the year for the purpose of arranging
Grade 9 advisors for the Grade 8 students.

Goals Related to Home-School-Community Relations

General Goal:

Already effective home-school-community relations will be

maintained and new or improved relations will be developed.

Performance Goals:

Ninety-five percent or more of the parents will participate

in scheduled conferences.

Twenty or more community organizations will provide career
exploration activities at their sites.

8. Preparatory Activities

Teaching schedules and other time commitments will be arranged so

that the task force members can meet at regularly scheduled times.

The task force will gain faculty, student, and parent commitment

to implementing the teacher-advisor program.

The task force will aid the school staff in preparing to
implement the teacher-advisor program by leading the study of part or

all of the correlated WRISE materials used earlier as a preplanning

activity, by arranging for the staff to visit schools that have

exemplary practices, by making available to teachers materials from

schools with operating programs, and by arranging for consultants to

conduct inservice activities if necessary.

The preparatory activities will be arranged so that the
teacher advisors can participate in activities individually, in
groups, and/or/as a totalbgroup.
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Teachers and others involved in the preparation of teacher-
advisor materials will be provided with the 'necessary time to
accomplish these tasks.

The task force will prepare guidelines for advisors to use in
conducting individuak conferences and small-group advising sessions.

The task force will,revise position descriptions of teachers and
counselors as necessary 410 implement the teacher-advisor program.

The task force will invite students and parents to participate in
relevant preparatory activities.

9 First-Year Implementation and Monitoring

Related to Educational andA)ersonal and Social Development

Counselors will conii
exceptional needs.

ue to work with students who have

Students will be assigned to advisors according to procedures
developed by the task force.

Teaching schedules of the tiacher advisors will be arranged so
that all teacher advisors can meet at a regularly scheduled time to
plan and discuss their advising activities and to engage in ongoing
staff development activities directed toward increasing their skills
in individual and group advising. Counselors will participate in the
staff development activities.

Teacher advisors' class schedules and students' schedules will be
arranged to permit each teacher to meet with his or her advisees in
group sessions and in 4ndividual conferences to carry out advising
activities.

Each advisor will meet with his or her advisees and their
parents, as a group, in 'order to explain the program to them.

Teacher advisors will conduct three or more individual
conferences per semester with each advisee for the purpose of
planning, mdnitoring, and evaluating the advisee's educational
program. Parents will participate in two or more planning and
evaluation conferences per year.

Teacher advisors will confer individually with their advisees
regarding personal and social problems and will provide small-group
instruction regarding peysonal and social development.

Each advisor will keep a log summarizing the results of each
conference or other contact with each advisee, the parents, and the
teachers of advisees.
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Related to Schoolwide Communication

Advisors will meet Kegularly to discuss their progress and
concerns regarding advising and to exchange information about their

advisees.

Advisors will meet regularly to identify changes that are needed
to meet the needs of their advisees with respect to course content,
grading procedures, instructional media and materials, time allocated
for instruction in the various courses, and similar matters.

Related to Home - School - Community Relations

The school newspaper and other med1 will be"used to provide

information about the teacher-advisor program.

Face-to-face communication, such as patents' night and parent
participation in school activities, will be used to gain parental
support and participation in the individual conferences and in other

aspects of the teacher-advisor program.

Parents and advisors will keep one another informed of immediate
concerns, scheduled conferences, group meetings, etc. by telephone.

Each advisor will provide parents in writing an indication of

possible hours for parent-advisee-advisor conferences and will
schedule these conferences.

With respect to monitoring first-year implementation, a task
force member who is not responsible for evaluating teacher performance

will carry out activities such as observing an advisor conducting
individual conferences, examining records kept by the advisor
regarding advisees, and observing group meetings of advisors for the

purposeof aiding the advisors attain their improvement goals. If an

advisor is experiencing difficulty and desires assistance, the task

force member may provide it directly or have other school or district

persons provide it.

The teacher advisors will communicate their progress and concerns

to a designated task force member.

Parents and students will communicate their concerns, first to

the student's advisor and then with the advisor to a designated task

force member.

10. Evaluation

The purpose of the evaluation activities that follow is solely to
improve advising, not to arrive at judgments that influence teachers'

salaries or job security in any way. Accordingly, one or more task

force members who are not responsible for evaluating teachers'

performances will coordinate the activities. (Refer to Chapter 7 on

evaluation if any_of the substantive aspects of the activities that

follow are not deal%) Evaluative information that is gathered and
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summarized one semester or year will be used to estimate the
effectiveness of the current program and to plan improvements for the
next semester or year.

Educational Development

Each teacher advisor in a conference with the advisee will
examine the student's achievement based on letter grades, test
results, etc., (a) to determine the extent to which the student
achieved his/her course goals, (b) to ascertain the extent to which
the student achieved as well as expected and (c) to judge whether all
the courses were equally appropriate for the student in terms of his
or her capability for learning, interests, career goals, learning
styles, and other characteristics.

A task force member will gather information from the teacher
advisors by a checklist or other means:

a. to estimate the extent to which the advisors were provided
the needed information regarding their advisees and the
school's curriculum to plan, monitor, and evaluate each
advisee's educational program.

h. to ascertain the extent to which the facilities, materials,
time schedules of advisors and advisees, parent
participation in conferences, and other arrangements were
worked out to facilitate the individual conferences and
group siops.

c. to determiL the extent to which each student had an
appropriate educational program. (Refer to the appropriate
part of Chapter 2 for more information.)

d. to secure the teacher advisors' estimates of the extent to
which their advisees attained their' gen_kraljAd/or
performance goals each semester. ,

A task force member will summarize the available standardized
test scores, criterion-referenced test scores, letter grades, and
other achievement indicators to estimate the extent to which the
composite group of students in each grade attained the general goals
and/or performance goals that were set for the year in each subject
field.

Personal and Social Development

The task force will arrange for a self-concept inventory to be
administered. The information will be summarized for the students,
each grade in a manner analogous to the information on educational
development.

The task force will arrange for an attitude inventory to be
administered, and the information will be summarized in a manner
analogous to the information on educational development.
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The task fo4Ce will summarize the school's records on
absenteeismflffigfdiness, discipline referrals, suspensions, and

dropouts.. t summary information will be used to ascertain the

extent tOiiitich the general goals and/or performance goals pertaining
1011 students and to composite groups of students were ;

.-4

Scfloolwide Communication

The task force will arrange for gathering information by
questionnaire or interview from teachers and other staff to ascertain

tge effectiveness of schoolwide communication.

Home-School-Community Relations

The task force will arrange for gathering information by
questionnaire or interview from advisors, students, and parents to
ascertain the effectiveness of home-school-community relations.

A task force member, assisted by designated faculty, will prepare

an annual evaluation report for review by the teacher-advisor task
force, the educational improvement committee, and the entire faculty.

The report will be, prepared in such a manner that results cannot

be related to individual students or to individual teachers.

11. Refinement/Renewal

The cycle of evaluation, goal-setting, planning, and implementing

improvements to attain the goals will continue on an annual basis.

Ineffective practices will be eliminated and effective practices will

be maintained and strengthened. As the staff continues to engage in

this cycle of activities and as more sophisticated staff development

continues, the school will strengthen its improvement capability and

will experience renewal as a social organization.

Aids for Using Correlated WRISE Materials

Review the section of Chapter 1
in this manual on ways of using

the material.

Study each synopsis that follows for review.

Present the synopsis orally to the inservice group immediately

before they study the material.



TEXTBOOK CHAPTER SYNOPSIS

Four functions of teacher-advisor programs are explained:
enhancing educational development, promoting personal-social
development, increasing schoolwide communication, and improving
home-school-community relations. Four alternative organizations for
*advising are described and are related to achieving the purposes of
advisor programs. Finally, basic issues which must be addressed by a
school staff before implementing a teacher-advisor program are
identified.

FILMSTRIP CONTENT SYNOPSIS

FRAMES

I-21 Secondary school students indicate the benefits they receive
by attending schools with teacher-advisor programs. The four
functions of teacher-advisor programs are introduced:

enhancing educational development

increasing schoolwide communication

improving home-school-community relations

enhancing the student's personal and social development

The advisory arrangements at Wilde Lace High School,
Columbia, Maryland, are depicted. The function of
educational advisement is emphasized. To see how Wilde
Lake's program operates, the planning of a student's total
educational program is shown.

41-63 The teacher-advisor prograleat Irvine High School, Irvine,
California, is shown to illustrate the function of increasing
schoolwide communication. Irvine's teacher-advisor program
illustrates how a large school can meet the needs of students
In a personalized way.

64-i8 The function of improving home-school-community relations is
depicted at Coolidge Junior High School, Phoenix, Illinois.

/9-11:' Scenes from Webster Transitional School in Cedarburg,
Wisconsin, show how teacher-advisor programs assist in the
personal and social development of students. The four
functions of teacher-advisor programs are' summarized, and
questions which need to he answered before implementing a
teacher-advisor program are raised.

1 -I22 Summary, closing frames, and credits.
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AUDIOCASSETTE CONTENT SYNOPSIS

SIDE A/Segment I: "Experiences of Webster Transitional School with
Teacher-Advisor Programs" (TIME: 12 minutes).

A counselor and a teacher at iftbster Transitional School, a
suburban middle school in Cedarburg,' Wisconsin, first explain the
general characteristics of the teacher-advisor program in their
school. Particular attention is paid to enhazing the personal and
soqal development of each student. The representatives then describe
qit procedures that were followed at Webster during the initial
Aplementation of their program.

SIDE A/Se ment 2: "Experiences of Coolidge Junior High School with
Teacher-Advisor Programs" (TIME: 11 minutes).

Two teachers from Coolidge Junior High School, located near
Chicago, describe their school's teacher-advisor program, particularly
As it relates to the improvement of home- school;-community relations.

The representatives also explain the steps that were followed during
the planning process leading to} the implementation of their program.

f-;1DE B/Segment 1: "Experiences of Wilde Lake High School with
Teacher-Advisor Programs" (TIME; 12 minutes).

A teacher from Wilde lake High School, Columbia, Maryland,
decribes the operation of the teacher-advisor program in that school.
Vile teacher explains the teacher-advisor program as an integral part
(I the school's efforts to provide a complete educational program to
meet the needs of each individual student.

Slot? B/Segment 2: "Experiences ot Irvine High School with

Teacher-Advisor Programs" (TIME: 1: minutes).

A teacher from Irvine High School, Irvine, California, explains
the characteristics of the teacher-advisor program in this large
comprehensive senior high school. Although the program at Irvine
addresses all the major functions of advisor programs, attention is
paid to the improvement of schoolwide communication. There is also a

discussion concerning the initial implementation process at Irvine.

1
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Chapter 11

HOME-SCHOOL-COMMUNITY RELATIONS
John C. Daresh

Effective schools have established good working relations between
the school and the home and also between the school and the larger
surrounding community. Individual teachers, counselors, and

7

administrators pl an important role in this area as they engage in
frequent contacts ith parents and other citizens. In addition, the
entire staff work, together in developing a systematic and
comprehensive program to channel the interests and concerns of parents
and citizens in a way that will benefit the school's improvement
efforts. The entire staff is also involved in improving two-way
communication between the school and its surrounding community and in
increasing the opportunities for members of the community to share
their expertise in enriching the school's educational practices. In
fact, all of the components of the design for the renewal and
improvement of secondary education require a mutually supportive
program of home-school-community relations as is implied in the
comprehensive and enabling objectives of the design.
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Design Objectives

Comprehensive Objective:

Effective communication and cooperative educational efforts between

the school and the community are carried out as part of a program of

home-school-community relations.

Illustrative Enabling Objectives:

A comprehensive program of home-school-community relations:

Is formulated and monitored by a school committee composed

of representative school staff, parents, and students.

Provides for frequent and effective communication between

the school and community.

Encourages the school staff to participate in the analysis

of the home And n.ighborhood conditior4,of their students.

Entourages parents and other community persons to

particte in 1n-school educational activities and to provide

sugges:ic is to aid in decision making.

Llvolves parents in planning the individual educational

program of their child.

Provides for student progress to be-reported to parents

regularly and effectively.

Preplanning activities, a prototypic plan for improving

home-school-community relations, and aids for using the WRISE material

in an inservice program follow. Chapter 1 provides the background

information that is essential for the effective use of the ideas in

this chapter. A most important consideration is that since each

school has its own unique culture, it must adapt the ideas throughout

this chapter to fit its own situation.

Preplanning Activities

ri

The activities assume that the school has not established a

v.hoolwide improvement committee. Therefore, the principal exercises

much initiative throughout the preplanning phase.

The principal, after securing central office and school board

support to proceed with preplanning activities, makes a commitment (a)

to lead the improvement of the school's practices with respect to
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home-school-community relations, or (b) to delegate the leadership to
another member of the school staff while yet fully understanding and
supporting the program.

The principal involves key faculty members in assessing the
school's current practices regarding home-school-community relations
and in assessing the school's readiness for changing current
practices.'

The principal, along with interested counselors, teachers, and
parents, forms a task force on home-school-community relations. The
task force includes the principal or other members of the administrative
team, a counselor and/or a learning coordinator, representative
teachers, parents, and other community members. Others may volunteer
to become task force members. The task force also considers when to
involve students.

All members of the task force gain a complete understanding of
the WRISE concepts and practices related to home-school-community
relations. The task force, as a group:

Studies textbook Chapter 11, "Homechool-Community
Relations."

Studies other correlated materials on "Individual
Educational Programming," "Teacher.-Advisor Programs," and
"Administrative Arrangements and Processes."

The task force, with ir4aut to and from the faculty, informally
assesses their school's present situation, identifies how improvements
in the school's approach to home-school-community relations will
contribute to improving the school's educative processes, outlines
possible means of implementingimproveients in the home-school-community
relations program, and determines the kind of inservice education that
will be needed.

The task force estimates the costs of preparing for and
implementing improvements in the home-school-community relations
program. -Task force members confer with district officials who
indicate the district's support of the program.
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Summary of a Prototypic Plan

1. Title of Program

Home-School-Community Relations.

2. Percent of Students and Grades Involved

One hundred percent of the staff and students will be involved to
some extent in the program. Students may be less directly involved
than staff. Parents and other citizens will also be involved.,

3. Persons Who Will Plan, Coordinate and Evaluate the Program

A task force on home-school-community relations, consisting of

the principal and other members of the administrative team, a guidance

counselor, teachers, and at least one parent representative of each

grade level in the school.

4. Persons Who Will Implement the Program

All teachers, all counselors, all administrators.

5. Time Scheduly

The task force will prepare a time schedule to facilitate the

wise use of staff time, to communicate expectations, and to monitor

progress. The beginning and ending of some phases of the improvement

process will overlap, e.g., some preparatory activities will be

started before the planning process is completed..

Preplanning Activities

Planning

Preparatory Activities

Baseline-Year Evaluation

First-Year Implementation

Evaluation of First-Year
Implementation

Refinement/Renewal
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6. Budget

The task force will make a thorough cost analysis and will
prepare a budget for each phase of the improvement process. Staff
time and monies currently allocated to less critical activities will
be allocated to the improvement activities. District funding will be
committed to.as'sure that the program will be planned and implemented
properly in the first year and that it will not be curtailed or
discontinued during"the second year or thereafter for lack of funding.

Substitute teachers

Summer employment

Consultants

Workshops, seminars,
etc.

Materials,f-tests,
etc.

Travel

Other

7. Improvement Goals

Budget for Each Phase

First-Year
Prepara- Implemen- Refinement/

Planning tion tation Renewal

General goals are given and are followed with illustrative
performance goals. The performance goals presume that quantitative
and/or qualitative information will be gathered on an annual basis.

General Goal:

School staff, parents, and other citizens will have opportunities
to participate in the school's decision-making processes pertaining to
home-school-community relations.

Performance Goals:

Eighty percent or more of the parents will indicate that
they are satisfied with the amount of involvement that they have
in the school's decision-making proce'sses, as measured by an
opinionaire sent home to all parents at the end of the school
year.
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Eighty-five percent or more of the staff will indicate that
they are satisfied with their level of Involvement in making
decisions as indicated by a Decision Involvement Analysis
instrument.

General Goal:

Effective methods of two-way communication between the schoo)1 and
its community will be established and maintained.

Performance Goals:

Seventy percent or more of the parents will attend the
school's open houses.

Eighty percent or more of the parents will participate in
parent-teacher-student conferences each semester.,'.'

Every part will be contacted personally at laast,Onc
school year by a member of, the school staff as *Way.to pr
information to the parent about his/her child'sjacademic
progress, as well as to listen to concerns_by parents relat
the school'a total educational program.

General Goal:

a_

4

4ach

1

to

Community epr entatives willyinvited 7to,perie, resoul-001L,

t/1
personeto en ch the total Ogiati al pritzgram ET the chook, It the

same time, the echool w rniand i s students into the ommtinitAfor

pro rams of experiential learning and career education.
.

)/'
.

rformance Goals: .7

4,:,

--) Each classroom or grade level will invite a community
. .

---' representative into the school to,se as res urceperson at
Least once per semester. , .e-

f001'
/,

Sixty-five percent or more,o. Grade,i1 and *Grade 121

students involved in co nity experiential'jle ning activities,,,,,

14il -placed in, their irst Choice. of sittings.,
i

- r

P

eparatory Activities
.

(Task forcrmemberS:. chedulea and other i4e.c6Mmitments will be

larl 'scheduled times.

.-.

faafiliy, parent, and community
s home- school- community relations

arranged so that they can eet at

The task force
/commitment for implemenr

improveme4 effort.,

The task force will aid the,school staff in preparing to A
implement the home-school-community relations improvement effort by
leading the study of part or all of the correlated WRISE materials
that the task force used earlier as a preplanning activity, arranging
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w.

Ilgr the stall and repreHentative parentH And community membera to
visit other schoola and Hchool districts that have exemplary

,'practices, making avallable/to Htalf, parentH, and other citizenH
mnterinla from schools anitikliatricts with operating programs, and
arra#ging for other inservice activities.

The rack force will Invite students and additional interested
parents and community representatives to participate in relevant
'preparatory activities.

'9. First-Year Implementation and Monitoring

The principal or another qualified task force member will
interview selected parents and community representatives to determine
their perceptions regarding the effectiveness of the current state of
home-school-community relations.

The principal or another qualifitd task force member will
distribute and analyze questionnaires to a cross-section of the
community to assess levels of confidence in local public schools.

Periodic information concerning the progress of the
home-school-commu4ity relations improvement effort will be made
available to parents and the public in general through the use of
district-wide mailings and open houses at the schools of the district.

10. Evaluation

The purpose of the evaluation activities that follow is solely to
improve home-school-community relations. It is not to arrive at
judgments that influenct teachers' or administrators' salaries or job
security in any way. Accordingly, one or more task force members will
coordinate tie activities._ (Refer to Chapter 7 if any of the
substantive aspects of the activities that follow are not clear.)
Evaluation information that is gathered and summarized one year will
be used to estimate the effectiveness of the current program and to
plan improvements for the next year.

Ensuring that parents and other community members participate in
making decisions regarding home - school- community relations.

A task force member will periodically interview rismall sample of
parents and other citizens to determine the extent to hich these
groups believe that they are being involved sufficiently in the
ongoing decision-making processes of the school.

A task force member will prepare and distribute an opinionaire to
a large sample of citizens to ascertain their overall level
satisfaction regarding their involvement in decision making.
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Ensuring that opportunitres for effective two-way communication
between the school and its community are fostered.

A questionnaire will be sent to the parents of all students
annually to determine the extent to which they are aware of the
activities and issues in their school, and whether or not they feel
that they have had adequate opportunity to voice their concerns about
Issues of Importance to them.

Task force members will conduct interviews with parents and other
citizens regarding community and neighborhood conditions to determine
If there is a sharing of issues and concerns of mutual interest
between the school and'its community.

Determining the extent to which community resources are used to
enrich the total educational program of the school.

A task force member will document the participation of all guest

speakers and resource persons invited to the school throughout the

year.
I

A task force member will develop a form to be used by4teachers

who invite guest speakers and resource persons to their clAsses to

assess the quality, usefulness, and appropriateness of the resource

person. A task force member will be responsible for collecting,
analyzing and storing these assessment forms for future reference.

A task force member will prepare an assessment form to he used by

students who participate in approved community work and learning

'experiences, and another for the community members who work with these

students, to evaluate the quality of the experiences.

Determining the effects of improvement activities related to
home-school-community relations.

A task force member will prepare an annual evaluation report for

review by the task force on home-school-community relations, the

school's educational improvement committee, the entire faculty, and
each parent/community group such as a parent-teacher-student
association or a superintendent's community advisory panel.
Information presented IA the annual report will be used to improve

home-school-community relations during the following year. The report

will be prepared in such a manner that the results pertaining to any
individual cannot be identified.

N

11. Refinement/Renewal

The cycle of evaluation, goal setting, planning, and
implementationyill continue on an annual basis. Ineffective

practices and activities will be discontinued while effective
practices and activities will be maintained and strengthened. As the

staff, parents, and community continue to engage in this cycle of
activities and as more sophisticated staff development continues, the
school will refine its capability for improving theleducation of its
students and will experience renewal as a social organization.
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Aids for Using Correlated WRISE Materials

Vet

Review the section of Chapter 1 of this man al on ways of using
the material.

Study the synopsis that fidlows for your own review.

TEXTBOOK CHAPTER SYNOPSIS

In this chapter, the importance of home-school-community
relations is shown through a brief review of relevant literature and
research. Second, assurwtions concerning home-school-community
relations'and aims baseci on these assumptions are listed and
explained. Next, the wags in which these aims are addressed in a
senior high school, a jtnior high school, a middle schodl, and a large
urban school district ate described. Finally, relationships between
home-school-community re,tations and other components of the design for
the improvement of secondary education are traced.

(There is no filmstrip or school experiences audiocassette.)
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Chapter 12

SUPPORT ARRANGEMENTS
John C Daresh

Effective secondary schools secure district support before making
large changes in their instructional, curricular, organizational,
administrative, and advising practices. They continue to identify
support arrangements both within and outside the school to enable them
to keep effective practices going.

a

As suggested by the comprehensive and enabling objectives of the
design, any significant improvement effort requires continuing
support.

Design Objectives

Comprehensive Objective:

The environment for learning and instruction in the school and for
work and other educative experiencesjn the community is enriched
through the intellectual, technical, and material support provided by
school and school district groups, and by external groups, such as the
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state education agency, intermediate agencies, teacher education

agencies, and plofesaional education associations.

Illustrative Enabling Objectives:

rhe school district and local uchool make provisions for:

The Educational improvement Committee, or other group, to
meet weekly during school hours to plan and carry out Its

activities.

Each teaching team, or other group, to have a common time
for carrying out their preparation, planning, evaluation, and

other group activities.

Each advisor to meet regularly with his or her advisee group

and individual advisees.

Teachers to receive assistance in carrying out their
educational improvement activities.

The state education agency takes initiative with local school

districts for activities such as:

Developing strategies for stimulating the educational
improvement activities of local schools.

Providing financial and technical support to local schools

in crarrying out their educationdl improvement activities.

Encouraging job descriptions to be changed, if necessary, to

enable teachers to participate in student advisement and in

educational improvement activities.

Reviewing and changing the licensing requirements of

currently licensed educational personnel and developing new

licensing programs to meet changing societal conditions and

related demands on education.

leacher education institutions, working cooperatively with local

schools and the state education agency, take initiative for activities

such as:

Evaluating their programs to prepare administrators,

counselors, teachers, and other educational personnel; revising

existing program ; and developing new programs to meet changing

societal conditio s and related demands on education.

Developing and offering credit and noncredit courses
designed to meet the needs of prospective personnel*nd inservice

personnel to participate effectively in educational improvement

activities.
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Arranging with local schools for cooperative preparation of
Holden, leachers and Interns.

Piotessional education aHHociations at the local, state, and national
levelh take initiative for activities such am:

Providing leadership to their members in carrying out
educational improvement activitiem.

Identifying and publicizing local schools that demonstrate
educational improvement.

. Encouraging the adoption of contract provialons which
failitate-educational improvement.

Preplanning activities, a prototypic plan for improving support
arrangements, and suggestions for using the WRISE material in an
InservIce program follow. Chapter I provides the background
information that is essential for the effective use of the ideas in
this chapter. A most important consideration is that since each
school has its own unique culture, it must adapt the ideas throughout
this chapter to fit its own situation.

Preplanning Activities

the activities that follow make an important assumpifon that
differs from other chapters in this manual. It is assumeC, that the

school has established a schoolwide improvement committee. In

addition, it is assumed the principal exerciffies muc initiative

throughout the preplanning phase.

The principal secures central office and school board support to
proceed with preplanning activities and makes a commitment to lead the
improvement of the school's support arrangements.

Tice principal involves key faculty members in assessing the

extent to which the school and school district have already
established the support arrangement implied in the comprehensive
illustrative enabling objectives Hated at the beginning of this
chapter. This same group also examines the current status of the
support provided by other agencies outside of the school, such as
local universities, the state education agency, and professional
associations.

The principal, along with interested counselors, teachers, and
parents forms a task lorce on support arrangements. The task force
includes the principal or other members of the administative team, a
counselor and/or a learning coordinator, and representative teachers.
The task force also considers when to involve students and parents.
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All members of the tarok force gala n complete understanding of
the WRISF concepts and practices reIntrd 10 support nurangomonts. The
task force as n group:

Reads textbook Chapter I?, "Support Arrangements."

(Thave is no filmstrip or school experiences audiocassette.)

The task force, with input to and horn the faculty, informally
assesses their school's present situation, identifies how additional
support arrangements will contribute to improving the school's
vducative processes, outlines possible means of broadening the support
arrangements* and determines the kind of innetvice education that will
he needed.

The task force estimates the costs of increasing the school's
support arrangements. Task force members confer with district
ofticials who indicate the district's support of the program.

Summary of a Prototypic Plan

I Tine of Program

Support Arrangement K.

2 Percent of Students and Grades Involved

'This improvement activity will directly or indirectly involve all
.:tafi and :tudents, parents, and other citizens.

3 Person! ,k
y Plan, Coordinate and Evaluate the Program

A task force on support arrangements consisting of the principal
And other members of the administrative team, a guidance counselor,
and teachers. These persons will he selected from the school's
Educational Improvement Committee.

4 Persons Who Will Implement the Program

All teachers, all counselors, all administrators will he involved
at some time during the school year.

5 Time Schedule

The task force will prepare a time schedule to facilitate the
wise use of staff time, to communicate expectations, and to monitor
progress. The beginning and ending of some phases of increasing the
school's support arrangements wild overlap. 4 .g., some preparatory
rictivities will be started before the planning process is completed.



St t IA% Dot r End ni Da t

Preplanning Alitvitien

Planning

Preparatory Activities

Baas-line Year Evaluation

Fir-at-Year Implementation

Ivaluation of First-Year
Implementation

Refinement/Renewal

ti Iltaigat

The task forte will make a thorough cost analysis and will
prepary a budget for each phase of increasing the school's support
arrangements. !;taff time and monies currently allocated to less
(rHfc.111 actfvftiem will be re-aIlocnted to the this activity.

hstitute teacher!;

omploment

onsn 1 t ant

Workshops, seminars,
etc.

Materials, t!.ts,
etc.

!ravel

iuther

7 Improvement Goals

Budget for Each Phase

First-Year
I'reparn- lmplemen- Refinement/

Planning tion tation Renewal

keneral goals are given and are followed by illustrative
performance goals. The performance goals presume that information,
will he collected annually to assess the effectiveness of the
administrative arrangements. Other comprehensive and performance
goals might he set by a school.
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General Goal:

The school district and the local school will make provisions for
the Educational Improvement Committee to meet during school hours to
conduct their committee work.

Performance Goal:

The annual master schedule will provide two hours of common
time per week for the Educational Improvement Committee to meet.

General Goal:

The state education agency and the school district will provide
financial and technical support to local schools in carrying out their
educational improvement activities.

Performance Goals:

Representatives of the state education agency, the school
administration, and the district administration will meet twice
annually to review the Educational Improvement Committee plans
and budget.

Representatives of the school district will"meet twice
annually with the Educational Improvement Committee to develop a
district budget supporting the planned improvements.

General Goal:

Universities will consult with the local schools regarding their,

inservice needs and will provide noncredit and credit programs to the
1

schools:

Performance Goals:

UniVersity A will provide consultation to School B regifirding

the implementation of its teacher-advisor program.

University A will provide two noncredit, half-day workshops
to aid Schools A, B, and C implement a writing skills program.

University A will offer a three-credit course dealing with
strategies 'for planning educational pro ams for individual

students. The district will pay the on for its staff to

enroll in the course.

8. Prep- )ry Activities

Task force members' schedules- and other time commitments will be

arranged 5o that they can meet at regularly scheduled times.

The task force will gain faculty, student, and parent commitment
lor identifying anc, maintaining support arrangements.
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The task force will assist the school staffin preparing to
increase support arrangements by studying part or all of the
correlated WRISE materials that the task force used earlier as a
preplanning activity, by arranging for the staff to visit schools that
have exemplary practices, by making available materials from schools
with exemplary support arrangements, and by arranging for consultants
to conduct inservice activities if necessary.

The task force will invite representatives of the state education
agency, teacher education institutions, and professional education
associations to discuss and work out collaborative support
arrangements.

9. First-Year Implementation and Monitoring

The principal or another qualified task force member will
Interview selected staff from the school to determine specific ways in
which changes might be made within the school (i.e., modifications in
bell schedules, teacher planning periods, etc.) to facilitate the
planning and carrying'out of educational improvement activities.

The principal or another qualified task force member will ask
school staff members to indicate ways in which technical or financial
assistance from agencies external to the local school would be
desirable in promotinand supporting improvement activities
throughout the following year.

Information concerning the progress of developing needed support
arrangements will be made available to all teachers, counselors, and
administrators.

10. Evaluation

The purpose of the evaluation activities that follow is solely to
improve support arrangements, not to arrive at judgments that
influence teachers' or administrators' salaries or job security in any
way. Accordingly, one or more task force members will coorldinate the
activities. (Refer to Chapter 7 if any of the substantive aspects of
the activities that follow are not clear.) Evaluation information
that is gathered and rized one yeardill be used to estimate the
effectiveness of the nt program and to plan imprOvements for the
next year.

Determining the effectiveness of modifications thade'internally to
support improvement' activities.

The educational improvemekit committee as a whole, a task force on
support arrangements, or a single member of the task force will
examine the impact of change, made within the school during the past
Year as a way to strengthen the school's approach to securing support
of its improvement activities. For example, if there has been an
attempt to find common planning times for all the teachers of an
instructional team or unit, evaluation will be based on the extent to
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which team members believe that they were able to work more
produqtively as a result of the common planning time.

Determining the impact of collaborative arrangements made between
the individual school and external agencies such as the state
education agency, teacher education institutions, or regional
professional associations.

A member of the educational improvement committee or the special
task force on support arrangements will work with one or more
representatives of each of the external groups with which the local
school is collaborating to determine whether or not relationships
should be modified, discontinued, or kept the same in the future.
This assessment will be based on the perceptions of individual
representatives of each collaborative group, or on the collective
perception4. of a selected sample of persons from each agency.

NOTE: The nature of this improvement component related to support
arrangements is such that educational improvement committee members

and other staff members should not expect to see dramatic improvements
in student outcomes in a very short period of time, for example, after

a nearby college begins to offer credit courses to teachers in the

school. The essential notion of this component is that long-term and

ongoing arrangements need to be worked out betty en the local school

and its district, the state education agency, mid so forth.

Immediately observable results such as the type one might view after

implementing instructional programming for the individual student may

not be apparent. Staff members are cautioned not to become
discouraged when such results are not observed. Instead, the ultimate

criterion against which success in this area might be measured is

found in a few years when a given improvement activity is still in

place or has been strengthened over time.

11. Refinement/Renewal

The cycle of evaluation, goal setting, planning, and

implementation will continue on an annual basis. Ineffective

practices and activities will be discontinued while effective

practices and activities will be maintained and strengthened. As the

staff continues to engage in this cycle of activities and as more

sophisticated staff development continues, the school will refine its

improvement capability and will experience renewal as a social

organization.
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Aids for Using Correlated WRISE Materials

Review the section of Chapter 1 of this manual on ways of using
the material.

Study the synopsis that follows for your own review.

TEXTBOOK CHAPTER SYNOPSIS

In this chapter, support arrangements for local secondary school
improvement are .explained. First, the need for such arrangements is
described in some detail. Next, the nature of important supportive
factors is explained. These factors include providing sufficient time
and othei resources, leading effective inservice and staff development
activities, and developing increased staff collegiality through
increases in shared decision making. The chapter concludes with
examples of two secondary schools which have made internal
organizational changes to facilitate educational improvement, and two
state education agencies which hA'e taken the initiative for providing
ongoing technical assistance to local schools.

ti

(There is no filmstrip or school experiences audiocassette.)
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Chapter 13

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
Herbert J. Klausmeier

4

Our purpose here is not to provide implementation suggestions of
the same kind that were given in the prior chapters. Rather,
categories of research are described to aid members of a school staff
in deciding the kind of research they will conduct independently and
the kind they will invite others to do. Familiarity with these major
categories of research enables a school staff to gain a more thorough
understanding of the comprehensive and enabling objectives of the
design pertaining to research and development.

Comprehensive Objective:

Knowledge is extended regarding learning, instruction, school
structures and processes, and other factors related to schooling
through research and development conducted by school personnel and
cooperating individuals and agencies.

Illustrative Enabling Objectives:

The school staff:

Develop§ 4he capability for carrying out its own evaluative
research and related improvement activities.
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o

Participates with distiict personnel and other individuals
and agencies in research appligvelopmenespecifically directed
toward educational impTovement.in its school,

$1

Participates with in*ividuals an Agencies in research
directedtoward_extending knowledge c ncerning,schooling and the
educative process.

Locally Conducted Evaluative Research

K

In Chapter 7 of t e book, the method tha.t five local schools
foilowed in annually c nducting their own improvement-oriented
educational research wa explained. This method was employed in
connection with the implementation of the goal-setting strategy for
composite groups of students. The steps are as follows:

1
During a planning period, identify the purposes of gathering the
evaluative information, the areas°to be evaluated, the composite
student groups to be included, the information gathering tools
and procedures, the means of analyzing and summarizing the
information, the kinds of evaluation judgments to be made, and
the kinds of actions to be taken based on the judgments.

Gather, process, summarize, and interpret the information
regarding each area of interest for each composite student group.
This first year is the baseline year. For example, the Grade 9.

Grade 10, Grade 11, and Grade 12 groups of the first year are the
baseline groups for each later year. The outcomes for the grade

groups of each later year are compared with those of the groups

of the baseline year.

-3. Based upon the interpretation of the data, set goals in the areas
of interest for each group of students that continues to a higher
grade and tor the group that comes into each grade.

4. Develop an improvement plan, including the activities for
achieving the goals. 4

5. Carry out the activities and monitor progress toward achieving

the goals.

6. Gather, process, and summarize the information during the next
year.

7. Determine the extent to which the goals for each composite group
of students were attained.

8. Evaluate the improvement activities that were carried out in

terms of their effectiveness.
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4
9. Summarize and synthesize the evaluative results for all the

composite groups and all the areas involved.'

10. Continue the cycle of evaluation, goal setting, planning,
monitoring progress,`and evaluation each year, making refinements.
in the goal-setting strategy and related practices as
appropriate.

The preceding method is applicable to any area of interest, such
as improving student achievement in one or more subject fields at each
grade level, reducing the percentage of students of each grade who do
n. meet the minimum competency criteria, increasing average daily
atte dance, and encouraging the development of more positive
self- oncepts. With minor modification in the content, the steps can
be applied in conducting research on administrative, advising,
curriculum development, community participation, and other school
processes.

P.

Schools typically analyze and summarize their evaluative data
each year. However, they examine the summary results across the years
to identify trends. The schools also follow each student
longitudinally from the time of entering the school until completing
the last grade of school. In Chapter 13 of the book, 1 reported my
analysis of the data that five schools gathered on approximately 4200
students across three or four years. One analysis was for each later
grade with each earlier grade, i.e., Year 1 Grade 7 with Year 2 Grade
7, Year 1 Grade 7 with Year 3 Grade 7, Year 2 Grade 7ith.Year 3
Grade 7, etc. This analysis was made of all the groups of each grade
for all the years simultaneously, rather than comparing only two years
at a time. Similarly, I analyzed the longitudinal data for each group
of longitudinal students and then colnpared th,e means of two or more
successive longitudinal groups. My analysis permitted me to draw
conclusions of general interest to secondary education with greater
validity than could have been done by simply examining each
participating school's summary information from year to year.

Most schools do not have the human and material resources to
perform the analyses that I did. However, any school that conducts
its own evaluative research should invite an interested university
professor or other person to perform any analyses that the person and
the school agree upon. The person who participates during the
planning year should be able to provide many useful suggestions to the
school.



Categories of Research Methods

I call the preceding kind of research improvement-oriented
research, whether conducted by the school independently or
cooperatively with an external agent or group. Other persons call it

a form of practical research. Both improvement-oriented and practical
research are methods of scientific inquiry. They call for a clearly
stated question, a sound evaluation design as described earlier,
careful data collection, appropriate data analysis, and,the drawing of
conclusions in line with the data.

The practical method is the most fruitful one for assuring that
the results of the research, positive or negative, will be understood .

and used by the school. However, schools can employ other methods and
they can cooperate with persons in conducting research in their
school. The practical method and four other methods that potentially
gain results that are usable by the participating school(s) follow.

PRACTICAL METHOD

Objective: To solve problems of learning and teaching,
counseling, or other processes using procedures such as
(a) developing and testing new instructional materials or methods,
and (b) identifying and testing new or refined applications of
models and principles of learning, development, instruction, or
evaluation.

Examples

A mathematics program with record keeping and testing done by
micro-computer is developed, put into practice, and evaluated.

A program whereby both Spanish- and English-speaking students
receive part of their instruction in Spanish and part in English is

worked out and evaluated.

An arrangement whereby each high school teacher serves as an
advisor to 15 to 20 'students is planned, put into practice, and
tested.

DESCRIPTIVE METHOD'

objective: To describe a situation, event, or area of interest

accurately.
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Examples

Observations are made of the proportion of the time allocated for
instruction that students actually spend on learning tasks.

Questionnaires are administered to students of high reading
achievement and are followed with face-to-face interviews to identify
the learning strategies that they use to comprehend what they read.

An opinion survey is conducted to identify the perceptions of
parents regarding the importance of education to success.

CORRELATIONAL METHOD

Objective: To identify the extent to which two or more
characteristics of the same individuals are related. The
relationship, or correlation, may be positive, such as between height
and weight, or negative, such as between driving speed and safety.

Examples

The reading achievement of students is correlated with their
achievement in other subject fields.

Measures of students' hypothesized learning abilities are
correlated and the obtained correlations are then factor analyzed to
identify the abilities.

The test scores of students at the beginning of a course are
correlated with their scores at the end of the course to determine the

_ relationship between the students' entering achievement levels and
their final achievement levels.

EXPERIMENTAL AND QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Objective: To identify cause-and-effect relationships by
conducting experiments in which one or more experimental groups
receive one or more treatments that one or more control groups do not
receive.

Examples

An,experiment is conducted with students of Grades 6, 7, and 8 to
determine the effectiveness of teaching reading in a new clearly
described way (to the, experimental groups) in comparison with the
current clearly described way (to the control groups).

An experiment is carried out to determine whether requiring
students of high, average, and low ability to achieve a mastery
criterion of 90% correct on their tests in order to progress from one
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unit to the next has the same effect on the attitudes of all three
ability groups as does permitting the students to move ahead when the
teacher judges that the students have learned as much as can be
expected within ,a reasonable amount of time spent on each unit.

An experiment is conducted to determine the extent to which the
speed of learning concepts can be accelerated through use of a clearly
specified instructional procedure.

Many studies employing the preceding methods are being conducted
in secondary schools by educational researchers and school staffs.

Educational researchers are properly trying to arrive at
generalizations that can be applied across many schools of similar
characteristics, whereas the practitioners are strongly concerned with
finding ways of solving problems in their own schools. It is probable

that as more schools find means of solving their own problems, more
generalizations across schools of similar characteristics will be
generated.
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DESIRABILITY OF THE COMPREHENSIVE AND P.NABLING OBJECTIVES:

WISCONSIN PROGRAM FOR THE RENEWAL AND IMPROVEMENT OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

Complete the identifying information by checking your position:

Teacher
Counselor

Principal
District Official

Professor
Other

.,iroctIont,. Many recommendations have been made to improve secondary education. The

lcommendations of the Wisconsin Program for the Renewal and Improvement of Secondary
education (WRISE) are in the form of ten comprehensive objectives and a related set of
enabling objectives for each comprehensive objective. The objectives are not prescriptive.

Rather, each set of comprehensive and illustrative enabling objectives indicates possible
directions for a school staff to consider when starting or refining their school's educational
improvement efforts. Please rate the comprehensive and enabling objectives in terms of their
indicating a desirable direction for a school's educational improvement efforts.

Please respond to every question. Use the following descriptive information in arriving

at ywir ratings:

tbilit Scale

A--Highly Desirable Implementing this objective would result in great improvement

of secondary education.

BOesitable Implementing this objective would result in some improvement of
secondary education.

(-- Somewhat Desirable Implementing tl.1, objective would result in improvement rather
than deterioration of secondary education.

I) Somewhat Undesirable

--Undesirable

Y-- Highly Undesirable

Implementing this objective would result in deterioration
rather than in improvement of secondary education.

Implementing this objective would result in some deterioration

of secondAy education.

Implementing this objective would result in great deterioration

of secondary education.

10 constructed by Professor Herbert A. Klausmeier, Director, Wisconsin Program for the

Pencwal and Improvement of Secondary Education, with review by Professors John C. Daresh,

lames M. Lipham, and persons participating in the field test.

('enter Contract No. OB-NIE-G-78-0117

Wisconsin Center for Education Research
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DESIRABILITY ACOMPREHENSIVE AND ENABLING OBJECTIVES

Directions: Enter the letter AF in the

highly Desirable
'Oesirable

`,omewhat l'ndesiza

nh;ECTiVh la:

Somewhat Undesirable
ndesirable
Highly rudest: ahle

:711 :

An individual educational ;4rogram. of 4our'A4 word ,ther a,tvities arranged
for each student each semester that satisfies the student's developMertal needs
and characteristics and that also meets district and state requirements.

:', t.);', E "11

, tvi v ;:kti edu,,4: Iona; prograr. '..,114-,t :de, ,Ch 4041 ,t1,-.1
t

'dian:le ea , semester or 'tar toe student an the ,-'.dert'4; advisor.

into a,- :aunt the student's aptitudes for learning different subject matters,
,,its, motivation, learning styles, career goals, and other personal and

characteristic!,.

Pr4o:tde, tor ex.perlentia, ;earning, In, luding work expertet,44 it the

it students who will benetic Crum it

.s monitored cocperativel
semester.

by the studs; and the student's aav sor thracon,Lt the

11.1fl}'Vd ns tel during the semehtet to assure high lualitv cdu4ation ',4
t At cadent..

An ihal,:idua, hhtruct tonal that '4h 44, tutu a,4, student
pt ,t,, m, ,t ;to, ,tvles ht. I

q011,1: .111d tiOC a I ciLaract etl at 1, t, 1,, at ranged t or the ,t uItolt.. in cash 't:1 ,Old

hp! artivity that is part of the studont total edncationa, program .

llli1E4,:,VF.h:

lho Instto4tional program of the .andena:

is planned by (he student and the teachec . i the ruurae at the haginning of t e

.ourHe.

lin In ourHe and unit obHctive,, that appropriate to, 'he ,tudent in init.,.

or tin dent's sprit ids, enter tog achievement level, and ,ateer goals.

Provideq an appropriate amount of time io 4 lass and duling of ,40tside sch,ol hoots
to molt the student's tate of WilIVVIng hiN .o her oblectives in the I,MTRP.

Provide', for appropriate Individual attention by the teacher ro take Into 444,ount
the student's motivation and tither personal charaeterisriem.

1 7 -7



4

DESIRABILITY OF COMPREHENSIVE AND ENABLING OBJECTIVES

Directions: Enter the letter A-F in the

A. highly Desirable
r. Desirable
c. Somewhat lirkdesirahle

P. Somewhat Undesirable
F. ',.:ndesirsble

F. Highlv C,ndesilable

appropr:ate amoanr ieac..her -direr ei 0 palr,
. and large -grou;, .x, v It v t,. take into ac r, t:. t,oleOt A 1.eed

t 4 : : ( 1 p r e t erenr-es frrj mode.,
. 1 !1st rut t ion.

y1:'e,-; for an ap, ,priate amount of student-initiated Ind:vidua,, pair,
ama:1-10 rip, an.J large-group AitiViCV to take into account the student's neco
1:::c,,enden,e And preferences for moles of 1,qrtnntiou

t appropriate ut:e of pliuted aWerialb, andioviaril materials, and
direct experiencing to take Into account the student's preferred styles of
;earningvisual, auditory, tactual, or kinesthetic.

I', 1-;tructured meet hat fl irem, Cd! !e

pc-I , :1, 1 And individual t. take
,..!:.,,attor.al reeds (,f students.

tIe reTilred .-r H'mpeterIes, tOe amount ,t t:

ated r each iirange,1 to pr,m,te "tfa-ttve :earting

' N U , 1 1 , I ' . 1 ! 1 I a : 1 1 , rilIng t 1 ! prbik trig, and 1 Fit ening.

la,i1.1! 1 1:1, Ar:d

,i,11::, :,:r,',1! Fit 1g.

at, at het t. 11 acTor 1,

Arrel .1t 111, 1,Aing eypHEatitm, and ;14-.;,Ararl,,,:.

mmliv ernh home membership.

.1. , Ito I :id I ng tar r and ext t III t I /, ticlijea.



DESIRABILITY OF COMPREHENSIVE AND ENABLING OBJECTIVES

Directions: Enter the let let A-V in the
.

A. Highly Dealrable
B. Desirable
C. Somewhat Undenirable

H.' Somewhat. Undettirehle
E. Undesirable
V. Highly Undesirable

Related to the preceding areas, uxrIculum committees, groups ol teachera, and
individual teachers:

2,I1 Identity or prepare content outlinen, organized in the form ol taxonomies, other

hierarchies, or topical outlines.

2.12 Identify or formulate'vrogram, course, and unit objectives.

2.11 Identify or prepare resource units and other materials for teacher ilia.

2.14 Identify or prepare instructional materials for tttudent use.

learning guided'"that the students and the teacher use at the'beginning of
each course in planning encb attrdent's instructional program.

plIPONENT 3: 0 CAREER EDUCATION AND EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING

GOMPREIIENSIVE OBJECTIVE:

earelleducation is Arranged, for all students; experiential learning activities and work
expeence in the community are arranged for eaeh,student who can profit from them.

11.I.USTRATIVE ENABlING OBJECTIVES:

d

Dastrict and local school policies and'practices have been, developed that'picilitate.

effective:

3.1 Career dwareness, exploration, and preparation, includivg work experience.

3.2 Student partiCipation in cultural, recreational, service, or other nonwork

Activities in the community.

3.3 Participation of cOMmunity personnel in school activities and of school personnel

in.community activities..

1.4 lYse of community resources and facilities.

Preparation of community personnel whOSpariipipate in the educative prooeaa.

Related to the preceding areas,.local school colnittees, teams of teschele, and

individual stlff members:

1.6 Identify progrAm, course, and unit objectives.

3.7. identify or 'repare resource units and other materials for uae'hy teachers and

community persons.

18 Identify or prepare instructional materials for student use.
tt.
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CO4ONENT 4: STUDENT D14040N-MAXING ARRANGEMENTS

"*DiESIRABILITV OF COMFBAHENSIVE (01D ENABLING OBJECTIVES

Ditectiona: Eater the letter A-F in the

A. Highly Desirable D. Somewhat Undesirable
B. Desirable K. Undesirable
C. Somewhat Undesirable F. Highly Undesirable

COMPREHENSIVE OBJECTIVE:

Students progressively assume mori initiative for planning. implementing. and evaluating
their programs and aceivittes.with a,lesser amount of adult direction and control.

4STflATIVF ENABLING 04.1BGTip:

"

Students in their hapiatit and in'meetings with their advisorsogre taught:

)

414 DecisionrMakThg skills thst help theM to make educational decisions as
individdals.

4.2 Concepts Ind skills that'enable them to participate in shared decision making with
'other attfffents,'the school staff, and parents.

"

The i ividual studtt exercises increasing initiative for making decisions. accepting
gl the related consequ flees of the decisions. and evaluating decisions regarding:.

. 4.3 The student's ineructional program in each course.

4.4 Thi.studehtis educational program for the semester.

4.5 The student's educational program for the school year.

Students as members of groups take increasing initiative for making decisions, accepting
the responsibility for the decisions. and for evaluating the decisions regarding:

4.6 The objectives and activicies in the course in which the groupis enrolled.

4.7 The extracurricular activity in which the group participates.

4.8 The governance of the group

Students are encouraged to serve:

4.9 As officers and to participate as members of student- governing groups.

4.10 As student representatives on the school's standing and ad hoc. committees.
councils. and task forces.
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DESIitABILITX OF COMPREHENSIVE AND ENABLING OBJECTIOMS

Directions: Enter the letter A-r in the

A. Mighty Desirable
B. Desirable
C. Somewhat Undesirable

D. Somewhat Undesirable
E. Undetiirable
F. Highly Undenitahle

CoMPONENT 5: EVALUAtION AND IMPROVEMENT STRATEGIES

COMPREHENSIVE OBJECTIVE:

The individual student's Orogreas toward attaining him/her Coarse objectives, the

student's, instructional program In each course, the stUdontia total educational program,

and the school's total educational program are evaluated systematically atithe results

of the evaluation are used in improving the educative processeb of the sch8151..

ILLUSTRATIVE ENABIltkiG OBJECTIVES:

Appropriate measurement and evaluation techniquen are used

5.1 To evaluate each student's progress toward attaining Ns or her learning goals in

each course.

5.2 To evaluate each sttftlint's instructional program in each course.

5.1 To evaluate each student's educational program each semester in terms of the

student's attainment of his or her goals, and tn,terms of the appropriateness and

value of the program for the student.
V s) ry

5.4 To evaluate each student's total educational program for the complete school

1 vel, i.e., middle schooA0Aohigh school.

5.5 T evaluate elements/ e ,school's total educational program.

The results of the evaluation of each student's educational program each semester are

used, primarily by teachers and students:

5.6 To set a goal for improvitig the'student's program the next semester.

The results of thdvitvaluation of the school's total educational program are used by

teachers and other school staff:

5.7 To set goals annually (for composite groups of students to attain, such as those of

a particular grade in school or those taught by a teaching team.

5.8 To evaluate each group's attainment of the goals.

The esults of all evaluation activities are used by teachers and other school staff:

10 improve the curriculum, instruction, and other elements of the school's

educational program. r.

5.10 To ini);ove the school's advising, organizational, and adliknistradve structures

and pr ceases.

ISI



DESIRABILITY OF COMPREHENSIVE AND ENABLING OBJECTIVES

Direct lone: Enter the letter A F in the

A. Highly Demirable J. D. Somewhat Unaeoirablo
B. Desirable E. Undemirable
C. Somewhat Undesirable F. Highly Undenirnble

COMPONENT 6: ADMINISTRATIVE ARRANGEMENTS AND PROCESSES

COMPREHENSIVE OBJECTIVE:

The school's administrative arrangements provide for cooperative planning and shared
decision making by the persons responsibleofor implementing the plena and decisions that
are made, mainly administrators, counselors, teachers, and students.

ILLUSTRATIVE ENABLING OBJECTIVES:

The school:

6.1 Is organized into administrative units, each of which has no more than 500
students.

6.2 Has one or more committees, composed of representatives of the administrative
team, counselors,'teachers, students, and parents that make decisions and
formulate plans regarding the school's curriculum, instruction. advising,
evaluation, organization, and staffing.

An Educational Improvement Committee, oeother committee or council that has
representatives of the administrativetOpam, curriculum coordinators, counselors, and
teachers:

6.3 sPlans the school's educational improvement activities with input'from the total
faculty.,

Students, parents, and citizens:

6.4 Participate in meetings of the Educational Improvement Committee whoGkeireis of
concern to them are on the agenda..

6.5 Serve as regular members of the Educational Improvement Committee.

(Inc or more district committees, composed of the district administrator, representative
principals, curriculum coordinators, counselors, teachers. Students, parents, and
citizens:

6.6 Coordinate the improvement activities of the district, taking into account
district policies and state regairements..

6.7 Secure district and other specitlists for consultation regarding improvement
activities.



t DESIRABILITY DE COMPREHENSIVE AND ht4ABLINu

Dilectione: Enter the lett c A-F In the

A. highly inimitable
Dentrablo

C. Somewhmt Undesirable

D. somewhat Ondomirable
V. Undeaiimble
V. Highly undesirable

;

The prinCipal providen leadership and, with approprinte involvement of members of the

triuciational Improvement Cousin and the school staff:

6.8 Fatablinhen policies and procedures that facilitate the school's educational,

improvement'efforts.

h.9 Coordinates the use of facilities, materials, equipment, supplies, and other

resources.

6.10 Provides time, space, and other physical arrangements that are needed for teaching

teams, school committees, and other groups to meet and conduct their bi.014Peoft

"ring the school day.

4.11 Entabliahes effective two-way communication among administrators, other staff,

teachers, and students; and between the school and parents and citizens of the

community.

4
6.12 Participates as a member of district committees.

h.11 Transmits information to and from district committees.

),t 6.14 Attempts to have implemented the decisions made by district committees.

COMPONENT 7; ORGANIZATION FOR INSTRUCTION AND ADVISING

!

COMPREHENSIVE OBJECTIVE:

Tha faculty and students are organized into small groups that permit instruction and

advising to be personalized.

ILLUgRATIVE ENABLING OBJECTIVES:

A staff member, each teaching team and/or advising group:

416.

1.1 Chairs the meeting of the group..

7,.! Serves on the school's Educaltrnal Improvement Committee and participates in the

Committee's plannim and other activities.

7.1 Transmits information, decisions, and plans from the teaching staff tb the

Educational improvement Committee.

7.4 Transmits information, decitaiRps, and plans to the teaching (taff.

41-

Related to instruction, each group of teachers, such as an interdisciplinary

teaching team, cooperatively:

7.5 Develops the procedures for planning, mopitoring, and evaluating each student's

instructional program i) each course taught by the group.

7.6 Plans and evaluates the group's instructional strategies.

/a.

1 83



OKNIKABILITY UY COMrKKIIITNIVr. AM, ENAMANG OBANTIVEN

Dire.t. one: Enter the letter A-V in the

A. Hie Oesirahle D. Somewhat Undesirable
It. Des hie E. Undesirable
C. Somewhat UndentrabIe F. Highly Undesirable

Related to the group's inntructional functions, each teacher:

/./ outlines the content of hte or her courees.

/.8 Develops the learning guides that students use in the courses.

7.9 Plans the instructional methods that pre employed in the courses, including the
use of time, materials, and modes of Instruction.

7.10 Participates in all aspects of the group's planning and evaluation activities.

/.Il Carries out his or her instructional activities in accordance with the group's
plena.

It. Related to advising, each group of teachers, ouch as an interdisciplinary team.
plans the group's advising activities related to:

I. Promoting the educational devAimpment of each student.

i.jj Enhancing the personal and social development of each student.

7.14 Increasing achoolwide communicatfon.

/.15, Improving home-school-community relateona.

Related to advising functions, individual staff members,iith'asistance of a guidance
counselor:

416 Serve as advisors to etude s.

1.17 Assume responsibility for planning, 'Monitoring, add evaluating their advisee's
individual educational programa and for attaining other objectives of theAdeisiii-
rogram.

COMPONENT 8: HOMESCHOOL-COXI1NITY RELATIONS

COMPREHEIVE OBJECTIVE:

4'.

14°Effective communication and cooperative educationaleliorts between thp of and the

community are carried out as part of a program af4401U-schoo community lations.

)
;,i

ILLUSTRATIVE ENABLING OBJECTIVES:

A comprehensive program of home-school-community relations:'--

8.1 is formulated and monitored by a school committee composed of representative
school staff, parents, and students.

8.2 Provides for frequent an f rffective communication between the school and
community.

184 ,



sq.

nllettInns: Enter the tette! A .F In the

A. Highly heettAle 0. Nmnrwhat Ondoniluble

B. besitahle Onarnilmbie

c. somewhnt 'Indomitable F. Hlghly Undefinable

d . H. 1 locontaget. the chool staff to participate in the anelyfiim of the home and
nelghhothond conditions ortheit students.

!montages notanto and other community persons to participste In itc-school

mho.tlional activitiesond to provide onggeotions to aid In decielon making.

H.9 Invclrren parents in p dnning the individual educational pruAram of their child.

Provides 'Ni student prpgreati to he reported to parenta regularly and effectively.

CoMPONENT 9: SUPPORT ARRANGEMENTS

CoMPREIIEN:iIVE OBJECTIVE:

The enviropment for learning and Instruction in the school and for work and other

eQ4tutioft xperiencem in the community is enriched through the intellectual,

material support provided by school and school diatritik.groups, and by

es, finfh as the state education agency, lritiegmedlfite agancles, teacher,

lar, and professional education ameociations.

k

f. EQUALING pJECTIVES:

"N

the sellonl district and local school make provisions for

14,

VI'9.1 The Educati481 ImprovemeCCu tee, or othear group, to meet weekly during

2 school hours to plan and carrli ..ut its activities.

N4 '_._) ;).2 Each teaching team, or other group,. to have a common time for Carrying out their

ereparatlon, planning, evaluation, and other activities.

_ _ _
9.3 Each advisor to meet regularf with hie or her aivisee group and individual

advisees. 4

if

P 9.4 Teachers to receive assistance in carrying out their educational improvement

activities.

att11 education agency takes initiative with local school districts'for activities

Slams:

hevelopilig strategies for stimulating the educational improvement activities of

local schools.

9 Providing financial and technical support to local schools in carrying out their

eductirojtal improvement activities.

Encouraging lob descriptions -to he changed, if necessary, to enable teachers to

participate in student advisement and in educational improvement activities.

Reviewing and changing the licensing requirements of currently licensed

educational personnel and developing new licensing programs to meet changing

societal conditions and related demands on education..,

1b



Ditections: Entail the letter A-Y in the

A. Highly hanitable
H. Deeirable
C. Somewhat Undesirable

D. Somewhat !Indomitable
E. Undesirable
F. Highly Undesirable

Teacher education institution', working cooperatively with local *schools and the @tare
education agency, take initiative for acilvitiem, such as:

9.9 ' c 'vniunl.ng theit progtrima to praparaadminiatiarora, el lllll Mr10111, toachere. and

othet educational peraonnel; reviaing existing programs; and developing new
progra tt to meet changing aocistalconditions and related demands on education.

9.10 Uevelo'jl ng and offering credit and noncredit courses designed to meet tOs needs of
prospective edudiational personnel and inservics personnel to participate
effectivelvin educational improvement activities.

4.11 Arranging with local schools for cooperative prepar tion of student teachers and
int*rna.

011

Proiesalunni education asaocintionn at the local, stlia, and national level take
Initiative tor activities such

9.12 Providipi leaderahip to their members in carrying out educational improvement
etlortn.

identiiying and publicizing laeal schools that demonstrate educatfonah.
4 improvement. or

Wkiit,::fnfluencing 1.611, taste, and federal legislation to support educational
------!' improvement.

4,

Encofiraging the adoption of contract provisions which facilitate educational
iiiprovement.

COMPONENT 10: RESE4HCI1 atiD DEVELOPMENT

,..,

WMPREHENSIVE OBJECTIVE':

Knowledge is extended regarding learping, instruction, school structures and processes,
and other factors related to -schooling through research and development conducted by
schoyl pertionnel and cooperating individuale and agencies.

ILLUSTRATIVE ENABLING OBJECTIVES:

The school staff:(
A

4

10.1 Develops the capability for carrying out their own evaluative research and relAek1,
improvement activities.

YU

10.2 Participates with district pdrsonnel and other individuals and agencies in

_1
research and development specifically directed toward educational improvement in
their

10.3 Participates with4nditidulls and agencies in research directed toward extending
knowledge concerning schooling and the educative process.

18R.

4



APPENDIX B1
MIDDLE SCHOOL (M.I.D.)SIMULATIONS
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Ili alanlated middle irallool (M.I.O.) enroll,* 11/6 ntodente in taden h, /, and H. The
lull time ,ottilled stall correlate of the ptlocipal, nn annintant principal, two guidance
,ounsciolo. n rooldInntol, nn director, machete, end two especial educed,*,*
tl. 0, he I

Iola a new but expolienced and highly 0111141010 princlpal, A key !auto' in

ing !he ptIncipal Wag e new estate policy encouraging improvement of aecondaty education
m, the state. eaperielly In the nrademic mnblectn. The principal, lea unumultation with key
..left members,, formed no Educational ImplovementComAillis (glo that connitria o6..the
print ipel and ammistant principal, ons.couneelor, the IMC director, the curriculum
cooldlualot, and one teacher from each English, math, science, social 'audios, foreign
IATIAtiligon, line coil applied nrta.

ihe EIr held iLe first meeting and decided to form small Executive Committee that would
give mute time than other FAG members to the improvement program. (To take into account the

,d perstoos In your group participating in the simulations, sume that there are four
to tits perNona on the Executive Committee: the principal, 4 C or, and at least two
teachers Including one math and ope 440goLsh. In the eimulation one may take their actual
tote!' m they may assume the preciling rdtet.)

nirenIntiona ore of three successive committee meetings of M.I.11,'m Executive
knmetiltee. in the flint meeting (mimulatIon) the Executive Committee identifies and
pi Intl! iten lin. improvement needs of M.I.P.; in the second meeting it clarifies the voice end
lopoo,ibilities of the members of the Improvement Climmittve; and in the third it eats
imptovement gonla. Ore Executive Committee will report Its deliberations pertaining to each
.Amulation back it the Ell:. Then the EIC will cnriy out its deliberatione end will secure
Miont tram the entire faculty. (Please accept rather than debate theme arrangements for the
Imulatloo eyentIonilrpomay proceed digrerently in your own school.}

!;11411LATION I: IPENTIPYINO ANP PRIORIllIANC NEEDS OF metI). SCHOOL

A kliel rcpt ion of M.I.D.'s current privy ices follow'. The chapter of le WEISE text
.111,l the filmstrip that explain and depict desirable practices and the chapter of the
implementation !natural that providem suggestion,* for implementing 9if component ar indicated.

Licit audiocassette, though not listed, is for middle school implemtmtation on one a de and
high hchoni on the other side.

This simulation tic designed to he completed in 40-60 minutes. The principal leads the
discussion as wall se taking other actions deemed appropriate for a school's improvement
leadet. A recorder lots down the main points of agreement and disagreement under Improvements
Needed at M.1 .1).

`JO!. I A Hoff ALI IV

Head silently through all the current practices of M.I.O. Then enter one of the
following Letters to indicate your judgments;

A. te practices related to this component should be among the first to be changed
during the current year or tr,ext year

B. the practices rested r ths compbnent should be changed but dOt until two or
three others of higher .,ric,ity have been changed.

the practices related to this compone

the pcacti,es related to this compgin

You may assign A, 8, C, or I) to severe
correct or. Ancorrect choices. Do, how
provided.

uld probably be continued.

Ike -initely be continue

no component. There are no
teach component in the ( )
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SIMULATION 2: CLARIFYING ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF INDIVIDUALS AND GROUPS
IN THE IMPROVEMENT PROCESS

In a prior meeting, M.I.D.'s Executive Committee tentatively identified and prioritized
improvement needs and made plans for summarizing various kinds of available information
regarding, otudent achievement, attendance, etc. The Executive Committee reported to the full
Educational Improvement Committee (EIC). The EIC unanimously endorsed the substance of the
report. In a subsequent faculty meeting, the faculty encouraged the EIC to take considerable
initiative in planning M.I.D.'s improvement program. However, some EIC members indicated
uncertainty regarding their responsibilities with respect to improvement activities that were
outside their area of ekpertise. Moreover, most of they indicated they had no prior
experience in (a) identifying schoolwide improvement needs, (b) planning related improvement
activities, (t) monitoring the improvement activities, and then (d) evaluating the effects of
the Improvements that were implemented.

In this simulation the Executive Committee addresses these and similar concerns. The
simulation is to be completed in 40-60 minutes. The principal leads the discussion and takes
other actions deemed appropriate rot a school's improvement leader. A recorder jots down the
main points of agreement and disagreement. The Executive Committee will bring back its ideas
to the EIC for input and review. Read through all the activities and clarify any activity
about which you have questions. Then complete No. 1-5.

SIMULATION ACTIVITIES:

1. In the ( ) each simulation member is to indicate whether the AMOUNT of
responsibility -and the AREAKB) of responsibility should be the same (8) or different
(D) for the teacher, counselor, administrator, and other members of the EIC with
respect to:

a. Identifying and prioritizing M.I.D.'s needs for 1,mprovement. Amount ( ),

Area ( ).

b. Developing a schoolwide improvement plan, such as increasing average daily
attendance, to be implemented by all the school staff. Notice that the plan
involves all of the staff, not just part of it. Amount ( ), Arse ( ).

c. Monitoring progress as the schoolwide plan is implemented.
Amount ( ), Area ( ).

d.' Evaluating the effectiveness of the improvement activities at the end of the
year. Amount ( ), Area ( ).

2. Upon completing la-d individually, identify likenesses and differences among your
group and try to resolve any major differences.

.c"

3. M.I.D.'s faculty desires the EIC to take leadership with respect to la, b, c, d;
however, it also desires to provide input and review. Outline the responsibilities
of the 'principal, the counselor, and the teacher members of the EIC with respect to
securing faculty input and review.

4. Prepare an agenda for the next meeting of the EIC at which time you, its Executive
Committee, report back to the EIC. Indicate the agenda items and specify the member
of the Executive Committee who will report on each agenda item.

5. M.I.D. established an Educational Improvement Committee that could form a task force
for each specific improvement program that it selected; e.g., improvement of Grade 7
reading comprehension, Grade 8 career awareness, Grade 6-8 science, etc. One or more
members of the EIC could serve on each task force. Other middle schools establish
improvement task forces first and then have representatives from each task force form
the school's Improvement Committee. Indicate which orfhese approaches would
probably work better at a school like M.I.D. and indicate why.

OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES:

6. Prepare a schedule of meeting times of the EIC for the semester during or outside the
time when students are in school.

7. Assume thit the teaching schedules and other activities of the EIC members cannot be
rearranged for them to have a common meeting time during school hours this semester.
Develop recommendations for arranging teaching schedules for the following semester
that will permit members of the EIC to meet during the time students are at school.

1 9 :-3
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b1MII1,ATION 1: GOAL SETTING AND PLANNING RELATED IMPROVEMENT ACTIVITIES

simelation presenta infoimation showing how a middle school actually timer' the
icadily available lionilis di its Grade / standardized achievement and mental ability testing
in May 01 the school vear'to set, improvement goals for the incoming Grade 1 class of the
lollowing year. The May test results are first nummarized and analyzed to establish
impiovement priorities. Next, improvement goals lot the ensuing year and a plan to attain the
goal!. are worked out. Your simulation group is invited to, engage in the name processes.
nowevel. you may wish to use the competency test renults that are provided at the end of the
simulathin rather than the standardized tent results.

4

ilelnre proceedIde, with the stamina Inn, recogni,,,e that itn put pone in to enable you to
yain experience in tcst Interpret nit ion, goal setting, and planning processes. Re aware, too.
that ,shoals desite' to improve many student outcomes other than achievement in the academic
schlect Melds, and they use data in addition to standardized and competency testa to measure
Ile. desired student outcomes. Other simulations may he arranged for these other kinds of
onicomes and data.

a prior meet, Lug (simulation), M.l.D.'s Executive Committee tentatively identilled the
0..11-setting strategy above as one M.1.1). should employ. The full EIC and later the school
tat city supported the recommendation. in thin simulation, the Executive Committee uses M.1.D.
data to draw up a plan for ,Implementing the strategy.

Ills simulation requires from 60-90 minutes for gruups with prior experience in goal
:eating and planning. More time may profitably he spent on it by other groups. The principal
leads the discussion and a recorder summarizes it. Read through the information on test
interpretation and then respond to the two activities. Next read through the section on
"Ceing That Results In Goal Setting and Planning." Respond to the activities. Complete the
eptionoi activities as tune permits.

a

Test Interpretation

lire EIC of M.I.6., with input from the teachers, has decided to use the results of
e.I.O.'s achievement and mental ability testing in improving education in M.1.1). To starlit the
proue:s, a counselor arranged the students of Grade / intd quarters based on their mental
abLitv scores; and the mean, or average, mental ability of each quarter was computed. The
eqiiivalent percentile rank was obtained from norm tables supplied by the test publisher. The
Achievement test scores in English, reading, and math of each student were then entered for
"ach quarter of the students. The mean achievement in each subject was computed for each
ylarter, and the equivalent national percentile ranks were obtained from the norm tables.
This information was put In a table and used in setting goals related to achievement.

lie mean (average) national percentile ranks for mental ability and for achievemenr"Sin
reading, language, and math for the Grade 7 class follow:

Table 1. Grade 7 Class Mental Ability and Achievement
(Tested in May)

1

i.,cal Mental Ability: Reading: Language: Math:
ell -fourths national national national national
In ilental percentile percentile percentile pex.centile
ability rank rank rank rrt

Ouarter !, (highest) 89 87 87 78 t

Ocarter i 11 611 60 58

Mean 61 60 56 44

Cularter 2 57 50 45 28

Mcarter I (,lowest) 25 II) 22 14

Tle.JFIC and teachers of M.1.D. felt that the mental ability test, measured the aptitude of
the students for learning tie three subject matters reasonably well and 'that the results of
the achievement tests measured their academic achievement levels reasonably well. (Please
accept these test results. Opportunity is provided laterto discuss other tests and ratings
of Student achievement.)
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S1MULAT10N ACTIVITIES:

1. Based on the test results, in which subject are the students of all quarters.
achieving lowest in relation to their mental ability? Baled on this information, in
which subject is improvement needed most urgently?

2. Batted on the tent results. which'quarter of, the students is achieving highest in
relation to mental ability in all three subjects? What do you infer about the
relative effectiveness of M.I.D. schooling for the different quatters in mental
ability?

Inn. no more than 15 -20 minutes on Questionn 1-2.

Using Tent- Reignite in Coal Setting and Planning

tape 1-3 that follow indicate a plan to raise achievement in math at M.I.D.

I. M.I.D. EIC identified math as the highest priority for improvement. Next, the
principal and the math teacher member of the EIC discussed the math test results with the math.
teachers. They secured input from the math teachers regarding possible causes of the low
achievement by the students in math.

2. Using the input from the math staff, the EIC set a goal to raise Grade 7 math
achievement. The principal and the math teacher member of the EIC discussed the goal with the
math teachers and received ideas from them regarding possible improvement activities to be
carried out. The following goal was set and the following improvement activities were
Suggested to achieve the goal:

Goal for Grade 7 Math

Each quarter in mental ability of the next Grade 7 class, when tested in May, will
have a mean percentile rank in math equal to or near its mean mental-ability percentile
rank.

Suggested Activities to Achieve the Goal

a. Counselors will examine the Grade 6 test results of each student and will
identify the students achieving far below expectancy, e.g., mental-ability
percentile rank 75, math achievement percentile rank 25. The counselors will
provide this information to teachers who have the students in Grade 7. Teachers
will try to get' these students to achieve higher.

b. The math teachers will make changes in their instruction. e.g., they will get all
the students to spend more class time on task; they will make sure that each
student has appropriate assignments; they will show that they believe the student
can and will do the assignments well; etc.

c. The teachers will improve the evaluation and monitoring of each student's
progress, e.g., students' work will be marked and returned the next day.

d. The EIC will develop a plan for getting more parents to participate in
conferences with the student and -the advisor once each semester.

3. The principal and the math teachers prepared a written improvement plan for next
year's Grade 7 class based on the WRISE planning guidelines. The plan was submitted to the
EIC for input and approval.

to
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1. Have each member of your nimulation group utate what his/her renponsibility is ns a
Ingather of M.1.0. EIC in carrying out the preceding Steps 1 -I for "Using Test Results in Goal
!:ettIng And Planning." Assume that each EIC member has some but not identical
t eqpnns lb ill! les.

explain why they think preceding, "Suggested Activities to Achieve the Goal,' 2a-d, Will

Have the principal, the counselor. and the math teacher of your almula ion group
OW

contribute to higher achievement. Have oIther members question them or add othe?sideas.

Li. Vx4111111e 1110 titalldeirditAld 1.1,Fil results In Table I for Grade / Iiingusge. Return to the
prior information on "hming Test Rentilln In Goal Setting and Planning," and apply it to the
improvteraFr--04-4ratie i language; e.g., hrainntorm ponsible causes of the relatively low
Ackie ymerit, get an Improvement goal, identif)i activities to attain the goal.

..

)1

OR

ih Examine the minimum competency test results that follow. Carry out the same
activities as in in for langyage.

Competency Test Results for Simulation Activity

Table 2. Percentage of Grade,i, Students Who Mastered Middle School
Competency Oblectirs (Tested in May of Grade 1)

)

All Grade 6-8 Objectives*

Minimum Competency Grade H
Objectives**

Reading Language Math

OH 58 50

80 16 60

hAy oblectives Include not only the minimum competency objectives that the lowest
'achievers should master by the end of Grade 8, but also other objectives that are
appcopriate for all students, including the highest achievers.

*. These are the objectives that all students, except those with handicapping conditions,
should master by the end of Grade H.

Ilse no more than 45-60 minutes on this activity.

OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES:

Standardized testing requires relatively liftle teacher time. However, locally
corstructed tests, rating scales, and other measurement devices are often more content valid
indicators of what is learned than are standardized tests.

a. Develop recommendations for constructing other measures of student achievement in
the various subject fields for each grade Indicate who will construct
the measures and how their accuracy and co t'validity will be determined.;
Indicate who will summarize and report the i.esults of administering the measures
to Ghe students.

b. flow would goal setting be different if mental ability test results were not
available?

c. To what extent should a school teach unique content in reading, Englishi and math
that is not measured by standardized tests?

4
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1

Pit

'). Annum hat middle school. Grecian 6 -H. desires to teat achievement in English.
mathenintics. re ding. aciente. and social .tulles in only two grades. Assume that no trade 5
teriV cretin.. Available. Indicate the advantages and disadvantages of testing programa
(a). (h). (c)dand (d) below in terms of goal setting for Grade 6. Grade 1. and Grade 8; and
alio! lot (setting goals for the Individual students of each grade.

a. Administer the testa to Grade 6 and to Grade 8 in September.

h.' ,Administer the tests to credo 6 in September and to Grafi 8 in May.

c. Administer the tests to Grade It and to Grade 8 in May.

1

d. Administer the testa to Grade 6 in Septetber and to Grade 7 in !hay.

a.

h. A school board se a policy that (A) in May of ell/-h year the principal of each
school must submit to the uperintendent a act of goal, Wthe academic subject fields and
related plans for achieving the goals. (h) the goal stateriants and plane moat have the
ApplovAL of the majority of the teachers of the school. and (c) the results of testing will
out be used to evaluate the principal or teachers of the school. Indicate how the principal
ghoOd proceed in implementing the, policy. Whitt do you think the etfects of implemontingat
would he on student achievemeht in the academic subjects?, How might the morale andtthe Job
perceptions of the teachers and principal of the school be affected?

poi

tl
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liC:Tknt.TinNS VOk SKNIuk II1611 Nt:0001. ((1.11.k.) SIMULATIONS

the Himulated high school (11.11.14.) enrolls 1060 nt.dontn to Claden 9 through 11. The

hill time certified stall consuls of the plincipoil,"two assistant ptinc Ipalm, thtee guidance
,,,turfelorn, cc curriculum coordinator, nn IMC Iirectov, reachere. and 1 special education
0 Al her m.

m.D.H. h sh a new hot experfetpxrd and highlx e
4
lle,tfve principal. 'A key factor in

o le, Mug the principnl wan n new Inlets policy encouraging Improvement of nor tiny rducatIon
In the sCate, enperlally in the academic nnIrlectn. Tit...principal of 0.11.14,, slier

hqeolltntion wILI1 key whip memhorth formed nnVducational Improvement Committlos (FIG) that.
,nniqta'of the pri.ncipal and arinfraprst priercipnl. one counselor, the 1MG director. the
rulihulum «ufhlintrtor, andsonr..,Leachehfrom each English, math, seience, social studies,
toleign languages, line attn. ano.n4(reu ,its.

The F1C held ItH first meeting rind deltded to form a small Executikve Committee that woold
give more time (hell other EIC memhern to the Improvement program. (Tn take into account thr
!outdo.' of potaons in your group participating in the simulatiotha, !gaunt, that there are four
to six persona on the Executive Committee: the principal, 4 "oundielor, and at leant two
teachers including one math and one English. In" the simula noon, may take their actual

.. ,

toles or they may assume the preceding roles.)
f

In
\

t
A )i..ALL ., .:ie slmulntioun are of three successive committee meetings ot.imilmAt.'s Executive

f,mmttee. In the first meeting (mimulation) Op Executive'Commita.e IdentifieeNand
prioritizea the improvement needs of 0.11.H.: in the second meeting it clarifies the roles and
lesponsibilitien of the members of the IMproviunent Committee; and in the third It sets
improvement goals. Ire Executive Committee will report its dellberatioNte pertaining to each
simulation hack to tie EIC.r_ Then the EIC will carry out; its tleltberationa and will secure
Input ttom the entire faculty. (please accept rather than do ate these arrangements (or the
q 1 mu ( at Ion even though pro may Eroceed di lidlrent ry in yotit owi ;a5kool.) -'

.141
r '

SIMIILATI0N I: IDENTIFYING AND 01
1

.14WITIZINC NEEDS f 0.11.1r. SCHOOL,'

> .

A hrlet dehcription follows of the current pfactice: ni 'The chanter-bf thi WRISE
text nod the tflmstulp that explain and depict desirable practices and the chap0A.of cite
implementation manual that provides suggestions for implementing thScompmalent are indicated.

Each audiocassette. though not listed.fts for middle school implementation on one side and
high school on the other side.

This simulation is designed to he completed in 46-60'minutes. Thiol.10el leads the
0 .

discussion as well as taking other actions deemed appropriate for a achoOY'll, limprovement
leader. A recorder lots down the main pointsof agreement and disagreement under Improvements
beaded at O.U.R.

!.IMPTAllok ACTIVITIES:
....

i 4 '

I. Kead silently through all ctrAkAent practices of O.U.R. Then dicer one of the
following letters to indIcat yokr iudgments:

S

A. the practices relited to this component should be amon:atpe first to-be changed
during the' cur'ren(yealt or next oar.

d'-,

B. the practices related t. a Com nt should be changed but ngaftintil two or
three others of highbr iority h valbeen changed. '.

C. the practices relat7i to.thisc'omponent should probably be contiA0i. 1
I::

D. the practices related to this component should definitely be conitpued.

t

Yon may assign A, D toseveral compolents or to no componest'. There axe no
corre9t-9r incorrect c ea. Do. however, eespond to each componeriV in the ( )

provi ecf. .

d 41,
I ti

't
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CURRENT PRACTICES 011 0.0.R.

.1

Ia. lAnicAlioNAL PROGRAMMING YON THI,
%),INIKN: ( )

INDIVIDUAL

!,1%ialuts its scheduled into COWAIVO of thtee
tia,ks by tomputo:. There is littlikefollow up of
,Audent achievrmani, And the student are not
pelmitted to make ptogtam changes after the
hesioninw.of the ter.

Icki chapter 2
MAnti:11: Chapter
Filmstrip: Education*1 Programming lot the

Individual Student in Secondary Schools:
Part I

INDIVIDUAL itillTRIWTIoNAL PROGRAMMiNh:
I )

Undliferentiated whole -class inatructiou in
Allied out In nearly all of the academic classes.

'.tudents do not participate in,planning theft
IncttuctIonal programs with their teachers.
NI students upend about the (same amount .t.A time
studying in and out of class and use the same
instructional materials. Student time on -task is
low In moat classes.

le:AA Chapter 1
Manoa\t Climptel I

filmsttip./ Educational Programming tot the
Indivi lel Student in Secondary Schools:
Part II

VVALHATIUN AND IMPROVEMENT STRATECIES:

!,tudents receive report cards quarterly
AnA often complain of unlair- grading. The last
,xrerrially conducted program evaluation took
dime seven years ago.

An achievement test battery is administered
t- the Grade 9 and Grade 11 students in May. A

mental ability test is also administered to the
,radc 9 students. Only the counselors and
Administrative team see the test results provided
by the test 'publisher. The results are not used
r,, Identify possible areas of improvement or to
.et improvement goals. Last year the average
mental ability of the Grade II students was
equivalent to the 65th percentile, and the
Average achievement in, the academic subjects
ranged from the 40th percentile in mathematic
to the 52nd percentile in reading.

Text.: Chapter 7
Manual: Chapter 7
liithetrip: Evaluating Student Learning and

Educational Programs in Secondary Schools

IMPROVE:MINTS NEEDED AT 0.U.K.

. .
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Hiv renfliers are orgnnited Into
lepartmentn and du no educational advising.
:here Is no teaming and the teachers are
, ,r irpivqpnred rut a SUI1001 inntrlictional
IN 1.r.),vement. c/apm i t t ee. The gulden( e
..f,tf t ,fatsints of titer connnelots.
Inv , kir rent ratio 14 one counselor to 1/%.

..tudejlts. The counmelors and two of the

ft
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never meet with either the court-
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instrncrion and Advisory
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lea, her-Advisor Programs In Secondary
nriol;

two', -( ommirrn r I41-1.AFIONS: t 1

keport ,arils that Include letter grades
eacr sublect, attendance, tardiness, and

rat.nits of citizenship are mailed home to
:,arerts nt the end of each marking period. A

!,,IM letter la sent to all parents inyit,ing
them to participate in parent conferences.

Confejence turnouts have been very poor
t), its yea r's. Parents of failing siu-
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the school hoard with their

h,xt: Chapter 11
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the improvsmawa that wise implemented.
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!r;,are an agenda tot the next mertini4 1 the lit at which time von, its Executive
report hack to the Flt. Indicate the agenda items and erectly the member

the Fxectitive nommittee who will lepott on each agenda item.

eatalti,Ahed An Eduoarlonal Improvement ommitt that ,nu id farm a task tutee
etch specific improvement program that it selected; e.g.. improvement of Grade 9

rending comprehension, raiatng the academic self-concepts of students with
ex:eptional educational needs, etc. Inc or more members of the EIC could serve on
.1Zin task fore. Other high schools establish improvement task forces first and then
`,Ave representative, from each task force form the school's Improvement Committee.
Idicate which of these approaches would pr.hahly work better at school like O.U.k.
and indicate why.

, A. At lTi1- .1:

irepre A schedule of meeting times of the EIC for the semester during or outside the
time when students Are in school.

Assume that the teaching schedules and other Activities of the EIC members cannot be
rearranged for them to have it common meeting time during school hours this semester.
Develop Recommendations for arranging teaching schedules for the following semester
that will permit members of the EIC to meat duTiLthe time students are at school.
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SIMULATION 3: GOAL SETTING AND PLANNING RELATED IMPROVEMENT ACTIVITIES

This simulation presents information showing how a high school actually uses the results
of its Grade 9 standardized achievement aid mental ability tests administered in May of the
school year to set improvement,goals 'for the incoming Ghde 9 class of the following
Aeptember. The.MaY test results are first summarized and analyzed to establish improvement
priorities. Next, improvement goals for the ensuing year and a plan to attain the goals are
worked out. Your simulation group $ invited to engage in the same processes. However, yo34
may wish to use the competency test results that are provided at the end of the simulation
rather than the standardized test results.

Before' proceeding will the simulation, recognize that its purpose is to enable yo t
gain experience in test...interpretation, goal setting, and planning processes. °Be aw
th'at, schools desire to411mOrove any student outcomes other than achievement in the a
subiact,fields, and The-9,use data in addition to standardized and;competency tests to measure
the depred student outcomes. Other simulstiOns may be arranged for these other kinds of
outcomes and data.

c
a' prior'Asteting (simulation), O.U.R. Executive CoMmittee tentatively identified the

'goal-setting strategy aboveNs one O.U.R. should employ. The full EIC and later the school
aculty supported the recommendation. In this simulation, the Executive Committee uses O.U.R.

data to draw up a plan for implementing the strategy.'

This simulation requires from 60-90 minutes for groups with prior experience in goal
sitting and planning. More time may profitably be spent on it by other groups., The principal
lea'ciS the discussion and a,recorder summarizes it. Read through the information on test
interpretation and then respond to the two activities. Next read through the section on
"Using Test Results, id COal Setting and Planning." Respond to the activities. Complete the
optional activities as time permits.

Test Interpretation

The ETC of O.U.R., with input from the teachers, has decided to use the results of
U.U.R. achievement and mental ability testing in improving education in O.U.R. To start the
rocess, a counselor arranged the students of Grade 9 into quarters based on their mental
iicity scopes; and the meat', or average, mental ability of,each quarter was computed. The

quivalent percentile rank was obtained from norm tables supplied by the test publisher. The
achievement test scores in English, reading, and math of each student were then entered for
each quarter of the students. The mean achievement in each subject was computed for each
quarter, and the equivalent national percentile ranks were obtained from the norm tables.
This information was put in a table and used in setting goals related to achievement.'

The mean (average) national percentile ranks for mental ability and for achievement in
reading, language,'and math for the Grade 9 class follow:

Table 1. Grade 9 Glass Mental Ability and Achievement
(Tested in May)

Local Mental Ability: Reading: Language: Math:
one- fourths national national national national
in mental percentile percentile percentile percentile
ability rank rank rank rank

Quarter 4 (highest) 95 86' 74 84

Quarter 3 80 64 54 70

Quarter 2 66 50 42 52

Quarter i (lowest) 44 42 32 40

The ETC and teachers of O.U.R. felt that the mental ability test measured the aptitude of
the students for learning the three subject matters reasonably well and that the results of
the achievement tests measured their academic achievement levels reasonably well. (Please
accept these test results. Opportunity is provided later to discuss other tests and ratings
of student achievement.)
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414SIMULATION ACTIVIT ,14;

.ik.,

I. Based on,the tilidt resulsok which subject are the students of
achieving loweit in relation:to their mental ability? Based on
Which subject is improvement needed most urgently?

I

1 quarters
this infdimation, in

. Based on the test results, which quarter of the.J1Sudents is.ach eying highest in
relon_tqmental ability in all three subjects? What do you infer about the
relativieqfectiveness of O.U.R. schooling for the different quarters in mental
ability?

Use no more than 15-26 minutes on Questions 1-2.-

140. Using Test Results in Goal Setting and Planning

Steps 1-3 thaet011ow indicate a plan to raise achievement in English at O.U.R.
,

s

I. O.U.R. EIC identified English as the highest priorit
principal apd the English teacher member of the EIC'discusse
the EnglisW teachers. They secured input from the English t
of the ow achievement by the students in English.

for improvement; Next, the
he English test results with
rs regarding possible causes

2. Using the input from the English istiff, the EIC set a goal to raise Grade 9 English
achievement. The principal and the English teacher member of the EIC discussed the goal with
the English teachers and received ideas from them regard possible improvement activities to
be carried out. The followilg goal was set and the following improvement activities were
suggested to achieve the goaf:

r

Goal for Grade 9 English
8,/

Each quarter in mental ability of the next Grade 9 class, when tested in May, will have a
mean percentile rank in English equal to or near its mean mental ability percentile rapk.

Suggested Activities to Achieve the Goal

a. Counselorsill examine the test results of each student and will identify the
students achieving far below expectancy, e.g., mental ability percentile rank 75,
English achievement percentile rank 25. The counselors will provide this
information to teachers who have the students. Teachers will try to get these
students to achieve higher.

- -2.

b. The English teacherewill make changes in their instruction, e.g., they will get
all the studenta to spend more class timt_on task; they will make sure that each
student has appropriate assignments and will show that they believe the student
can and will do the assignments well;'etc.

c. The teachers skill improve the evaluation and monitoring df each student's
progress, e.g., students' work will be marked and returnedthe'next day.

d. The EIC will develop a plan for getting more parents to participate in
conferences with the student and the advisor once each semester.

3. The principal and the English teachers prepared a written improvement plan for next
year's Grade 9 class using the WRISE planning guidelines. This plan was submitted to the EIC
for input and approval.
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SIMULATION ACTIVITIES:

1. Have each member of your simulation group state what his/her responsibility is as amember of O.U.R. EIC in carrying out the preceding Steps 1-3 for "Using Test Reiiialts in GoalSetting and Planning." Assume that each EIC member has some, but not''
responsibilities.

2. Have the principal, the counselor, and the English teacher of your simulation/groupexplain0y they think the preceding "Suggested Activities to Achieve the Goal," 28-di willcontribute to.higher achievement. Have other members question them or add other
,1 .

5a. Examine the'test results in Table 1 for Grade 9, math. Return to the prio ,r'
information on "Using Test Results in'Goal Setting and Planning, " 'and apply Step8/1-3.to theimprovement of Grade 9 math; e.g.', brainstorm possible causes of the low achieve,tent, set animprovement goal, identify activities to attain the goal.

OR

3b. Examine the minimum competency test reaults that follow. Carry out the same
activities as in 3a for math.

Competency Test Results foi Simulation Activity:

Table 2. Percentage of Grade 9 Students Who Mastered O.U.R. High School's
Competency Objectives (Tested in May of Grade 9)

,k*

All Grade 9-12 Objectives*

Minimum Competency Grade 12
Objectives**

Reading Language Math

62 50 58

80 60 76

These objectives include not only the minimum competency objectives that the lowest
achievers should master by the end of Grade 12, but also other objectives that are e.
appropriate for all students, including the highest achievers.

These are the objectives that all students, except those with handicapping conditions,
should master by the end of Grade 12.

Use no more than 45-60 minutes on this simulation.

OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES:

4. Standardized testing requires relatively little teacher time. However, locally
constructed tests, rating scales, and other measurement devices are often more content valid
indicators of what is learned than are standardized tests.

a. Develop recommendations for constructing other measured of student achievement in
the various subject fields for each grade in the school. Indicate who will
construct the measures and how their accuracy and content validity will be
determined. Indicate who will summarize and report the results of administering
the measures to the students.

b. How would goal setting be different if mental ability test results were'not
available?

c. To what extent should a school teach unique content in reading, English, and math
that is not measured by standardized tests?
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5. Assume that a high school, Grades 9-1 desires to test achievement in English,
mathematics, reading, science, and social studies in only two grades. Assume that no Grade 8
test results are available. Indiate the advantages and disadvantageslof teating programs
(a), (h), (c), and (d) below in terms of goal setting for Grade 9, Grade 10, Grade 11, and
Grade 12; and also for setting goals for the individual students of each grade.

a. Administer the tests to Grade 9 and to Grade 11 in September.

b. Administer the tests to Grade 9 in September and to Grade 11 in May.

c. 4dminister the tests to Grade 9 and to Grade 11 in May.

d. Administer to Grade 9 in September and to Grade 10 in May.

6. A school board sets a policy that (a) in May of each year the principal of each
school must submit tq the superintendent a set of goals in the academic subject fields and
related plans for achieving the goals, (b) the goal statements and plans.must have the
approval of the majority of the teachers of the school, and (c) the results of testing will
not be used to evaluate the principal or teachers of the school. Indicate how the. principal
should proceed in implementing the policy. What do you think the effects of implementing it
youth be on student achievement in the academic subjects? How might the morale and the job
perceptions of the teachers and principal of the school be affected?


